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ABSTRACT
<001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics fabricated by templated grain growth (TGG) show
more than twice the piezoelectric response of conventional PZT-based ceramic materials, and
show great promise for a large number of transducer applications. Over the past decade,
numerous researchers have greatly advanced the processing and performance of these materials.
However, the best textured PMN-PT ceramics show properties only halfway between those of
ceramics and <001>C oriented crystals. In this work, long-standing problems in processing of
textured PMN-PT ceramics are investigated in order to close the performance gap between
textured ceramic and single crystal materials. First, novel plate-like 0.4(Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO30.6PbTiO3 templates were synthesized in order to avoid deleterious effects of BaTiO3 and SrTiO3
on texture development and properties. To produce these particles, topochemical conversion of
PbBi4Ti4O15 to PbTiO3 was studied in comparison to reactions yielding BaTiO3 and NaNbO3
microplatelet templates. Conversion was found to occur via multiple nucleation and growth of
the perovskite phase, followed by recrystallization to eliminate microstructure damage.
Formation of phase-pure perovskite templates was aided by partial solid solution of Na+ and Bi3+
on the perovskite A-site of PbTiO3. Undoped <001>C textured PMN-PT fabricated with these
templates has both high density (~99%) and high texture quality (f = 92%), and shows higher
electromechanical coupling (k33 = 0.83) than previous textured ceramics. Complete sets of
electromechanical properties of textured PMN-PT are reported for the first time for both undoped
and Mn2+ doped compositions. Both materials have enhanced coupling coefficients in the 33 and
31 modes, despite having crystal-like mechanical properties only in the texture (33) direction. In
addition, the dielectric properties of both materials remain ceramic-like. As a result,
enhancement of d33 is associated with increases in sE33 and k33, while enhancement of d31 is
associated mainly with an increase in k31. Rayleigh analysis of textured PMN-PT ceramics
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indicates that <001>C texture strongly reduces extrinsic contributions to ferroelectric properties,
and this effect may partially explain the gap between textured ceramic and crystal performance.
Because extrinsic response is already limited in Mn2+ doped textured ceramics, it is likely that
acceptor doped textured ceramics may perform similarly to doped single crystals. The scalability
and flexibility of textured PMN-PT fabrication is demonstrated by successful fabrication of 5 cm
cylindrical transducer elements with radial <001>C texture. Spatial control of the texture
orientation allows fabrication of omni-directional transducers from monolithic textured ceramics,
whereas use of crystal requires a segmented design approach. In order to further improve the
properties of <001>C textured PMN-PT, new approaches for particle alignment were investigated.
To avoid fundamental limits on shear-based methods such as tape casting, dynamic magnetic
alignment (MA) was used in conjunction with slip casting and TGG methods. Using this
approach we demonstrate narrow grain orientation distributions (FWHM ~7°) are attainable at
low field levels (2.2 T) in a permanent magnet array. Texture qualities in these ceramics were
limited by morphologic defects (grain boundaries or domain structure) in the template particles
used, and this method may be further optimized to yield substantially narrower grain orientation
distributions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement
Ferroelectric perovskite crystals in the (1-x)Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-xPbTiO3 (PMN-PT) show
dramatic improvements in piezoelectric response compared to conventional PZT ceramics, and
are finding increasing commercial applications in medical imaging devices and in ultrasonic
transducer applications. Single crystal materials show electric field induced strains of 0.7%,
piezoelectric coefficients from 1400 to >2000 pC/N, and extremely high electromechanical
coupling coefficients (k33 = 0.90-0.93).1,2 PMN-PT single crystals are typically grown by the
Bridgman method, a melt growth technique in which crystals form by directional solidification
from a melt. Ti4+ segregation during crystal growth may also result in compositional gradients
that restrict the yield of this process, although newer continuous feed growth techniques largely
mitigate this issue.3 These compositional gradients may restrict part size or cause material
properties to vary between parts cut from different regions of the crystal. Bridgman growth is
also relatively slow (< 2 mm/hr growth rate), resulting in low material output. Finally, this
process requires use of platinum crucibles, which must be recycled after each growth run. A
second, recently developed crystal growth method is the solid-state growth or single crystal
conversion (SSC) method.4 In this method, a crystal is grown into a ceramic matrix via abnormal
grain growth (AGG) at a relatively low temperature (compared to Bridgman growth). Crystals
grown in this method are compositionally homogeneous, but are similarly limited in growth rate
and are smaller in size than Bridgman grown crystals. In addition, these crystals often contain
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porosity that is likely to pose problems in transducer applications.
To avoid the problems associated with single crystal growth, <001>C textured PMN-PT
ceramics have been produced using the templated grain growth (TGG) method.5 Like single
crystals, textured PMN-PT ceramics show enhanced response compared to ceramics. Currently,
the best textured PMN-PT shows about 2-3 times the piezoelectric response of conventional PZT
ceramic, but only about 50-60% the response of Bridgman PMN-PT crystal.6 The difference in
high-field piezoelectric response between <001>C textured PMN-PT, untextured PMN-PT, and
<001>C oriented single crystal PMN-PT is shown in Figure 1-1.7

Figure 1-1: High field response of <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics in comparison to
conventional ceramics and single crystals. The slope of each curve gives an instantaneous value
of the high field piezoelectric coefficient d33*. (Kwon et al.)7
During the TGG process, ceramics are textured via growth of aligned seed crystals, or
templates, within a ceramic matrix. Template particles used in TGG must have an epitaxial
structural relationship with the matrix, but may be of the same composition and structure
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(homoepitaxial TGG) or may differ in composition or structure (heteroepitaxial TGG).5 In both
cases, the TGG process is driven by the difference in the surface free energy between the matrix
grains and the larger template crystal. The template particles used for TGG are aligned during
green processing, typically by tape casting. Because the efficiency of this alignment depends on
the template shape, high aspect ratio (10:1 or higher) platelets are preferred. However, successful
alignment of cube-shaped template particles has also been demonstrated.8 Diagrams of the
template alignment and TGG processes are shown in Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2: Schematic of the tape casting and TGG processes. Textured grains (uniform gray
color) nucleate around template particles (black), and grow at a faster rate than the randomly
oriented matrix grains (multi-tone gray).

To date, numerous researchers have produced textured PMN-PT ceramics by the TGG method.
Compositions of these materials are located near the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) but
within the rhombohedral phase, in order to optimize piezoelectric response near room
temperature. The results of these investigations are summarized in Table 1-1. Texture fractions
are reported using the Lotgering factor (F00l) and the March-Dollase f parameter (where
available).9,10 Although F00l has serious flaws in the measurement of texture fraction, in many
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studies on textured PMN-PT this is the only available characterization of texture quality.11 This
parameter is therefore used by necessity to compare various experimental results.
Table 1-1: Properties of various textured PMN-PT ceramics. The Lotgering factor is denoted as
F00l while the March-Dollase texture fraction is denoted f.
Template Used

Texture
Fraction

d33 (pC/N)
low field

d33* (pC/N)
high field

k33

-

-

260-295

550-900

0.6

PMN-32.5PT12

-

-

376-450

580-726

0.670.72

PMN-28PT6

40-50 µm platelet
SrTiO3
75-150 µm
tabular BaTiO3
5-15 µm tabular
SrTiO3
10 µm platelet
BaTiO3
20-50 µm
cuboidal PMN25PT

F00l = 0.87,
f = 0.81

940-1050

1170-1340

0.79

F00l = 0.90

525

950-1150

0.76

F00l = 0.69

-

1310-1660

-

F00l = 0.99

-

877

-

F00l = 0.95

660

800

-

PMN-28PT6

-

-

1470-1725

1750-1785

0.91

PMN-33PT1

-

-

2820

-

0.94

Composition
Random
Ceramic

PMN-28PT
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PMN-32.5PT12
[001]
Textured
Ceramic

PMN-32.5PT7
PMN-32PT13
PMN-34.5PT8

[001] Crystal

As shown in Table 1-1, textured PMN-PT ceramics generally show high field d33* coefficients
that reach 50-75% of single crystal values, and are roughly twice those of conventional ceramics.
The low field d33 is likewise about twice that of ceramic PMN-PT, but reaches only 50-60% of
the single crystal response. The electromechanical coupling coefficient k33 of textured PMN-PT
generally falls about halfway between ceramic and single crystal values. While these results are
substantially higher than those of PMN-PT and PZT based ceramics (often 100-200% higher),
they highlight a substantial problem with textured ceramics. Despite F00l = 69-99%, all of the
textured ceramics in Table 1-1 fall dramatically short of single crystals in terms of both low field
response (d33) and electromechanical coupling (k33). These results are shown graphically in
Figure 1-3.
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Figure 1-3: d33 of textured PMN-PT as a function of Lotgering factor (F00l), measured at a) high
field and b) low field.6,7-8,12–13

The origins for low piezoelectric response in textured ceramics (when compared proportionally to
texture quality) are complex and likely originate from several sources. The results in Figure 1-3
suggest that relationships between texture quality and d33 are nonlinear, particularly at low fields.
For example, results in Figure 1-3b show that this property begins to increase sharply only when
Lotgering factors of 85% or more are attained. These results highlight the need for very high
texture fractions in these systems in order to achieve crystal-like response.
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Comparatively little interest has been paid to the width of the grain orientation
distribution in textured PMN-PT ceramics. This parameter is characterized by Brosnan et al.,
who measure the grain orientation distribution of <001>C textured PMN-PT throughout the TGG
process.14 This distribution shows a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about 7° after the
TGG process, corresponding to a March-Dollase r parameter of 0.2 (on a scale of 0-1, where 0
represents perfect texture). Although previous work has given a rough idea of how piezoelectric
performance varies with texture fraction, as shown in Figure 1-3, the effects of misalignment
angle (FWHM or r) on piezoelectric properties have not been investigated experimentally. The
effect of misalignment was theoretically investigated by Aleshin et al. for textured PMN-PT
ceramics, although grain orientation distributions in this simulation are highly unrealistic.15 The
results of this investigation are shown in Figure 1-4. As seen in this figure, piezoelectric
coefficients and electromechanical coupling coefficients in textured PMN-PT are expected to
decrease sharply as a function of increasing misorientation angle, and the effect of misorientation
angle on d33 appears to be stronger than the effect of texture fraction (given in Figure 1-3). As a
result, work to further improve performance of <001>C textured PMN-PT may be better focused
on reducing the grain orientation distribution FWHM rather than improving the texture fraction.
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Figure 1-4: Plots of a) relative permittivity εσij/ε0 b) piezoelectric coefficients dij, and c) elastic
compliance sEij as a function of misorientation angle θmax in <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics.
(Aleshin et al.)15 In the simulated orientation distribution, grains are distributed evenly between
θ = 0 and θ = θmax, where θ is the angle between <001>C and the global texture axis.
The importance of template selection during TGG is discussed in general terms by
Messing et al., but there has been no direct comparative study on the effects of various templates
in the PMN-PT system. However, Figure 1-3 shows several trends that are highly suggestive of
unwanted template effects in this system. To illustrate this effect, Figure 1-5 shows a re-plotting
of data in Figure 1-3a but with template composition highlighted.
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Figure 1-5: High-field d33* of <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics as a function of Lotgering
factor F00l. Both F00l and d33* appear to depend on template composition, as shown by clustering
of SrTiO3 (ST) and BaTiO3 (BT) templated materials.6,7-8,12–13

In this plot, it is clear that tabular or platelet SrTiO3 templates have resulted in higher
piezoelectric performance than BaTiO3 templates, but these templates also appear to result in
lower texture qualities. The relatively low performance of BaTiO3 templated PMN-PT may be
attributable to residual BaTiO3 cores within each textured grain, which have been noted on
several occasions.5,12,13 These residual templates have been directly shown to prevent domain
switching in the region surrounding the template particle, thus clamping extrinsic piezoelectric
response.5 In contrast, SrTiO3 templates are known to easily dissolve into PMN-PT, and do not
leave residual templates that clamp material performance.5,6,14 This factor, combined with a slight
shift of the bulk PMN-PT composition towards the cubic phase, result in higher piezoelectric
performance in SrTiO3 textured PMN-PT. As a result of the chemical instability of these
templates, they are difficult to stabilize during TGG and may be damaged or destroyed during
sintering. This instability has been noted in the past, and often additional thermal processing
steps are utilized to stabilize SrTiO3 templates in the PMN-PT system.14 Lower texture fractions
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observed in SrTiO3 templated PMN-PT likely result from the incomplete success of such
stabilization processes. As a final note, cuboidal PMN-PT templates have also been used produce
<001>C textured PMN-PT, and may yield very high Lotgering factors.8 However, textured
ceramics made from these templates show relatively poor properties, possibly owing to poor
ceramic quality (due to the large template size) or a wide grain orientation distribution (due to
poor alignment of cubes compared to platelets).
The primary problem to be addressed in this dissertation is the fact that <001>C textured
PMN-PT ceramics fall well short of single crystal materials, despite appearing to have very high
texture qualities. Consequently, factors limiting piezoelectric performance in these materials will
be addressed in order to facilitate closing of the gap between textured ceramic and single crystal
performance. It is clear from previous work that currently available template particles used in
PMN-PT are insufficient for this study as they produce deleterious effects on either texture
quality or piezoelectric response. Most past research on TGG in PMN-PT has focused on using
the f or F001 as primary measures of texture quality in PMN-PT, with the most recent results
yielding f = 81% (F00l = 87%).14 However, simulation results suggest that misorientation angle
may have an equally strong or stronger effect on piezoelectric properties.15 Decreasing the grain
orientation distribution FWHM in <001>C textured PMN-PT is a substantial processing challenge
and will likely require a new approach towards template alignment.

1.2 Scientific Approach
In the previous section it was established that improvement in performance of <001>C
textured PMN-PT is hindered by several factors. In this dissertation, work is focused on two
factors that have yet to be solved in this system:
1. Synthesis of chemically compatible, high aspect ratio templates for the PMN-PT
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system that are stable enough to enable full texture development via TGG without
degrading piezoelectric or dielectric properties.
2. Development of a new processing approach for producing narrower grain orientation
distributions in <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics.
The most ideal templates for TGG in PMN-PT would be platelets of PMN-PT or the component
perovskites PbTiO3 (PT) and Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PMN). These compositions should provide little
barrier to nucleation, will not likely cause chemical stability issues, and should not affect the
performance of textured ceramics. A high platelet aspect ratio (>10:1) is needed to efficiently
and fully align the templates during tape casting.16 Although suitable platelets of these
compounds have not previously been produced, PT template particles present the simplest
approach due to the high phase stability of this phase compared to PMN and PMN-PT. To
synthesize high aspect ratio PT templates, topochemical conversion methods will be studied in
detail. The issues that will be addressed in this work are:
1. Synthesis of suitable Aurivillius precursor phases for PbTiO3 (a large number of
candidates are known, including Bi4Ti3O12, PbBi4Ti4O15, Pb2Bi4Ti5O18, and
Pb3Bi4Ti6O21)17
2. Study conversion of these platelets in a molten salt, using a topochemical approach:
Pbn-3Bi4TinO3n+3 + 3 PbO  n PbTiO3 + 2 Bi2O3
3. Compare topochemical conversion of Pbn-3Bi4TinO3n+3 phases to known successful
conversion reactions, such as synthesis of SrTiO3 from SrBi4Ti4O15, BaTiO3 from
BaBi4Ti4O15, or NaNbO3 from Na1.5Bi3.5Nb5O18.18–20
4. Characterize topochemical conversion via XRD, FESEM and TEM
5. Study effects controlling morphology during synthesis of PT templates.
The templates derived from these investigations will be first used to produce <001>C
textured PMN-PT ceramics in order to assess the degree of improvement attainable via
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elimination of deleterious effects associated with SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 templates. In order to
develop a comprehensive understanding of these materials, this work will focus on:
1.

Processing of <001>C textured PMN-PT by currently established tape casting and
TGG methods, but using more ideal template particles.

2.

Complete characterization of grain orientation distributions within these materials, in
order to facilitate understanding of processing-texture-property relationships.

3.

Measurement of the full set of dielectric, mechanical, and piezoelectric properties of
<001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics, as has been done for ceramic and crystal
materials.21,22

4.

Parallel investigation of both undoped and Mn-doped textured PMN-PT, in order to
understand the relative effects of texture on intrinsic and extrinsic piezoelectric
properties.

Although some improvements in performance are likely to be achieved by optimization of current
processing methods as described above, it is likely that crystal-like performance in textured
ceramics will require vastly better alignment than can be obtained via shear forces (tape casting).
Magnetic alignment (MA) methods do not face the same fundamental limitations on particle
alignment as shear processes, as particle alignment in this process is not restricted by
morphology.23 Due to symmetry constraints, achieving <001>C texture in PMN-PT will require a
combination of the MA and TGG techniques. During MA/TGG processing of <001>C textured
PMN-PT, the following topics will be investigated:
1. Magnetic alignment of tetragonal perovskite templates such as BaTiO3 and
(Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3-PbTiO3, both in isolation and within a PMN-PT matrix.
2. Feasibility of magnetic alignment in this system, if possible using the same template
and matrix powders as in the previous section to facilitate texture quality or property
comparisons.
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3. The effects of field rotation rate, slurry rheology and capillary forces on particle
alignment during magnetic alignment and slip casting.
Finally, ceramics produced by the methods discussed above will be characterized and
designed with respect to transducer applications. Advantages of textured ceramic materials
compared to crystals are typically related to flexibility and scalability of ceramic processing
techniques. Research on transducer applications will focus on device geometries where textured
ceramics offer unique advantages over single crystals. In relation to flexibility and scalability of
textured ceramic fabrication, the following topics will be investigated:
5.

Development of monolithic, radially <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics for use in
omnidirectional cylindrical transducers.

6.

Control of PbO atmosphere, part shrinkage, warpage, and property uniformity during
thermal processing of large (~5 cm) and high aspect ratio (>10:1) parts.

7.

Full characterization of texture quality and piezoelectric performance of parts
designed for transducer applications, including statistical characterization of
property variation in textured ceramic materials.

1.3 Organization of Dissertation
Chapter 2 reviews comprehensively previous work on fabrication of textured ceramic
materials. Included are discussions of template alignment under both mechanical and
electromagnetic methods, intended to guide design and synthesis of templates for this system. In
addition, texture development via TGG is discussed in detail.
Chapter 3 presents a comprehensive study of topochemical conversion of Aurivillius
(bismuth layer structure perovskite) phases in a molten salt environment. Field emission
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and X-ray
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diffraction (XRD) are used to track phase and microstructure evolution in three perovskite
systems: BaTiO3, NaNbO3, and PbTiO3. The mechanisms occurring during topochemical
conversion are discussed, and a general model for this process is presented.
Chapter 4 presents a successful topochemical route to producing (Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3-PbTiO3
(NBT-PT) template particles from the PbBi4Ti4O15 phase. The effects of TiO2 precursor size on
the growth of Aurivillius PbBi4Ti4O15 are presented, and are used to control the morphology of
the resulting NBT-PT templates. The differences between synthesis of NBT-PT and PT
perovskites are discussed and are used to explain why NBT-PT synthesis is successful while PT
synthesis is not.
Chapter 5 presents microstructure-property relationships in textured PMN-PT ceramics.
Microstructure is characterized by SEM and XRD pole figures, and the March-Dollase texture
parameters f and r are determined. The dielectric, piezoelectric, compliance, stiffness, and
electromechancial coupling coefficients are reported for both undoped and Mn-doped textured
PMN-PT, and these properties are related to the texture quality and composition of the textured
ceramics.
Chapter 6 discusses processing and properties of radially <001> textured PMN-PT cylinders
and spheres, produced using NBT-PT template particles. The advantages of <001> radial
textured ceramics over single crystals are discussed. In addition, factors regarding scaling of
textured PMN-PT processing are discussed. These issues include warping of parts during
sintering as well as compositional homogeneity of the textured parts.
Chapter 7 discussed fabrication of <001>C textured PMN-PT by a hybrid dynamic magnetic
alignment, slip casting, and TGG approach. The dynamic MA is modeled mathematically, and
alignment conditions are predicted as a function of slurry viscosity, field rotation rate, and casting
time. Experimentally measured grain orientation distributions of <001>C textured PMN-PT
ceramics are correlated to these predicted results.
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Chapter 2
A Background on Texture in Ceramic Materials
Crystallographic texture has been widely used to control strongly anisotropic material
properties in a variety of mechanical, electrical, and optical ceramic materials. Texture in
ceramics is typically produced by mechanical or electromagnetic alignment of particles in the
green state, and is amplified during sintering and grain growth. In general, tape casting results in
the narrowest grain orientation distributions (FWHM = 4° - 15°) observed in textured ceramics,
although magnetic alignment (MA) has been used to align fine powders (< 1 µm) that are not
typically aligned by tape casting. Large particles are typically better aligned during green
forming, although the use of such particles may cause considerable difficulties during sintering.
In particular, constrained sintering often results from development and intensification of tensile
stresses adjacent to large particles within a fine matrix powder. This effect may be mitigated
either by use of liquid phases during sintering or by prevention of grain growth during final stage
densification. During annealing of sintered ceramics, growth of large grains preferentially
aligned during green forming results in enhancement of the texture quality. In templated grain
growth (TGG) and reactive templated grain growth (RTGG), a small number of large oriented
template particles are used to control texture development via grain growth and phase formation
mechanisms, respectively. Texture development may also be driven by anisotropy of the grain
boundary energy, which helps to destabilize high angle grain boundaries. Although secondary in
TGG systems, this mechanism may be of considerable importance in MA ceramics fabricated
from powders with relatively narrow particle size distributions.
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2.1 Introduction
Crystallographic texture, or preferred grain alignment, may be utilized to separate
directionally-dependent properties in a wide range of materials, including magnetic, dielectric,
ferroelectric, thermoelectric, and superconducting materials.1–4 Texture may increase the
performance of ceramic materials by several mechanisms. Most commonly, texture is used to
access properties along a specific crystallographic direction, resulting in crystal-like properties
without the difficulty or expense of fabricating a single crystal. The degree of property
enhancement obtained from texture depends on both the texture quality and on the orientation
dependence of the relevant material properties. Properties in textured ceramics may also be
enhanced by removal of high angle grain boundaries, resulting in local continuity of properties
between neighboring grains. In most cases this mechanism is secondary to direct orientation
effects, but mechanical compliance and related properties (such as piezoelectricity) are strongly
2

clamped by the misalignment of neighboring grains. Finally, crystallographic texture may be
used indirectly as a tool to control microstructure development. In particular, the fracture
toughness of ceramic materials may be enhanced by anisotropic grain growth that results in
layered or fibrous microstructures.5 Anisotropic microstructures may also be useful in controlling
electrical conductivity or dielectric properties in ceramics, as these properties may be depend
strongly on grain boundary effects.6
Although any polycrystalline material with non-random grain alignment is by definition
textured, only specific texture symmetries are known to result in enhanced or crystal-like
properties. In particular, fiber or sheet texture symmetries are most commonly utilized.2 In fiber
texture, a specific crystallographic direction in each grain is preferentially aligned along a sample
texture axis, but grains are randomly oriented perpendicular to that axis. In sheet texture, grains
are preferentially aligned in all three perpendicular directions. These texture symmetries are
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shown schematically in Figure 2-1. In most textured materials, the property of interest is
maximized along a single crystallographic direction, and fiber texture is sufficient to produce
enhanced or crystal-like response. Sheet textures are substantially more difficult to produce, but
2

replicate crystal-like properties in all crystallographic directions.

Figure 2-1: Schematic illustrations and stereographic projections of fiber and sheet textures in a
hypothetical polycrystalline material. Crystallites are depicted with a blade-like morphology as
might be expected in a biaxial (e.g. orthorhombic) crystal system.

A large number of processing techniques are currently used to produce texture in
ceramics, typically via particle alignment in the green state. These methods, listed in Figure 2-2,
may be categorized based on the driving force for particle alignment (mechanical,
electromagnetic, or thermal). While there are methods in all of these categories that may create
primary texture in ceramics, most commonly used thermal processes are applied uniformly and
cannot break symmetry without being coupled with additional effects. As a result, these methods
are not used to create texture, but to enhance textures initially developed by other methods.2 This
approach, which includes templated grain growth and preferred migration of high angle grain
boundaries, will be discussed in section 2.4
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Figure 2-2: Processing methods utilized to produce grain alignment in ceramic materials.
Commonly used processing methods are shown in bold.

2.2 Green Forming of Textured Ceramics
In almost all cases, textured ceramics are produced by sintering of aligned particle
compacts, and the orientation of particles in the green compact determines or limits the attainable
2,7

texture quality.

Particle alignment can be achieved by a variety of methods, including bulk

mechanical deformation (pressing, tape casting, extrusion, or rolling), application of mechanical
forces in solution (electrophoresis, slip casting, and freeze casting) or by alignment under
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electromagnetic fields. In comparing the effectiveness of particle alignment methods, it is
convenient to characterize alignment via the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the grain (or
8
particle) orientation distribution, or via the closely related March-Dollase parameter r. The grain

orientation distribution is commonly measured using XRD rocking curves or pole figures (after
defocusing corrections are made), or may be measured directly via orientation imaging
microscopy (OIM) techniques.9,10 In textured ceramics grown from coarse powders or seeds (as
in TGG), FWHM and r are primarily determined by powder alignment, and are weakly to
moderately affected by sintering and grain growth.11,12 As a result, these parameters may be
useful as indicators for green alignment, even if measured after thermal processing. In textured
ceramics grown from unimodal powders, such as is common in magnetic alignment, FWHM and
r may change substantially during sintering and grain growth and powder alignment must be
13

characterized in the green state.

Parameters associated with the texture intensity (the Lotgering

factor and the texture volume fraction f) are strongly affected by sintering and grain growth in all
9,10

cases, and are poor indicators of the initial particle alignment state.

As a result, these

parameters may only safely be used to compare template alignment between samples with
identical composition and thermal processing histories.

2.2.1 Models for Mechanical Alignment
Anisomorphic (plate-like or needle-like) particles may be efficiently aligned by the
application of mechanical forces within green compacts or powder slurries.14,15 These forces
may be compressive (as in uniaxial pressing, hot pressing, and slip casting) or shearing (tape
casting and extrusion) in nature. As the mechanical alignment of powders is strongly dependent
on powder morphology, non-traditional powder synthesis methods are often used to prepare well
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dispersed, high aspect ratio powders suitable for production of textured ceramics. These
synthesis methods may include hydrothermal growth, molten salt growth, or various
16–18

combinations thereof.

In some cases, the desired morphology cannot be produced directly,

and must be obtained via topochemical conversion of a structurally similar phase with the desired
morphology.19,20 Examples of high aspect ratio particles utilized for textured ceramic formation
are shown in Figure 2-3.

2

Figure 2-3: Examples of anisomorphic templates used for TGG processes. (Messing et al.)2
Production of texture during simple compression represents the simplest analytical case
for understanding powder alignment, and particle orientation distributions resulting from
compression have been widely characterized. In particular, plate-like powders are most
efficiently aligned by this method, and align such that the long dimensions of the platelets are
perpendicular to the axis of compression. The theoretical orientation distribution resulting from
compression of high aspect ratio platelets was first calculated by March et al. for the case of
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14

volume-conserving compression.

Particle orientation was found to depend on a single texture

parameter r, equal to the compression ratio h/h0:

1


P (r , θ ) =  r 2 cos θ 2 + sin θ 2 
r



−3 / 2

(2.1)

P(r,θ) is expressed in units of multiples of random distribution (MRD), defined as the probability
a grain will have a misalignment angle equal to θ divided by the same probability in a randomly
oriented (completely isotropic) ceramic. The March model has been most widely used to
describe the non-random alignment of x-ray diffraction samples for the purposes of x-ray
diffraction analysis and Rietveld refinement. For this purpose, the March equation was modified
by Dollase to include multiple particle populations that align differently during compression.8 In
the simplest expansion, only a volume fraction f is affected by pressing, resulting in the twoparameter March-Dollase (MD) model:

1


P ( f , r , θ ) = (1 − f ) + f  r 2 cos θ 2 + sin θ 2 
r



−3 / 2

(2.2)

The MD model has been widely used in X-ray diffraction analysis, but is eminently
useful in characterization of textured ceramics that contain both textured and randomly aligned
fractions, such as materials produced by TGG. Plots of the MD model for various values of f and
r are shown in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4: Grain orientation distributions predicted by the March-Dollase model, a) as a
function of r for f = 1 and b) as a function of f for r = 0.25. Intensity is shown in units of MRD,
as defined in the text.

The alignment of ellipsoidal particles in shear fields was described in detail by Jeffery in
1922, under conditions of linear Stokes flow and without considering the effects of thermal
15

(Brownian) motion.

These equations have been utilized by several authors to describe texture

in ceramic materials. Most notably, Lee and Bowman illustrate how these equations may be
generalized, and derive specific solutions for simple shear, simple compression, and plane strain
21

compression under constant volume.

The reported solutions for simple shear and simple
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compression agree with Jeffery’s equations and the March equation, respectively. Jeffery’s
equations were also simplified by Wu and Messing in order to understand alignment of uniaxial
22

ellipsoidal particles (in this case, mullite whiskers) under simple shear.

This case is discussed

in detail, as it applies to the vast majority of textured ceramics produced by shear-based methods.
The equations of motion for axially-symmetric particles, in terms of aspect ratio re and shear rate
G, are given as:
2

dα 1 re − 1
=
G sin 2α sin 2 β
dt 4 re 2 + 1

(2.3a)

2

dβ 1  re − 1

cos 2 β 
= G 1 + 2
dt 2  re + 1


(2.3b)

These equations are equally applicable to acicular (needle-like) or platelet powders. The
orientation angles α and β are defined with reference to a fixed coordinate system where M’
denotes the symmetry axis of the particle, as shown in Figure 2-5:

Figure 2-5: Angles depicting orientation of a particle in constant shear. The particle symmetry
axis is along OM’, and shear is applied parallel to the LOT plane in the OL direction. (Wu and
Messing)22
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Equations (2.3a) and (2.3b) predict that ellipsoidal particles will rotate periodically, with
the symmetry axis of the particle confined to a closed elliptical orbit around an axis perpendicular
to both the shear direction and the shear strain gradient. The path of this orbit depends on initial
particle position, as shown in Figure 2-6.

Figure 2-6: Possible rotation paths for the symmetry axis of a uniaxial ellipsoidal particle under
constant shear. (Wu and Messing)22

The periodic rotation of the orientation angle β is given as:

tan β = re tan

Gt
re + 1 / re

(2.4)

The periodicity of this equation shows that individual particles with a finite aspect ratio do not
reach a steady alignment condition during shear processing. Bulk alignment therefore results
from the higher probability of encountering low angles of β with respect to time. Because (2.3a)
and (2.3b) describe orbit paths that are closed, the populations of particles within each orbit, as
well as the final grain orientation distribution, are dependent on the initial alignment state of the
particle dispersion.
The effects of thermal motion on shear alignment were described by Leal and Hinch in
1971.
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On short time scales, the introduction of thermal motion (via weak rotational diffusion)

has little effect on the periodic particle motion predicted by equations (2.3a) and (2.3b). Over
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longer time scales, however, particles may drift between the closed orbits described by Jeffery.
As a result, the populations of each orbit are determined by their relative energy dissipation rates.
This results in a substantial change in the grain orientation distribution, which now approaches a
steady-state condition that is not dependent on the initial conditions of the system. The steady
state grain orientation distributions for platelets (re << 1) and needles (re >> 1) are recalculated
here in terms of the angles α and β (as defined in Figure 2-5):

 cos 2 α
 4/3
sin 2 β
P(re , α , β ) ≈ 4 2 / 3 + 4 sin 2 α  re cos 2 β + 2 / 3
 r
re

 e






 2/3
 2/3
sin 2 β
2
2
2


P(re , α , β ) ≈ 4 re cos α + 4 sin α  re cos β + 4 / 3

re



−3 / 2

for re << 1






(2.5a)

−3 / 2

for re >> 1 (2.5b)

These equations predict that both plate-like and acicular particles will reach equivalent
equilibrium grain orientation distributions, with the exception that platelets align parallel to the
shear plane (the platelet normal directions align along the Z axis) and needles align parallel to the
shear direction L. In both cases, misorientation from the texture axis is highest towards T, which
is perpendicular to both the shear direction and the applied stress gradient. As these equations
represent equilibrium conditions, they depend only on the particle aspect ratio re and not on the
amount of shear strain applied.

2.2.2 Application of the Tape Casting Process
Shear processing was first used to align ceramic powders in the 1970’s and 80’s via tape
casting methods.24–26 Plate-like ceramic powders such as Bi2WO6 and Bi4Ti3O12 were often used
25

to facilitate this alignment, and were typically produced by molten salt growth.

During tape

casting, a pseudoplastic slurry containing ceramic powder is drawn under a doctor blade,
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resulting in high shear strains, which may be used to align anisotropic particles. Cast tapes are
subsequently stacked and laminated to form bulk samples. Although the shear profile during tape
casting depends on a number of processing variables, the conditions typically used to align
27,28

ceramic particles result in nearly pure shear.

The tape casting process is shown schematically

in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7: Schematic showing a) the tape casting process, and b) the shear profile experienced
by the cast slurry. (Snel et al.)29 The slurry shown in a) is reduced from height H to height h0
after being drawn under the doctor blade. Shear is provided by movement of the carrier tape with
velocity ue under the stationary doctor blade with length L.

After initial work on particle alignment by Holmes et al., powder alignment by tape casting was
rapidly expanded to include additional ferroelectric and dielectric materials with anisotropic
properties, such as PbNb2O6.26 Initial texture qualities in these materials were relatively modest,
but nevertheless resulted in substantial property improvements.
The effects of various processing parameters on particle alignment via shear were studied
by Watanabe et al. in 1989.28 For the conditions studied, particle alignment was found to
increase strongly as solids loading increased, but was nearly independent of other parameters
such as casting rate, doctor blade height, and binder content. The relationship between solids
loading and alignment was initially attributed to favorable interactions between adjacent particles.
More recently, Snel et al. also show a strong positive trend between solids loading and alignment
29

quality, but attribute this effect to increased shear stress during tape casting.

The interaction

28
effects between adjacent anisotropic particles were more clearly studied by Seabaugh et al. and
Suvaci et al. under conditions of constant total solids loading.

30,31

As shown in Figure 2-8,

higher template loading results in a modest reduction in particle alignment (higher r in the
resulting textured ceramics). These trends are generally attributed to increased particle
interactions at higher template loading, and parallel similar observations in uniaxial pressing.32

Figure 2-8: Variation of the March-Dollase parameter r as a function of template loading in
<001> fiber-textured α-Al2O3 ceramics. (Seabaugh et al., Suvaci et al.)30,31

In earlier work by Watanabe et al., the effects of particle interaction are obscured by a stronger
positive correlation between alignment and total solids loading, which results in increased shear
28,29

stress.

Snel et al. also show that a large number of processing variables correlate with
29

alignment via their affects on slurry viscosity and shear stress.

In particular, changes in

parameters such as casting rate or doctor blade height control the applied shear stress. Finally,
alignment quality is substantially improved by de-airing the slurries for up to 24 h before casting.
Although air bubbles in the casting slurries may have some negative effect on alignment, this
trend may also be related to an increase in slurry viscosity (and an associated increase in shear
stress) due to evaporation of solvent from the casting slurries. These various effects on particle
alignment are summarized in Figure 2-9.

29

Figure 2-9: Variation of texture intensity (Lotgering factor) with respect to processing
parameters during the tape casting process. (Snel et al.)29

The relationships between shear stress and particle alignment observed by Snel et al. and
28–31

others are generally predicted by the (2.3a) and (2.3b).

However, an observed dependence of

alignment on shear stress is not consistent with (2.5a) or (2.5b), strongly suggesting that particle
alignment in these experiments does not reach steady state. In contrast, Watanabe et al. find
essentially no dependence of texture on casting rate, suggesting that their results do represent
28

steady state conditions.

It is therefore important to consider what shear conditions are required

to obtain the steady state distributions predicted by (2.5a) and (2.5b). These conditions are
expected to relate to the total amount of shear as well as to relative rates of shear and rotational
diffusion, which are determined by slurry properties and the size of the aligned particles. To our
knowledge, however, the differential equations governing particle alignment have not been
evaluated with respect to these variables.
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2.2.3 Magnetic Alignment of Ceramic Powders
Although magnetic alignment was one of the first widely used methods of texturing
ceramics, use of this method was long restricted to hexaferrites and other strongly magnetic
materials. The forces and torques acting on a particle suspended in a magnetic field depend
33

primarily on the anisotropic magnetic susceptibility of the particle and on the particle shape.

The orientation of a particle suspended in a magnetic field is hereafter defined in terms of the
angles α, β, and γ between the magnetic field and the crystallographic axes a, b, and c,
respectively. It is assumed that the crystallographic and morphologic axes of the particle
coincide, as is generally expected for crystalline powders. The magnetic energy of an ellipsoidal
particle with isotropic magnetic properties subjected to an applied magnetic field B0 is given as:33

χVB0 2
U=
2µ 0

 cos 2 α
cos 2 β
cos 2 γ

+
+
 1 + χDa 1 + χDb 1 + χDc





(2.6)

Where V is the particle volume, χ is the magnetic susceptibility, µ0 is the magnetic constant, and
Di is a geometric demagnetization factor in direction i. This equation can be simplified for
materials of either very high or very low susceptibility:
2

U≈

VB0
2µ 0

 cos 2 α cos 2 β cos 2 γ

+
+
 1 + Da 1 + Db 1 + Dc


 for χ >> 1


χVB 2
for χ << 1
U≈
2µ 0

(2.7a)

(2.7b)

Thus the magnetic energy of strongly magnetic particles depends on particle shape (via the
demagnetization factors Da, Db, and Dc), while the magnetic energy of diamagnetic and
paramagnetic particles depends only on the magnetic susceptibility. Anisotropy of the magnetic
susceptibility can now be included into (2.7b) to give the orientation-dependent magnetic energy
33,34

for weakly magnetic particles:
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U≈

VB 2
χ a cos 2 α + χ b cos 2 β + χ c cos 2 γ for χa, χb, χc << 1
2µ 0

(

)

(2.8)

Anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility is also important for the intermediate case of uniaxial
magnetic materials (e.g. χc >1, χa < 1), but the magnetic energy equations for these materials are
more complex and are not derived here. Weakly magnetic ceramic materials are adequately
described by (2.8).
It is helpful at this point to determine the criteria for a “weak” magnetic material for
which particle shape may be safely ignored. Consider the magnetic energy of plate-like,
anisotropic particle in a constant magnetic field. The particles are assumed to be uniaxial (χa = χb
≠ χc) with the magnetic c-axis oriented along the plate thickness. This geometry is convenient to
consider because it maximizes demagnetization effects (Dc = 1, Da = 0). The difference between
maximum and minimum values of the orientation-dependent magnetic energy can be calculated
with or without demagnetization effects:
2

∆U = U B ⊥c − U B||c =
2

VB
∆U = 0
2µ 0
∆U ≈

2

χc
χa
VB0
VB
− 0
2 µ 0 1 + χ c Dc 2 µ 0 1 + χ a Da

 χc − χa − χc χa

1 + χc



 with demagnetization effects


VB 2
(χ c − χ a ) without demagnetization effects
2µ 0

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

(2.9c)

Thus the error introduced by neglecting demagnetization is roughly equal to χc2, and shape effects
may be ignored as long as χc2 << χa - χc. It is finally important to note that the magnetic
susceptibility values in (2.6) through (2.9) are defined relative to the susceptibility of the
suspending medium. Alignment of strongly magnetic materials may be affected by the choice of
suspending medium, while alignment of weakly magnetic materials is unaffected.
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The time-dependent motion of particles during magnetic alignment has been considered
35,36

by numerous authors.

Particle rotation rates may be calculated by balancing the torques

acting on suspended particles due to magnetic fields, viscous drag, and thermal (Brownian)
motion. Inertial effects are generally ignored in these calculations, as the effects of viscous drag
are orders of magnitude stronger. The general solution to this problem must be calculated
36

numerically and is discussed in detail by Yamaguchi et al.

Simplified solutions are given here

for two limiting cases of alignment. If thermal motion is weak compared to magnetic and viscous
forces (at a given average misorientation angle), it can be ignored and the orientation distribution
function for a uniaxial material is given as:

[

P (B, t , γ ) = exp(− 8 3 x ) cos 2 γ + exp(4 3 x )sin 2 γ

]

−3 / 2

VB 2 (χ c − χ a )µ R t
x ( B, t ) =
2µ 0

(2.10)

It should be noted that this distribution is equivalent to the March equation derived for uniaxial
pressing, with r = exp(4 3 x ) . This time-dependent equation ceases to apply as the average
misorientation angle decreases and the system approaches steady state. Maximum particle
alignment is reached when the time-averaged torque on each particle is zero, and thus can be
determined by balancing only magnetic and thermal effects.36 The orientation distribution
function for a uniaxial material at thermal equilibrium is given as:

P (B, T , γ ) =

exp(− U ( B, γ ) / k B T )
π

∫ exp(− U ( B, γ ) / k T )sin γ dγ
B

0

U ( B, γ ) =

VB 2
χ a sin 2 γ + χ c cos 2 γ
2µ 0

(

(2.11)

)

Although all non-cubic materials are expected to show finite magnetic anisotropy, the
magnitude of this anisotropy is small and difficult to measure. Precise determination of magnetic
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anisotropy is accomplished either directly using a torque magnetometer, or indirectly by inducing
37–39

rotational harmonic oscillation of a crystal specimen suspended in a static magnetic field.

The latter method has been shown to measure the magnitude of the volume magnetic anisotropy
∆χ with an error of ~6 x 10-9 (SI units) or less.

38

The absolute susceptibility values must be

measured separately, often with lower precision. In many cases, measurements are conducted on
paramagnetic samples containing various magnetic impurities, and the diamagnetic susceptibility
of the pure compound may be extrapolated from measurements of paramagnetic anisotropy as a
function of temperature.37,40 Measured diamagnetic and paramagnetic anisotropies for a handful
38–41

of oxide minerals are summarized in Table 2-1.

Of particular interest is the magnetic

susceptibility of α-Al2O3, which was originally reported to be highest in the a-b plane (χc < χa) but
41,42

is now known to be higher along the c-axis (χc > χa).

Table 2-1: Reported values of magnetic anisotropy for various materials. Values are given as
volume (dimensionless) susceptibility in the SI convention.
-8

Magnetic

-8

Diamagnetic χ (x 10 )

Paramagnetic χ (x 10 )

Impurities

χ

χc - χa

χc - χb

χb - χa

χ

χc - χa

χc - χb

χb - χa

#1

-

-238

-5.29

-5.29

0

-

-

-

-

#2

Cr

-

-3.52

-3.52

0

2,420

-8.0

-8.0

0

α-SiO2 (quartz)

-

-569

-6.85

-6.85

0

-

-

-

-

Al(OH)3 (gibbsite)

-

-

4.1

4.1

0

< 20

5.0

5.0

0

#1

Fe, Ti

-

-16.6

-13.6

-3.0

6,600

-66

-23

-43

#2

Fe, Ti

-

-18.3

-13.8

-4.5

6,600

-49

-29

-20

-

-

15.3

14.1

1.9

-

-

-

-

Material
α-Al2O3 (corundum)

AlOOH (diaspore)
Mg2SiO4 (forsterite)

2.2.4 Application of Magnetic Alignment
Alignment of diamagnetic or paramagnetic ceramics is typically obtained using very high
magnetic fields (10-12T) to overcome the feeble paramagnetic or diamagnetic anisotropy of
13,42

ceramic powders.

Most ceramics of interest for magnetic alignment have uniaxial symmetry,

34
and can be divided into two classes – those with a single axis of higher susceptibility (χc > χa = χb)
and those with a single axis of lower susceptibility (χc < χa = χb). Materials in the first class are
easiest to align, as particle c axes will align parallel to a static applied field to produce a desirable
35,42

fiber texture.

Particles in the second class align such that the c-axis is randomly aligned in a
43

plane perpendicular to the applied field.

This texture symmetry is undesired if the best material

properties are along the c-axis, as the lack of collinear alignment of particle c-axes results in poor
(ceramic-like) properties. Production of c-axis fiber texture in materials with a low susceptibility
axis can be achieved by the use of magnetic fields that rotate or oscillate within a plane.43 This
method creates, on a time averaged basis, a single axis of zero magnetic field perpendicular to the
plane of rotation. Non-constant rotation or oscillation rates may also yield sheet texture in biaxial
ceramics by creating mutually perpendicular axes of high, intermediate, and zero magnetic
44

field.

Schematics for static and dynamic magnetic alignment (and the resulting orientation

distributions) are shown for an arbitrary uniaxial ceramic in Figure 2-10. It should be noted that
the kinetics of dynamic alignment processes are more complicated, and analytical equations for
the time-dependent grain orientation distribution have generally not been derived. Modeling of
dynamic alignment is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
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Figure 2-10: Crystallographic textures and <001> stereographic projections resulting from
magnetic alignment of uniaxial powders under a) a static field perpendicular to the page, and b) a
field rotated perpendicular to the vertical axis.

While static magnetic alignment is strongly preferred over dynamic alignment from a
processing perspective, relatively few uniaxial ceramics show high magnetic susceptibility along
the c-axis. Alignment of diamagnetic ceramics was pioneered in two such materials, α-Al2O3 and
TiO2, with alumina representing the best-studied case.42,45 In general, fine α-Al2O3 powders are
weakly aligned in the green state, and samples become highly textured only after sintering and
grain growth. The degree of green alignment as a function of magnetic field strength during slip
casting was investigated by Terada et al., and the resulting grain orientation distributions are
shown in Figure 2-11.13 The March r value reaches a minimum of 0.75 at B = 12 T, and the
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relationship between B and r in Figure 2-11 agrees reasonably well with the relationship predicted
by (2.10).

Figure 2-11: Grain orientation distributions of α-Al2O3 powder compacts as a function of
magnetic field applied during slip casting. The misorientation angle ω is measured with respect
to the applied field direction. (Terada et al.)13

Magnetic alignment of α-Al2O3 is also very sensitive to solids loading, as shown by
Suzuki et al. in Figure 2-12.

42

Alignment quality is found to increase as solids loading decreases

due to reduction of the slip viscosity and improvement of alignment kinetics. These results also
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indicate that magnetic alignment in this work was kinetically limited and did not reach steady
state.

Figure 2-12: Viscosity and alignment quality in textured α-Al2O3 produced by magnetic
alignment of slip casting slurries of various solids loadings. (Suzuki et al.)42

The efficient consolidation of powders during magnetic alignment has also been a topic
of concern during this process. Most commonly, powders are consolidated using slip casting and
electrophoresis, both of which exert forces on suspended particles that may interfere with
alignment. In particular, the effects of slip casting were studied by Chen et al. during static
46

magnetic alignment of plate-like Bi4Ti3O12 powders.

In this experiment, alignment directions

favored by slip casting and magnetic alignment were perpendicular to each other, and particle
orientation was determined by the stronger of these two effects. The resulting ceramic samples
show a transition in orientation as a function of casting height, shown in Figure 2-13. In the
initial cast layer, texture is determined primarily by the strong suction force during slip casting.
The decrease in this force with time results in a transition to texture that is dominated by
magnetic alignment effects.
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Figure 2-13: Schematic and SEM image showing Bi4Ti3O12 ceramics produced by slip casting of
plate-like particles in a 10 T magnetic field. During casting, the magnetic field B was spatially
uniform but the casting (suction) force decreased as the powder was deposited in a vertical
direction. A spatial and temporal transition between horizontal (suction force dominated) and
vertical (magnetically dominated) particle alignment was observed. (Chen et al.)46

In cases where dynamic alignment is used (χc < χa = χb), c-axis orientation is also dependent on
the dynamics of the applied magnetic field. Most commonly samples are rotated within a
constant magnetic field, and alignment is related to the rotation rate in addition to previously
discussed parameters. The effects of rotation rate on alignment were studied by Uchikoshi et al.
during alignment of ZnO ceramics, and are shown in Figure 2-14.
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Although it was observed

that alignment was maximized at a rotation rate of 60 rpm, the reason for the observed maximum
in alignment quality was unclear.
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Figure 2-14: Alignment of ZnO (measured via Lotgering factor) as a function of sample rotation
rate in magnetic fields of 0 T and 10 T. (Uchikoshi et al.)47 Green ceramic samples were
deposited by electrophoretic deposition (EPD) and were sintered at 1400°C for 2 h.

2.3 Sintering of Textured Ceramics
Densification of textured ceramics is often complicated by the use of coarse,
anisomorphic (plate-like or needle-like) particles that align well but sinter poorly. In templated
systems these particles may constrain sintering in the surrounding matrix, impeding pore removal.
Sintering may also be inhibited by the TGG process, as the growth of textured grains necessarily
lowers the driving force for densification. If uncontrolled, these issues commonly appear at the
onset of final stage densification, resulting in densities of 95% or less in templated systems. In
the worst cases, constrained sintering may result in open porosity, leading to environmental
degradation of the resulting textured ceramics. While densities of ~98% are generally acceptable
in most active materials (piezoelectrics, dielectrics, etc), higher densities almost always result in
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performance increases. Structural materials may require higher densities, and transparent
ceramics for optical applications require extreme densities of >99.9% to prevent Mie scattering at
pores.
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Due to the many factors affecting performance in textured ceramics, densification

strategies must be carefully balanced with respect to particle alignment and grain growth
concerns.

2.3.1 Sintering Trajectories in Textured Ceramics
During the sintering of ceramic materials, both densification and coarsening processes
reduce the powder surface energy, and these processes often act in direct competition. In the
most common case, the driving forces for densification and coarsening are of similar magnitude,
and grain growth is limited by pore drag.49,50 In this case, grain boundaries become mobile at a
relative density (RD) of ~92% as pores become isolated at triple points, resulting in a
characteristic acceleration of grain growth during final stage sintering (RD > 90-95%). The
sintering trajectory for this case was calculated by Kanters et al., and is shown in Figure 2-15.50
The sharpness of the onset of grain growth typically reflects the homogeneity of the green
microstructure, with homogeneous packing resulting in a sharper transition and less overall grain
growth. Pore drag is of particular importance in sintering of textured ceramics, where texture
development is driven directly by grain growth processes. In particular, grain growth may be
restricted in samples with low densities (≤ 92% TD), resulting in low overall texture quality.
Alternatively, the onset of rapid grain growth during final stage sintering may result in high
texture quality but low density, as driving forces for continued densification are rapidly depleted.
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Figure 2-15: Calculated sintering trajectory in the case where driving forces for densification and
grain growth are equal and grain growth is limited by pore drag. Note that the shape of the
sintering trajectory is independent of grain size. (Kanters et al.)50
In textured ceramics, changes in the grain orientation distribution typically result directly
from grain growth processes. As a result, information gained from sintering trajectories can
similarly be obtained from plots of texture fraction as a function of relative density. Plots of this
type are shown in Figure 2-16 for TGG in textured (K,Na)NbO3 (KNN) and (Sr,Ba)Nb2O6 (SBN)
ceramics.12,51 Both systems show a clear relationship between density and texture quality
resembling that of a sintering trajectory. The rapid onset of grain growth at ~92% density
indicates that template growth is controlled during initial and intermediate stage sintering by pore
drag processes. Furthermore, in the KNN system it is apparent that additions of a liquid phase
sintering aid (CuO) result in substantial changes in the trajectory of the TGG process.
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Figure 2-16: Texture development trajectories for a) <001> fiber-textured (K,Na)NbO3 and b)
<001> fiber-textured (Sr,Ba)Nb2O6 ceramics. (Takao et al., Chang et al.)12,51

The plots in Figure 2-16 differ from sintering trajectories in several ways. Most
importantly, many measurements of texture (such as the Lotgering factor F00l) do not directly
measure the volume fraction of textured material. Secondly, texture development in TGG
systems is limited by the impingement of templated grains, after which grain growth may be
reduced but not eliminated. As a result, data near the upper end of these diagrams (at high texture
qualities) must be interpreted carefully. For example, a separate study on the KNN system
52

illustrates observed densities and texture fractions in this data region.

Although there appears

to be a continuous trend in the plotted data, shown in Figure 2-17, these data cannot represent a
single sintering trajectory. Such a trajectory would imply that highly textured samples with a ~40
µm grain size continue to densify, a behavior that is not experimentally observed. Instead, the
data points for undoped samples likely represent one trajectory, while the data points for CuOdoped samples represent endpoints for additional trajectories that are not shown in full. This
explanation matches the separation of sintering trajectories as a function of CuO content shown
by Takao et al. (Figure 2-16a).51 However, it is interesting that Chang et al. find higher density
in fully textured CuO doped samples, while Takao et al. find the opposite trend.51,52
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Figure 2-17: Texture fraction as a function of relative density in (K,Na)NbO3 ceramics textured
by the TGG method. (Chang et al.)52

2.3.2 Constrained sintering
In textured ceramics fabricated by TGG and RTGG methods, the size difference between
the template and matrix powders results in reduced densification rate and lower final densities
compared to template free samples. Such constraint of the sintering process has been thoroughly
examined by Sudre et al. and others, and is caused by local tensile and compressive stresses that
develop around rigid inclusions during the sintering process.53,54 The densification rate near a
rigid inclusion ( ρ& ) is related to the densification rate of an inclusion free sample ( ρ& 0 ) of the
same density (ρ = ρ0) by

ρ& / ρ& 0 = 1 −

σ kk
3Σ

(2.12)

where σkk is the local hydrostatic stress caused by the inclusion and Σ is the sintering stress.54 As
a result, local compressive stresses cause enhanced densification, while tensile stresses prevent
densification and may lead to desintering and crack formation. The distribution of stresses and
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strains around inclusions is highly non-uniform, and may vary substantially depending on
inclusion shape. Some numerically calculated strain distributions around different inclusion
shapes are shown in Figure 2-18.
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Figure 2-18: Two-dimensional strain fields calculated around rigid inclusions during sintering as
a function of the inclusion aspect ratio. Strains are normalized to the isotropic sintering strain of
the unconstrained matrix, such that regions in compression show positive strain while tensile
regions show negative strain (e.g. a value of 0.2 indicates a region experiences 20% more
negative strain than the unconstrained matrix). (Sudre et al.)54

As shown in Figure 2-18, compressive and tensile stresses are strongly intensified around
anisomorphic inclusions. In general, areas adjacent to the long dimensions of anisomorphic
inclusions exhibit tensile stress, while areas adjacent to the short dimensions undergo
compression. The stress and strain fields around inclusions are also strong functions of the
spacing between adjacent inclusions, as shown in Figure 2-19. In particular, the stresses around
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adjacent inclusions are dramatically enhanced when the distance between inclusions is equal to or
smaller than the inclusion size.

Figure 2-19: Effect of inclusion spacing on the maximum compressive strain intensity between
adjacent inclusions. Spacing is defined as the length between inclusions S divided by the
inclusion size L. The strain εkk is normalized to the overall shrinkage strain ε0 in the
unconstrained matrix. (Sudre et al.)54

Sudre et al. also report that constrained sintering may be worsened by local differences in
sintering and grain growth behavior resulting from the strain gradients shown in Figure 2-18.54
In particular, regions of compressive stress near the ends of long inclusions will densify more
quickly. If coarsening is limited by pore drag as discussed in section 2.1, these regions will
rapidly experience grain growth and will become immobile. In this way the original inclusion
effectively grows in length and takes on a dog-bone shape, as shown in Figure 2-20. This process
enhances adjacent tensile stresses and may prevent additional densification, especially in cases
where coarse grained regions intersect to produce a three-dimensional network around multiple
inclusions.
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Figure 2-20: Depiction of compressive and tensile stress regions around rigid inclusions during
sintering, a) just before and b) after the onset of final stage densification in compressive stress
regions. (Sudre et al.)54

In textured ceramics made by TGG or RTGG, constrained sintering is characterized by a
strong reduction in densification rate that correlates directly with the concentration of template
particles, as well as the appearance of anisotropic shrinkage due to template alignment.55
Constrained sintering is also a significant driver for the use of smaller templates for TGG and
RTGG processes, as tensile stresses arising during this process are directly proportional to
inclusion size. It is important to note that textured ceramics produced from more uniform or finer
powders, such as magnetically aligned ceramics, have a substantial advantage in avoiding
constrained sintering effects and thus show relatively high densities.42
In almost all cases where constrained sintering is encountered during TGG or RTGG
processes, it is alleviated by the use of liquid-phase sintering aides. In particular, liquid phases
may alleviate stresses at grain boundaries and increase sintering kinetics, allowing for continued
densification around template particles. This approach is typically successful in obtaining
30,55

densities of 95-98%, whereas densities were often previously limited to 85-90%.

Often, very

small liquid phase additions are sufficient to alleviate constrained sintering. For example,
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relationships between template loading, dopant concentration, and relative density in CaO-SiO2
doped α-Al2O3 are shown in Figure 2-21.
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While low template loading (1 vol%) resulted in high

density regardless of CaO-SiO2 concentration, higher template loadings (5-15%) led to
constrained sintering. The addition of even very low dopant concentrations (~100 PPM) was
sufficient to substantially improve densification in these samples.

Figure 2-21: Densification of α-Al2O3 after 90 min at 1550°C as a function of template loading
and the concentration of CaO+SiO2 liquid phase former. (Pavlacka et al.)55

Although liquid phase additions are widely considered necessary to alleviate constrained
sintering, rapid grain growth induced by liquid phases may interfere with densification by
reducing the driving force for sintering. For example, although CuO-based liquid phases increase
the densification rate of textured KNN ceramics, they do not necessarily result in higher final
densities.51 In this case, shown in Figure 2-16a, the transition from a desirable effect (less grain
growth or texture for a given density) to an undesired effect (more grain growth or texture for a
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given density) appears to roughly coincide with the onset of final stage densification. A similar
effect has been long known in Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 ceramics, in which a PbO-based liquid phase enhances
intermediate stage densification but retards final stage densification.56

2.4 Thermally Driven Texture Development
In almost all textured ceramics, texture quality in the green state is increased by
thermally-driven processes during sintering and annealing. This increase may occur by either
grain growth or reactive (phase formation) processes. Additionally, texture enhancement via
grain growth may be characterized based on the driving forces for texture development. In TGG
processes, growth of aligned grains is driven by the initial size difference between template and
matrix grains.2 Preferential growth of aligned grains may also occur in non-templated systems,
and may be attributed to anisotropy of the grain boundary energy.
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This mechanism is unique

from that of TGG and will be discussed in detail in section 2.4.2. TGG processes that incorporate
phase transformations are generally termed reactive templated grain growth (RTGG), although
this term is used ambiguously to describe both reactive template formation and seeded phase
transformation processes.12,58,59 Simplified schematics of the TGG and RTGG processes as
reported by various authors are shown in Figure 2-22.
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Figure 2-22: TGG and RTGG processes as described by various authors. Reactive matrix phases
are illustrated in blue and red, while yellow represents the desired phase. Note that sequences a)
and c) are depicted homoepitaxially, but may also occur via heteroepitaxial growth on
structurally-related template phases.

The use of seeded processes such as TGG and RTGG to amplify texture development is desirable
for several reasons. In many green forming approaches, particle alignment is limited by (or
affected by) Brownian motion, as discussed in section 2.2. In these cases, large particles are
favorably aligned and result in higher texture qualities. Although in some cases textured ceramics
are fabricated from universally coarse anisomorphic powders, such ceramics generally sinter
60

poorly and show low final densities.

In TGG and RTGG, a small fraction of coarse templates

may be strongly aligned while maintaining a high driving force for sintering due to the fine
matrix powder.2 These processes also have a practical benefit, as the production of particles
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suitable for shear alignment is expensive and laborious, frequently requiring hydrothermal or flux
(molten salt) synthesis. Templated systems use only a small fraction of these particles, reducing
overall material costs. Typical TGG systems utilize a small volume fraction (1-15%) of large
template particles, mixed with a large fraction of matrix powder that is 1-2 orders of magnitude
2

smaller in size.

2.4.1 Templated Grain Growth
In TGG, thermally-driven texture development occurs via preferential growth of large
grains that were preferentially aligned during green forming. This growth is driven by reduction
in the total grain boundary free energy. TGG processes may also be affected by grain boundary
anisotropy, although such driving forces are typically considered to be secondary when large
grain size differences are present. However, the effects of boundary anisotropy may be more
important in non-templated systems, as will be discussed in section 2.4.2.
The driving force for TGG is related to both the matrix grain size and the template/matrix
size ratio. Francis et al. simulate the TGG process in thin platinum films, although conclusions
61

reached are equally applicable to bulk materials.

In this work, the TGG process is shown to be

successful for any positive driving force (a template to matrix size ratio aT/am greater than unity)
under conditions where grain boundaries are isotropic or strongly anisotropic. Under
intermediate grain boundary anisotropy, the template loading necessary for successful TGG is
strongly dependent on the template to matrix size ratio. Under this scenario, typical TGG
template loadings (5-15 vol%, roughly equivalent to area coverage) are expected to be result in
full texture when the ratio of template diameter (aT) to matrix grain size (am) is greater than 5.
This behavior is shown in Figure 2-23.
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Figure 2-23: Success of TGG as a function of template to matrix size ratio and template loading
(via % coverage) in simulated TGG of 2-dimensional Pt films. (Francis et al.)61

It is not clear from this work why moderately anisotropic grain boundary energy inhibits TGG
relative to results obtained for isotropic or strongly anisotropic cases. Itahara et al. also analyze
the TGG process via Monte-Carlo methods, assuming production of <001> fiber texture in a
uniaxial material with strongly anisotropic grain boundary energy (γ001 / γ100 = 0.2).62 These
assumptions may correlate reasonably well to strongly anisotropic textured ceramics such as αAl2O3 and various Aurivillius (bismuth-layer-structure) phases. As in Francis et al., texture
fraction was predicted to increase with increased template loading, with template loadings of 10%
resulting in >60% texture. The final texture qualities obtained in this simulation are shown in
Figure 2-24 as a function of template fraction and template size. Texture fraction at a given time
(in Monte-Carlo steps) was found to scale inversely with template size, despite the fact that
Francis et al. show that larger templates are more successful in inducing TGG. In this case,
reduced texture is attributed to lower surface area and greater inter-template spacing when large
templates are used. Thus this result is a kinetic effect rather than a thermodynamic one, and
larger templates may also produce high texture fractions if additional growth time is provided.
These results suggest that the “ideal” template size for TGG is the smallest size that is
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thermodynamically sufficient to dominate matrix coarsening, provided that templates of this size
can be successfully aligned.

Figure 2-24: Simulated texture fractions obtained after 500 Monte-Carlo steps in an arbitrary
<001> fiber-textured ceramic with anisotropic grain boundary energy. Texture fractions are
shown as a function of a) template concentration and b) template size. (Itahara et al.)62

The existence for a critical template size (or aT/am ratio) for TGG has not been experimentally
confirmed, as systematic variation of the template to matrix size ratio provides a considerable
processing challenge. However, almost all TGG processes employ very large aT/am ratios,
ranging from about 15-50 in α-Al2O3 to 200-250 in PMN-PT.
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These ratios are much higher

than the value of ~5 found in by Francis et al. in dense films, but are necessary to accommodate
some degree of matrix coarsening during sintering, when template growth is prevented.
However, SEM observations of successful TGG processes generally show aT/am ratios of 10:1 or
higher at the onset of template growth.7,30
The effects of template loading on TGG are comparably easy to investigate and have
been widely characterized. Seabaugh et al. find that template contents of ≥ 20 vol% are sufficient
to texture α-Al2O3 within a very short time (30 min at 1550°C), while lower template
30

concentrations result in only partial texture.

The observed relationship between template
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content and texture fraction is shown in Figure 2-25. Lower template concentrations (5-10%) are
commonly used to produce full texture in many TGG systems, but often require long annealing
11,52,64

cycles.

Pavlacka et al. report that as little as 1 vol% templates may result in full texture in

α-Al2O3, but suggest that texture development is aided by abnormal grain growth (AGG) of the
55

template particles.

Figure 2-25: Texture fraction in <001> textured α-Al2O3 produced by TGG as a function of
template loading. (Seabaugh et al.)30

Because texture development during TGG occurs via thermally-driven grain growth, this
process generally follows Arrhenius behavior.30 The activation energy for TGG should be
equivalent to that for grain growth, and may likewise be useful in understanding mass transport
mechanisms. For example, an activation energy of 376 kJ/mol was determined for TGG of Ca2+
and Si4+ doped α-Al2O3, as shown in Figure 2-26.

30

This activation energy correlates well with

the reported activation energy for diffusion of Al3+ through a calcium aluminosilicate glass,
suggesting this process is the rate-limiting step during TGG.
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Figure 2-26: Plot showing the logarithm of texture development (denoted as f/f0-1 where f and f0
are the final and initial texture fractions) versus inverse temperature (1/T) during TGG in <001>
textured α-Al2O3 containing 5 vol% template particles and 5 wt% CaO-SiO2 liquid phase former.
The slope of this line represents the activation energy for TGG. Samples were held isothermally
for 30 min. (Seabaugh et al.)30

2.4.2 Thermally-driven Texture Development in MA Ceramics
As in TGG ceramics, textures in MA ceramics are also observed to be strongly enhanced
by grain growth processes. For example, observed relationships between temperature, density,
grain growth, and texture intensity are shown in Figure 2-27 for <001> fiber-textured α-Al2O3
42

ceramics produced by MA.

Green ceramics initially show a wide grain size distribution and a

texture intensity of 0.05-0.1 (this parameter is related to the Lotgering factor, and approximates
the volume fraction of aligned grains). After sintering and annealing at 1600°C, the texture
intensity is dramatically increased to nearly 1.0, and <001> pole figures show considerable
narrowing of the grain orientation distribution.
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Figure 2-27: Evolution of density, grain size, and texture quality as a function of temperature in
magnetically aligned α-Al2O3 ceramics. (Suzuki et al.)42

Despite the fact that templates are not added in MA processing, texture development is
commonly attributed to growth of large grains that were preferentially aligned in the green state
13,65,66

(the TGG mechanism).

However, narrowing of the grain orientation distribution during

sintering is inconsistent with TGG, during which the FWHM (or March-Dollase r value) of this
11,30

distribution typically remains constant while the texture fraction increases.

This

inconsistency may possibly be explained by the initial presence of a continuous distribution of
grain sizes and orientations in MA ceramics, as apposed to the initially bimodal distribution in
TGG systems. The best evidence for this mechanism in MA ceramics is provided by Terada et
al., who discuss preferential alignment of coarse particles during the MA process. These results,
given in Figure 2-28, show that the coarsest 9 vol% of α-Al2O3 particles preferentially align with
an orientation distribution function equal to or narrower than the best results obtained in the
sintered samples. These coarse grains may thus act as templates for grain growth, although the
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size of these templates (0.3-0.4 µm) yields a relatively low driving force for this process (aT/am =
1.5-2).

Figure 2-28: Correlation between particle size distribution and texture quality in α-Al2O3
ceramics produced by MA. The initial texture quality (blue) correlates to a particle size of d0 =
0.17 µm (close to the actual size of 0.2 µm), while the final texture quality correlates to d’ = 0.33
µm. (Terada et al.)13

The attribution of thermally-driven texture development in MA ceramics to differential
alignment and growth based on grain size (e.g. the TGG mechanism) differs from the initial
conclusion by Rathenau in 1952 that this behavior is related to anisotropy of the grain boundary
energy.1 In general, effects of anisotropic grain boundary energy (and mobility) on
microstructure development in textured ceramics are rarely considered. Recently, however, these
effects have been characterized in non-textured ceramics via measurement of grain boundary
57,67

misorientation distribution functions (MDFs).

In these distributions, low energy grain
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boundary configurations (such as coincidence lattices and low angle boundaries) occur more
frequently than highly misoriented boundaries, as these interfaces are more stable during grain
growth. These distributions are also highly influenced by doping, in that some dopants favor (or
reduce the energy of) specific boundary configurations. As an example, MDFs for α-Al2O3
ceramics with various dopant additives are shown in Figure 2-29.67

Figure 2-29: Misorientation distribution functions for non-textured α-Al2O3 ceramics sintered at
a) 1750°C with CaO doping, b) 1600°C with SiO2 doping, and c) 1800°C with Nd2O3 doping.
(Dillon et al.)68

The effects of anisotropic grain boundary energy on MDFs in textured ceramics parallel those in
non-textured ceramics, with the exception that development of these MDFs enhances the texture
of these materials.57 In ceramics with an initial weak texture, grains aligned with the global
texture axis are more likely to be surrounded by lower energy boundaries that are more stable. In
contrast, misaligned grains are surrounded by energetically unfavorable high angle boundaries,
and will be preferentially eliminated by grain growth. Similar effects may also occur due to
differences in grain boundary mobility. As shown in Figure 2-29, low tilt [001] boundaries are
strongly preferred in α-Al2O3, and increasing the area of these boundaries in <001> textured
ceramics is efficiently accomplished by elimination of misaligned grains. Simulated grain
orientation distributions resulting from this mechanism in arbitrary ceramic materials are shown
in Figure 2-30.

57

Considerable texture enhancement was observed in all evaluated texture
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orientations, with peak MRD values doubling (from ~10 to ~20) after 1000 Monte-Carlo steps.
This enhancement is accompanied by a modest twofold increase in the average grain size. This
effect is therefore strong enough to account for texture development during sintering of nontemplated MA ceramics, in which grain size increases of 1-2 orders of magnitude are typically
observed.

Figure 2-30: Simulated orientation distribution functions (ODFs) before grain growth (at 0
Monte-Carlo steps or MCS) and after grain growth (at 4000 MCS) in ceramics initially weakly
textured along <100>, <010>, or <001>. (Gruber et al.)57

From the above results it is clear that both size-dependent (TGG-like) and anisotropy-driven grain
growth mechanisms may occur in systems textured by MA processes. Based on the strong
observed influence of grain boundary anisotropy on grain growth in α-Al2O3, it is likely that the
mechanism proposed by Gruber et al. contributes substantially to texture development in MA
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ceramics, although the relative importance of this mechanism with respect to TGG is unknown.
It may be possible to answer this question by comparing texture enhancement in MA ceramics
produced from monodisperse and highly polydisperse powders, in which TGG-like effects are
suppressed and encouraged, respectively.
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Chapter 3
Mechanistic Interpretation of the Aurivillius to Perovskite Topochemical Microcrystal
Conversion Process
The kinetics of topochemical and morphological conversion of platelet-shaped
Na3.5Bi2.5Nb5O18, PbBi4Ti4O15, and BaBi4Ti4O15 Aurivillius phases to NaNbO3, PbTiO3, and
BaTiO3 perovskites were studied. Reaction of the <001> oriented Aurivillius phases with excess
Na2CO3, Pb3(CO3)2(OH)2, and BaCO3, respectively, yielded high aspect ratio perovskite
microcrystals with <001> orientation. Only the Na3.5Bi2.5Nb5O18 to NaNbO3 conversion occurred
directly, while TEM analysis of reacted BaBi4Ti4O15 and PbBi4Ti4O15 revealed previously
unknown Aurivillius-type intermediate phases with Bi2O22+ layers ~86 Å and ~78 Å apart,
respectively. Observations from TEM and field emission SEM show that perovskite crystallites
grow from multiple nucleation sites, but become slightly misaligned during growth. This
misalignment is caused by a loss of epitaxy with the parent Aurivillius phase and subsequent
exfoliation of the particles, likely caused by the expulsion of byproduct Bi2O3 liquid on phase
boundaries. This conversion process results in substantial microstructure damage, which is
healed with an annealing step between 950°C and 1050°C. The pathway for formation of <001>
oriented, polycrystalline or single crystal perovskite platelets is illustrated in a general model for
topochemical conversion of Aurivillius phases.
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2.1 Introduction
High aspect ratio, platelet and whisker-shaped perovskite microcrystals have many
potential applications in dielectric and piezoelectric materials. These powders would make ideal
high-dielectric constant fillers for polymer systems, and due to their morphology can be
preferentially aligned to achieve optimum properties. A primary use of these microcrystals is to
produce highly textured ceramics by templated grain growth (TGG), where they serve as
templates to seed oriented grain growth in a perovskite ceramic matrix.1
To directly produce oriented perovskite microcrystals with high aspect ratios, growth
must be restricted along one or more crystallographic directions. Strongly anisotropic growth is
often caused by anisotropic surface energy or nucleation energy, or can be induced by poisoning
growth on certain crystal faces. However, these mechanisms do not yield high aspect ratio
particles in cubic perovskites due to their high symmetry. To achieve high aspect ratios,
perovskite platelets or whiskers must be grown below the Curie temperature, severely restricting
available processing routes. In one example, hydrothermal synthesis has been utilized to produce
high aspect ratio PbTiO3, but these particles are extensively twinned.2
Because of the difficulty in directly synthesizing high aspect ratio perovskite powders,
most successful approaches rely on topochemical conversion of two-dimensional perovskite
structures (compounds containing perovskite layers) such as the Ruddlesen-Popper, DionJacobson, or Aurivillius phases. The first production of a three-dimensional perovskite by
topochemical conversion was the dehydration of the hydrated layer structure H2La2Ti3O10 to
produce a defective La2/3TiO3 perovskite.3 Due to the charge balance in layered structures of this
type, dehydration reactions always yield A-site deficient perovskites. Schaak et al. demonstrated
the production of defect-free perovskites via a reduction reaction approach.4 In this case, DionJacobson compounds with the general formula AEu2Ti3O10 were converted into AEu2Ti3O9
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perovskites by reduction of Eu3+ to Eu2+. Although capable of producing defect-free perovskites,
this method is limited to compositions containing easily reducible multivalent cations such as
Eu3+.
While this initial work focused on the production of metastable perovskite phases, similar
methods have been utilized to produce conventional perovskite chemistries with highly controlled
morphology. The first use of topochemical conversion for this purpose was the production of
<001> oriented tabular SrTiO3 by Watari et al. in 2000.5 In this work, the Ruddlesen-Popper
phase Sr3Ti2O7 was reacted with excess TiO2 in a KCl flux at temperatures between 1000°C and
1200°C. During conversion, the SrTiO3 phase was shown to nucleate on the (001) Sr3Ti2O7
surfaces and grow inward, eventually consuming the precursor phase. Since this work, the use of
precursor phases as structural templates to produce high aspect ratio perovskite microcrystals has
been termed topochemical microcrystal conversion (TMC) since the precursor phase controls
both the orientation and the morphology of the resulting perovskite phase. Subsequently, Saito et
al. developed a method to form higher aspect ratio <001> SrTiO3 by converting SrBi4Ti4O15 in a
KCl flux.6 The authors attribute the higher aspect ratio to a reduced conversion temperature
(950°C).
The TMC method has been developed to the greatest extent in the BaTiO3 system.
<001> BaTiO3 platelets 5-10 µm in size and 0.5 µm thick were produced by Zhou et al. by
conversion of BaBi4Ti4O15 in a (Na,K)Cl flux.7 <110> BaTiO3 has been produced by two
separate methods. Feng et al. produced <110> oriented platelet BaTiO3 in a two-step
hydrothermal conversion of the lepidocrocite-like K0.8Ti1.73Li0.27O4 phase.8 In a method
developed by Sato et al., <110> BaTiO3 is formed in situ by topochemical conversion of acicular
<001> TiO2 (rutile).9 Sato et al. also produced <111> BaTiO3 microcrystals by the reaction of
Ba6Ti17O40 with excess BaCO3.10 Tabular particles with an aspect ratio around 5 were obtained
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by this method. Topochemical conversion has also been used to produce <001> oriented platelets
of CaTiO3, NaNbO3, KNbO3, and Na0.5Bi0.5TiO3.
A majority of reported TMC processes use Aurivillius phase precursor compounds,
represented by the structural formula [Bi2O2]An-1BnO3n+1, because these phases typically undergo
strongly anisotropic growth and show high aspect ratios. Despite numerous reports on
topochemical conversion, the mechanism of the Aurivillius to perovskite conversion has not been
reported in detail. In the reaction of Sr3Ti2O7 to SrTiO3, the perovskite phase was observed by
TEM to nucleate and grow from the (001) surfaces of the precursor phase.5 However, the
Aurivillius to perovskite reaction is necessarily more complicated by the need to remove Bi2O3
from the precursor phase. In this work, the Aurivillius to perovskite TMC reaction was studied
by differential thermal analysis (DTA), x-ray diffraction, field emission SEM, and TEM. The
mechanisms of the TMC reaction are reported and used to develop a general model for this
process. The three systems selected for study (PbTiO3, BaTiO3, and NaNbO3) are of practical
importance, as they are well suited for TGG in Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3, BaTiO3, and
(K,Na)NbO3 based piezoelectric materials, respectively.

3.2 Experimental Procedures

3.2.1 Synthesis of Aurivillius Precursor Phases
BaBi4Ti4O15: Barium bismuth titanate was produced by the method outlined by Liu et al,
using bismuth titanate (Bi4Ti3O12) as a precursor.7 Bismuth titanate was synthesized by reacting
stoichiometric amounts of Bi2O3 (Alfa Aesar) and TiO2 (Evonik Degussa P25) in an equal weight
of KCl-NaCl flux (50:50 molar ratio). The mixture was ball milled in ethanol for 12 h, dried, and
reacted at 1100°C for 1-2 h in a covered Al2O3 crucible. The flux was removed by washing with
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deionized water at 75°C. Bi4Ti3O12 was then reacted with BaCO3 (Baker Analytical) and TiO2 in
a 1:1.1:1.1 molar ratio in a BaCl2-KCl flux (1:1 molar ratio). The BaCO3, TiO2, BaCl2.2H2O, and
KCl powders were ball milled in ethanol for 12 h, and reacted at 1080°C for 1 h in a covered
Al2O3 crucible. The flux was removed by washing with deionized water at 75°C.
PbBi4Ti4O15: Lead bismuth titanate was synthesized using Pb3(CO3)2(OH)2 (SigmaAldrich), Bi2O3, and TiO2 powders in an equal weight of KCl flux. The mixed powders were ball
milled in ethanol for 12 h and reacted at 1050°C for 1-2 h in a covered Al2O3 crucible. The flux
was removed by washing in deionized water at 75°C.
Na3.5Bi2.5Nb5O18: Sodium bismuth niobate was synthesized by the method outlined by
Chang et al.11 Stoichiometric amounts of Na2CO3, Bi2O3, and Nb2O5 powders were mixed with
NaCl salt in a 1:1.5 weight ratio. The powders were ball milled in ethanol for 12 h, and then
reacted at 1125°C for 2-6 h in a covered Al2O3 crucible. The flux was removed by washing with
deionized water at 75°C.

3.2.2 Topochemical Microcrystal Conversion
To study the Aurivillius to perovskite conversion, samples of each precursor phase were
mixed with Pb3(CO3)2(OH)2 (50% excess), BaCO3 (33% excess), or Na2CO3 (100% excess)
powders and salt fluxes as described above. The salts and carbonate powders were mixed by ball
milling in high purity ethanol for 12 h, after which the Aurivillius platelet particles were added by
magnetic stirring at 200 rpm. After evaporating the ethanol, 2-3 g samples of each precursor
mixture were heated at 8°C/min to temperatures between 500°C and 1150°C and air quenched.
Samples heated to less than 1000°C were reacted in Al2O3 crucibles, and samples heated to
1000°C or higher were reacted in platinum crucibles. After the synthesis study, larger batches (510 g) of templates were synthesized at optimized conversion temperatures for each system
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(950°C for BaTiO3 / Na0.5K0.5Cl, 975°C for NaNbO3 / NaCl, and 1050°C for PbTiO3 / KCl) to
observe the final microstructure of the perovskite microcrystals. The salt flux was removed by
washing with DI water at 75°C, after which byproduct Bi2O3 was removed by soaking in 30%
HNO3 for 1-3 hours. The microcrystals were then dispersed by ultrasonicating and rinsed 5 times
with deionized water.

3.2.3 Characterization Techniques
Small samples (~1 g) of reacted powders, prepared as described above, were ground in a
mortar and pestle and studied via x-ray diffraction (PANalytical with PIXcel detector, Cu Kα
radiation). Front loading sample holders (zero background silicon) were used with fixed area
geometry (step size = 0.01°, count time = 5 s, sample area = 25 mm2). Phases in each sample
were identified using the software package MDI Jade 9. To study phase evolution, the total peak
area for each phase of interest was measured by profile fitting only the relevant peaks in each data
set, after subtracting background. To complement the XRD results, 50-100 mg samples of
precursor mixtures, prepared as described above, were analyzed by thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA, TA TGA 2050) and differential thermal analysis (DTA, TA DSC 2920). During TGA,
samples were heated in an open Pt pan at 8°C/min from room temperature to 1000°C to
determine the temperatures at which carbonate decomposition and salt evaporation occurred.
DTA was performed in closed Pt pans to minimize salt evaporation, and data was collected from
room temperature to 1400°C.
Morphologic evolution of the template particles during TMC was studied by FESEM
(JEOL 6700F). Samples for FESEM analysis were heated to 675 - 800°C at 8°C/min and
immediately air quenched. These samples were selected based on XRD data for each system to
contain both Aurivillius and perovskite phases (700°C for BaTiO3, 750°C for PbTiO3, and 700°C
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for NaNbO3, as described in the previous subsection). No powder preparation (grinding,
washing, etc) was used so as to avoid damaging fine morphology features on the plate-like
particle surfaces. Samples of each powder were dispersed on carbon tape and coated with Ir to
prevent charging. SEM was conducted at an accelerating voltage of 2 kV and working distance
of 3 mm. To observe morphology and phase structure at a finer scale, the platelets were thinned
in cross section via focused ion beam (FIB, FEI Quanta 200 3D) and observed via TEM (Philips
EM420T). Preparation for such thinning involves dispersing the dry powders on single crystal Si
substrates, selecting platelets that are lying flat, and transferring the platelets to TEM grids via a
manipulator. Cross sections were cut perpendicular to the platelet normal, close to an expected
<001> perovskite zone axis. Thinning was performed at 30kV with final cleaning at 5 kV before
bright field TEM observation.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Characterization of Aurivillius and Perovskite Phases
SEM images of Aurvillius precursor and perovskite product powders for each reaction
are shown in Figure 3-1. The BaBi4Ti4O15 and PbBi4Ti4O15 phases were synthesized at
temperatures between 1050 and 1100°C, respectively, and were both 5 to 15 µm in size. Despite
a similar synthesis temperature, Na3.5Bi2.5Nb5O18 grew faster and reached larger sizes of 25-50
µm. All precursor phases could be easily synthesized with aspect ratios greater than 10:1. While
BaBi4Ti4O15 and Na3.5Bi2.5Nb5O18 formed square platelets, PbBi4Ti4O15 grew with a more
irregular morphology.
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Figure 3-1: SEM image comparison of Aurivillius and perovskite microcrystals for the a)
NaNbO3, b) PbTiO3, and c) BaTiO3 systems. The reaction temperature for each process is noted.

The phase composition of each precursor powder is shown in Figure 3-2. All Aurivillius
powders showed good crystallinity. No impurity phases were detected in the PbBi4Ti4O15
sample, while the Na3.5Bi2.5Nb5O18 and BaBi4Ti4O15 samples contained small amounts of
unidentified phases, denoted in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: XRD patterns of Aurivillius TMC precursor phases. Major peaks are indexed using
ICDD PDF #00-042-0399 (Na3.5Bi2.5Nb5O18), PDF#04-008-9705 (PbBi4Ti4O15), and PDF#01073-2859 (BaBi4Ti4O15). Second phase peaks in each sample are also indicated.

The XRD patterns for each perovskite phase are shown in Figure 3-3. The BaTiO3 and
NaNbO3 powders were phase pure or nearly phase pure, while the PbTiO3 powder contained a
substantial impurity phase denoted by the extra peak near 31° 2θ. This 2θ value is near the 100%
intensity peak for many Aurivillius phases in the PbTiO3-Bi4Ti3O12 binary system. During each
TMC reaction, the morphology of the derived perovskite phase was the same as the precursor
Aurivillius phase.
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Figure 3-3: XRD patterns of perovskite microcrystals synthesized via TMC. Peaks are indexed
using ICDD PDF#00-033-1270 (NaNbO3), PDF#01-073-7551 (PbTiO3), and PDF#04-008-2416
(BaTiO3). Impurity phases are also indicated.

3.3.2 Phase Formation during the TMC Process
The phase evolution of reacted Aurivillius phases with respect to temperature is shown in
Figure 3-4. As shown in Figure 3-4c, only NaNbO3 formed directly from the precursor phase.
Thus, it is inferred that no stable intermediate compounds exist between Na3.5Bi2.5Nb5O18 and
NaNbO3. In contrast, intermediate bismuth layer structures (possibly Aurivillius phases with
n>4) related to PbTiO3 and BaTiO3 were detected at temperatures >700°C. These phases could
not be indexed definitively by XRD because in all cases only one clear peak was observed around
30.5° 2θ (near the 100% intensity peak for n>4 Aurivillius phases). These peaks were also very
broad, suggesting low crystallinity. The intermediate bismuth layer structure phase(s) were found
to be most persistent during the synthesis of PbTiO3. This is attributed to the large number of
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stable intermediate Aurivillius phases in this system (compounds with n = 5, 6, and 7 are
known).12,13 Although intermediate phases persisted even to the highest temperature studied
(1150°C), they were partially eliminated with longer soaking times.

Figure 3-4: Phase evolution in a) BaTiO3, b) PbTiO3, and c) NaNbO3 systems as measured by
total XRD peak intensity, showing relative amounts of Aurivillius, perovskite, and intermediate
bismuth layer structure (BLS) phases

Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was used to determine the approximate amount of bismuth
remaining in each system after topochemical conversion. In the case of NaNbO3, no bismuth was
detected after 6 h, while BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 templates produced after 2 h both contain
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measurable bismuth. The bismuth content in BaTiO3 microcrystals was estimated to be <5% on
an A-site basis, while the content in PbTiO3 microcrystals is as high as 25%. This bismuth is
likely accommodated by the impurity phase(s) observed during x-ray diffraction.
Differential thermal analysis (DTA) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) were used to
complement the XRD study on phase formation (Figure 3-5). The TGA data, Figure 3-5a, show
the endothermic decomposition temperatures of Na2CO3, BaCO3, and Pb3(CO3)2(OH)2. This
weight loss occurs at 625°C for BaCO3, 300-400°C for Pb3(CO3)2(OH)2, and 650°C for Na2CO3,
respectively. These decomposition reactions also appear in the DTA data Figure 3-5b. In
addition, strong endothermic peaks are observed due to the melting of the salt fluxes (770°C for
KCl in the PbTiO3 system, 801°C for NaCl in the NaNbO3 system, and ~650°C for (K,Na)Cl in
the BaTiO3 system). Samples of pure Na2CO3 and BaCO3 were also analyzed for comparison to
this data, and did not show significant weight loss below 800°C. This indicates that the
decomposition of Na2CO3 and BaCO3 is caused by the direct reaction of these carbonates with the
Aurvillius precursors. Reaction temperatures of 625-650°C correspond well to those observed by
XRD. Unfortunately, the strong endotherm associated with CO2 removal masks any possible
signal intrinsic to the Aurivillius to perovskite conversion. In contrast, Pb3(CO3)2(OH)2
decomposes between 300°C and 400°C, below the temperature where any reaction of the
Aurivillius phase PbBi4Ti4O15 is observed to occur via XRD. Although the appearance of new
phases is confirmed via XRD at ≤750°C, the DTA data for this system shows no visible peaks in
this range. This implies that the topochemical reaction is not strongly endothermic or exothermic.
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Figure 3-5: Thermal characterization of the Aurivillius to perovskite conversion via a) TGA and
b) DTA. Powder mixtures for synthesizing each perovskite phase (prepared as described in the
experimental procedures) were heated at 8°C/min in platinum pans.

3.3.3 Microstructure Development during TMC
Figure 3-6 shows FESEM images of microcrystals (viewed edge-on) in each system after
reaction at temperatures between 700-750°C. In all systems, exfoliation of the plate-like
microcrystals was observed to occur during the TMC process. Exfoliation was observed to be
most extensive in the PbTiO3 system, with most particles showing a visibly layered structure.
Individual lamina were 100-200 nm thick and 1-5 microns in diameter.
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Figure 3-6: FESEM images showing exfoliation of partially reacted Aurivillius particles during
topochemical conversion, for a) Na3.5Bi2.5Nb5O18 (800°C – 1 min), b) PbBi4Ti4O15 (750°C – 1
min), and c) BaBi4Ti4O15 (800°C - 1 min).

Exfoliation was also observed in many BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 samples which were reacted
at temperatures sufficient to produce the perovskite phase (~950°C or higher) but were held at
this temperature for less than the times specified in the experimental procedures. After digesting
the byproduct Bi2O3 with 30% HNO3 solution, the resulting samples contained submicron or
micron-sized, high aspect ratio perovskite particles, in addition to larger plate-like microcrystals.
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To better observe the path of the TMC reaction, TEM samples were prepared from
BaBi4Ti4O15 and PbBi4Ti4O15 microcrystals reacted at 700 and 750°C, respectively. A bright
field TEM image of the BaBi4Ti4O15 sample is shown in Figure 3-7. After reaction at 700°C, the
observed particle contained a mixture of BaBi4Ti4O15 and BaTiO3 phases, as well as an
intermediate bismuth layer structure (BLS) phase.

Figure 3-7: Bright field TEM image of BaBi4Ti4O15 after partial conversion into BaTiO3 at
700°C, showing nucleation of BaTiO3 at multiple sites. Insets show the location of images in
Figure 3-8.

After heating to 700°C, the observed particle contained an unreacted core of BaBi4Ti4O15
crystal surrounded by BaTiO3 grains that nucleated near the particle surface. These BaTiO3
grains are not perfectly aligned with each other or the parent BaBi4Ti4O15 phase, as evidenced by
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the fact that only one large BaTiO3 grain is strongly diffracting in the TEM image. A large
reaction layer containing intermediate phase(s) is also present, along with numerous structural
defects and pores. These defects and pores are generally parallel to the microcrystal surfaces, and
likely are related to exfoliation observed under FESEM. A closer view of this intermediate
region (Figure 3-8) shows a mixture of intermediate BLS phase and poorly crystalline BaTiO3
grains.
The TEM orientation was rotated a few degrees between adjacent images in Figures 3-8a
and 3-8b to illustrate the misalignment between the large BaTiO3 grains, the poorly crystalline
BaTiO3, and the BaBi4Ti4O15 core, and to show detail in each of these regions. The total
misalignment between the large BaTiO3 grain at the top of Figure 3-8 and the unreacted
BaBi4Ti4O15 core was about 8°. The dotted line in Figure 3-8a shows the boundary between the
intermediate BLS and the BaTiO3 phase regions. The BaTiO3 and BaBi4Ti4O15 phases were
confirmed by electron diffraction, (Figures 3-8c and 3-8e). Electron diffraction for the
intermediate region, Figure 3-8d, shows a mixture of BaTiO3 and a poorly crystalline BLS phase,
resulting in smeared diffraction spots between those of the BaTiO3. Assuming a pseudotetragonal (I4/mmm) Aurivillius structure, these diffraction spots represent lattice dimensions of
d100 = 3.93 Å ± 0.03 Å and d002 = 42.90 Å ± 0.03 Å. The composition of this phase could not be
estimated by EDS due to the intermixing of this phase with nanocrystalline BaTiO3.
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Figure 3-8: Bright field TEM showing detail at the BaBi4Ti4O15 to BaTiO3 reaction interface. a)
and b) are taken at slightly different instrument angles, while c), d), and e) are electron diffraction
patterns for BaBi4Ti4O15, a region containing intermediate BLS phase(s), and BaTiO3,
respectively. The dotted line indicates the boundary between the intermediate BLS and BaTiO3
phases.
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Figure 3-9 shows bright field TEM images of a plate-like particle in the PbTiO3 system.
The particle imaged consisted primarily of a PbTiO3-PbBi4Ti4O15 intermediate phase, and
contains a small residual core of PbBi4Ti4O15.

Figure 3-9: Bright field TEM of a PbBi4Ti4O15 particle mostly converted to an intermediate
PbTiO3-PbBi4Ti4O15 phase, showing a) the polycrystalline nature of the intermediate phase, b)
detail of the PbBi4Ti4O15 – intermediate phase boundary, as well as c) and d) diffraction patterns
for PbBi4Ti4O15 and the intermediate phase, respectively.

As can be seen in Figure 3-9a, not all regions of this intermediate phase are diffracting
strongly, showing that multiple incoherent grains are present. Figure 3-9b shows a magnified
image of the boundary between PbBi4Ti4O15 and this intermediate phase. The bismuth oxide
layers in this intermediate phase are poorly ordered. Diffraction patterns for the PbBi4Ti4O15
phase and PbBi4Ti4O15-PbTiO3 intermediate are shown in Figures 3-9c and 3-9d, respectively.
The diffraction spots for the PbBi4Ti4O15 phase match well with the lattice parameters measured
by XRD on unreacted samples of this phase. Assuming a pseudo-tetragonal (I4/mmm)
Aurivillius structure, the diffraction spots for the intermediate phase represent lattice dimensions
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of d100 = 3.89 Å ± 0.03 Å and d002 = 39.27 Å ± 0.03 Å. EDS analysis of this region indicates a
highly Pb-rich composition, suggesting that the observed structure represents a unique
Aurivillius-type phase. It should be noted that the possibility that these patterns depict a
superlattice was not ruled out. However, the spacing between dark lines in the lattice image in
Figure 3-8a matches well with the above result (i.e. d002 ≈ 40 Å) if these lines are interpreted to
have a 1:1 correspondence with Bi2O22+ layers in the Aurivillius structure. Such an interpretation
is supported by previous high resolution TEM results on Aurivillius phases.14
The electron diffraction patterns in Figures 3-8 and 3-9 were indexed assuming that the
intermediate phases represent tetragonal Aurivillius phases in the space group I4/mmm (in other
words, assuming the minimum unit cell size for undistorted Aurivillius-type phases). The
BaBi4Ti4O15 phase was also indexed as I4/mmm, while PbBi4Ti4O15 was indexed as A21am.15 The
indexed diffraction patterns for the BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 systems are shown in Figures 3-10 and 311, respectively. Note than in Figures 3-10b and 3-10c, the origin (0,0,0) was chosen at a point
not at the center of the measured diffraction pattern so that the most clearly resolved diffraction
spots could be used for indexing.

Figure 3-10: Indexed electron diffraction patterns for a) BaBi4Ti4O15 along a [100] zone axis, b)
an intermediate Aurivillius in the BaTiO3-BaBi4Ti4O15 system with assumed I4/mmm structure
along a [100] zone axis, and c) BaTiO3 along a [100] zone axis.
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Figure 3-11: Indexed electron diffraction patterns for a) PbBi4Ti4O15 along a [110] zone axis, and
b) an intermediate Aurivillius in the PbTiO3-PbBi4Ti4O15 system with assumed I4/mmm structure
along a [100] zone axis

3.3.4 A Model for the Aurivillius to Perovskite TMC Reaction
Based on the above results, the Aurivillius to perovskite topochemical conversion is
proposed to occur in two sequential stages, shown in Figure 3-12.

Figure 3-12: Schematic model of the Aurivillius to perovskite topochemical conversion reaction
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In the first stage, the perovskite phase forms by multiple topotactic nucleation events,
either directly on the precursor phase or on a related intermediate phase, which also forms by
multiple nucleation on the precursor surface. While the nucleation event is topotactic, the
growing perovskite crystallites do not maintain epitaxy with the precursor phase, and become
slightly misaligned from the Aurivillius parent structure. The lack of epitaxy is evidenced by
boundary layers of >10 nm between the phases shown in Figures 3-8b and 3-9b. This boundary
phase likely contains a Bi2O3-based liquid phase formed as a byproduct of the conversion
reaction. Exfoliation of the partially converted microcrystals was observed in all systems, and
can be seen by FESEM (Figure 3-6) as well as TEM (white voids in Figures 3-7 and 3-9).
Because of the loss of epitaxy and exfoliation during topochemical conversion, the original
microcrystal is replaced by an aligned perovskite-phase aggregate rather than a coherent single
crystal. This stage of the TMC reaction is completed within a short time (<30 min) at the reaction
temperature, as evidenced by the phase content of samples heated at 8°C/min (Figure 3-4).
In the second stage of the TMC reaction, the aligned crystallites from the first stage
recrystallize and sinter to form dense perovskite-phase platelets. The necessity of this process is
evidenced by the long hold times used during successful TMC reactions (2-6 h), despite the
complete formation of the perovskite phase within a much shorter time. In addition, samples
heated for short times produced very fine, often high aspect ratio powders rather than coherent
large platelets. The perovskite platelets resulting from topochemical conversion may be
polycrystalline or single crystal in nature. The degree of grain misalignment (or mosaicity, in the
case of near single crystal particles) is likely related to the initial misalignment of the perovskite
crystallites after the first reaction stage as well as the temperature and time allowed for
recrystallization and grain growth during the second stage. All perovskite microcrystals produced
in this study (NaNbO3, PbTiO3, and BaTiO3) show surface roughness well in excess of that
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shown by the Aurivillius precursor phases, that is not expected in single crystals. This roughness
is taken as probable evidence of the polycrystalline or mosaic nature of these particles.

3.4 Conclusions
The reactions converting plate-like BaBi4Ti4O15, PbBi4Ti4O15, and Na3.5Bi2.5Nb5O18
Aurivillius microcrystals to the BaTiO3, PbTiO3, and NaNbO3 perovskite phases were studied in
detail. In general, the perovskite phase was observed to nucleate between 600°C and 700°C at
multiple sites on each particle. During the formation of BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 perovskites,
intermediate Aurivillius-type phases were observed to form. In particular, a persistent lead
bismuth titanate compound with a Bi2O22+ layer spacing of around 78 Å prevented the formation
of phase pure PbTiO3 microcrystals. BaTiO3 and NaNbO3 microcrystals produced by
topochemical conversion show high phase chemical and phase purity. Under TEM observation,
reacted BaBi4Ti4O15 and PbBi4Ti4O15 particles both have some polycrystalline character, caused
by imperfect alignment of growing nuclei of the perovskite or intermediate phases. In addition,
FESEM micrographs show that Aurivillius phase particles exfoliate during topochemical
conversion, most likely due to the expulsion of Bi2O3 and loss of epitaxy during this process.
Long annealing times (1-6 h) at 950-1050°C allow for recrystallization and grain growth of the
aligned perovskite crystallites produced by topochemical conversion. The extent of misalignment
and the time allowed for recrystallization determine whether the resulting particles are single
crystal or polycrystalline in nature, as well as the final aspect ratio obtained. In all cases, the
morphology of precursor Aurivillius phases can be maintained in the final microstructure.
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Chapter 4
Synthesis of High Aspect Ratio PbBi4Ti4O15 and topochemical conversion to PbTiO3-based
Microplatelets
Perovskite microplatelets of the composition 0.4(Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3-0.6PbTiO3 (0.4NBT0.6PT) were synthesized by topochemical conversion of the Aurivillius phase PbBi4Ti4O15 in a
NaCl/Bi2O3/PbO flux system. To facilitate morphologic control, the effects of TiO2 particle size
on molten salt growth of PbBi4Ti4O15 were investigated. The initial nucleation density and <100>
thickness of this phase are found to be controlled by the TiO2 dissolution rate, while the platelet
diameter is determined by Ostwald ripening. PbBi4Ti4O15 microplatelets produced using these
methods can be converted entirely to a tetragonal perovskite phase (c/a = 1.051) while retaining
the dimensions of the precursor PbBi4Ti4O15 phase. It is proposed that the resulting 0.4NBT0.6PT composition is favored thermodynamically due to the lower free energy of this
composition relative to pure PbTiO3. In addition, partial (Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3 substitution is
kinetically favored as it reduces A-site diffusion during the topochemical conversion process.

4.1 Introduction
In topochemical conversion, the morphology of a desired phase is controlled via
topochemical reaction of a solid template particle or structure. In many cases, the use of
structurally related precursors allows control of both crystal orientation and morphology via
topotactic or epitaxial growth mechanisms.

The first uses of such methods in synthesis of

perovskite phases focused on the low temperature synthesis of metastable compositions.1,2 In the
past decade use of these methods has broadened, and numerous researchers have demonstrated
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topochemical growth of perovskites with highly controlled morphologies. In 2000, Watari et al.
demonstrated synthesis of tabular, [001] oriented SrTiO3 microcrystals from the RuddlesenPopper Sr3Ti2O7 phase.3 Saito et al. reported that the SrTiO3 aspect ratio could be increased by
using the Aurivillius precursor SrBi4Ti4O15.4 Similarly, [001] oriented microcrystals of BaTiO3,
CaTiO3, NaNbO3, and Na0.5Bi0.5TiO3 have been produced by conversion of related Aurivillius
phases.5-8 In addition, perovskites have been grown topochemically from lepidocrocite-type
K0.8Ti1.73Li0.27O4 (for blade-like [110] BaTiO3), from Ba6Ti17O40 (for platelet [111] BaTiO3), and
from rutile TiO2 (for acicular [110] BaTiO3).9-11 With the exception of rutile, all of these
precursor structures contain perovskite-like layers that serve as sites for epitaxy or topotaxy of the
perovskite phase.
In topochemical conversion reactions using Aurivillius precursor phases (structural
formula Bi2O22-[An-1BnO3n+1]2+ ), the conversion process is complex and occurs from multiple
nucleation sites on the Aurivillius or intermediate phases.12 Unlike other precursors, these phases
contain bismuth oxide layers that are not incorporated into the target perovskite, and must be
removed during topochemical conversion. Despite this added complexity, the Aurivillius phases
are ideal precursors for high aspect ratio perovskite microplatelets. The strong structural
anisotropy of these phases leads to highly anisotropic growth rates, with growth proceeding most
rapidly perpendicular to {001} (the lowest energy surface). In molten salt synthesis, a salt flux
separates the growing Aurivillius microplatelets and facilitates rapid reaction kinetics.
Although numerous perovskite compositions have been grown successfully from
Aurivillius phases, these compositions generally have A-site chemistries dominated (≥ 50%) by
the alkali or alkaline earth metals Na, K, Ca, Sr, and Ba. There are no reported methods for
growing Pb-based perovskites with acceptable phase purity. The omission of these materials is
significant, especially considering the widespread commercial uses of PbTiO3 solid solutions.
Although PbTiO3 with platelet morphology can be grown hydrothermally, particles produced in
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this way show undesirable twinning.13 Well dispersed PbTiO3 microplatelets are particularly
needed for the production of grain-oriented PMN-PT and PMN-PZ-PT piezoelectric ceramics via
templated grain growth.14 Previous work has shown that the direct topochemical conversion of
PbBi4Ti4O15 to PbTiO3 is impeded by the formation of persistent, Aurivillius-like intermediate
compounds.12 In this work, a modified reaction scheme is used to produce 0.4NBT-0.6PT
perovskite microplatelets from the PbBi4Ti4O15 phase.
Because the morphology of perovskite particles is inherited from the precursor phase, the
PbBi4Ti4O15 morphology must be carefully controlled. Because TiO2 is the only precursor
component that remains solid at the PbBi4Ti4O15 synthesis temperature (1050°C), the relevant
phase of TiO2 (α-TiO2, rutile) is hypothesized to control the resulting particle morphology. Three
possible mechanisms for morphology control are investigated. First, the α-TiO2 phase may
directly nucleate (or seed) the conversion process, as is observed in the formation of BaTiO3 from
<001> oriented acicular rutile.9 In the absence of this effect, α-TiO2 may control the reaction rate
through a dissolution-precipitation process, as is commonly utilized during hydrothermal
synthesis.15 In this process, nucleation density and particle size are controlled by dissolution of a
solid precursor phase. A final possibility is that the observed microplatelet morphology is
determined by coarsening (Ostwald ripening) of PbBi4Ti4O15, irrespective of the initial nucleation
mechanism. To investigate the relative importance of these mechanisms, the effects of TiO2
particle size and size distribution on the morphology of PbBi4Ti4O15 were studied in detail.
Topochemical conversion of these PbBi4Ti4O15 particles in a PbO/Bi2O3/NaCl flux
system is also investigated. In all cases, the initial morphology of PbBi4Ti4O15 particles is
preserved during topochemical conversion, and the resulting particles show a tetragonal
perovskite structure. The conversion reaction observed in this work is unique in that it produces a
solid-solution composition (0.4NBT-0.6PT) by partial incorporation of Na+ from the chloride
flux. This reaction path is found to be favorable to perovskite phase formation. This behavior is
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explained by comparing thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of the modified and traditional
topochemical reaction paths.

4.2 Experimental Procedures
Platelet PbBi4Ti4O15 microcrystals were produced by reacting stoichiometric amounts of
Pb3(CO3)2(OH)2 (Sigma-Aldrich), Bi2O3 (Alfa Aesar), and TiO2 (various sources) with an equal
weight of KCl flux. Mixed powders were heated in a covered platinum crucible at 1050°C for 25 h. PbBi4Ti4O15 microplatelets were recovered and de-aggregated by dissolving the KCl flux
with H2O and rinsing with 5% HNO3. Aggregates of PbBi4Ti4O15 (typically 1-2% of the total
amount) were removed by sieving the resulting powders to <50 µm, and the remaining deaggregated particles were rinsed with deionized H2O and dried.
To investigate the effects of TiO2 particle size on PbBi4Ti4O15 and 0.4NBT-0.6PT
morphologies, three TiO2 powders with average particle sizes of 0.02 µm (mixed rutile & anatase,
Aeroxide P25), 0.6 µm (rutile, Alfa Aesar), and 6.5 µm (rutile) were used. The 6.5 µm TiO2 was
synthesized by coarsening the 0.6 µm TiO2 in an equal weight of KCl salt at 1100°C for 10 h.
Batches produced using the 0.02 µm and 0.6 µm TiO2 powders were mixed by wet milling in
100% ethanol for 24 h, while batches made with the 6.5 µm TiO2 were dry mixed on a rotary mill
for 24 h to avoid damaging the coarse TiO2 particles. PbBi4Ti4O15 produced from 0.02 and 0.6
µm TiO2 were annealed for 2 h at 1050°C while samples produced from the 6.5 µm TiO2 were
annealed for 5 h to allow additional coarsening. Samples of mixed precursor powders
(Pb3(CO3)2(OH)2, Bi2O3, 6.5 µm TiO2, and KCl) were heated at 8°C/min to between 700°C and
1050°C and air quenched to observe the formation and morphology evolution of the Aurivillius
phase during molten salt synthesis.
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The perovskite phase 0.4NBT-0.6PT was produced by reacting PbBi4Ti4O15, PbO (Sigma
Aldrich), and NaCl in a 1:4.5:21 molar ratio. Powders were dry mixed for 24 h to avoid
damaging the platelet morphology of the PbBi4Ti4O15 phase, and were reacted in a platinum
crucible at 1100°C for 1 h. To recover the perovskite particles, the NaCl was dissolved with H2O,
after which the Bi2O3 and excess PbO were digested with 30% HNO3. The remaining perovskite
microplatelets were rinsed and dried using the same procedure used for the PbBi4Ti4O15 particles.
The phase purity and structure of PbBi4Ti4O15 and 0.4NBT-0.6PT phases were analyzed
by x-ray diffraction (Scintag X2). Lattice parameters of the 0.4NBT-0.6PT platelets were
calculated from a θ-2θ powder scan (10-90° 2θ) using the MDI Jade 9 software package, and are
reported with a 95% confidence interval. The morphologies of TiO2, PbBi4Ti4O15, and NBT06PT powders were observed using SEM (FEI Quanta 200) with energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS). The average particle sizes of the 0.6 and 6.5 µm TiO2 powders were measured from SEM
micrographs, while particle size data for the 0.02 µm TiO2 was obtained from the manufacturer.
The diameter and thickness of PbBi4Ti4O15 particles were measured for properly oriented
particles in SEM micrographs. To measure platelet thicknesses, samples were dispersed
randomly on carbon tape, resulting in a wide variety of particle orientations. Each sample was
searched in order to find particles oriented perpendicular to the substrate, for which the thickness
could be accurately measured. For each sample, 10-15 thicknesses were measured in order to
obtain average values and standard deviations. To measure diameters, powders dispersed on
carbon tape were brushed to ensure that a majority of particles were lying flat against the tape
surface. This was done by sprinkling a small quantity of powder on the carbon tape, removing
the excess powder with compressed air, and brushing the remaining powders laterally with a
rubber spatula or a gloved finger. The volume average particle diameters were calculated using
measurements from at least 150 particles per sample.
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4.3 Synthesis and Morphology Control of PbBi4Ti4O15
The Aurivillius phase is formed by reaction of the oxides in a molten salt (KCl) flux
according to the overall equation:

PbO + 2 Bi2O3 + 4 TiO2  PbBi4Ti4O15

(4.1)

The use of a salt flux facilitates phase formation at lower temperatures, and avoids partial
sintering of the PbBi4Ti4O15 particles. Coarse rutile powders (6.5 µm) were used to facilitate
observation of this reaction process using SEM techniques. Samples produced according to
equation (4.1) show uniform platelet morphology and high phase purity. The XRD pattern for
PbBi4Ti4O15 produced using 0.6 µm TiO2 is shown in Figure 4-1. Strong <100> orientation of
this powder is observed due to preferential alignment of the plate-like PbBi4Ti4O15 particles in the
front-loaded x-ray sample holder.

Figure 4-1: XRD pattern of PbBi4Ti4O15 microplatelets produced using 0.6 µm TiO2.
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The morphology evolution of powder samples reacted according to (4.1) is shown in Figure 4-2.
No reaction was observed below the PbO-Bi2O3 eutectic at 635°C.16 At 700°C (Figure 4-2a) the
PbO-Bi2O3 liquid wets the TiO2 particle surfaces, facilitating nucleation of the PbBi4Ti4O15 phase.
Distinct crystallites of PbBi4Ti4O15 are visible after heating to 813°C (Figure 4-2b). With
increasing temperature (Figure 4-2c and 4-2d) these crystallites grow outward into the KCl flux.

Figure 4-2: Morphology evolution during molten salt synthesis of PbBi4Ti4O15 platelets.
Samples were heated to the indicated temperatures at a rate of 8°C/min and were air quenched.
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PbBi4Ti4O15 crystallites show a {001} platelet morphology, indicating that growth on these
surfaces is restricted by a nucleation energy barrier. This barrier is associated with planes of
weak bonding (Bi2O22+ layers) in the Aurivillius structure. The PbBi4Ti4O15 phase is observed to
grow without a preferred crystallographic orientation with respect to the rutile surface, and
therefore there is no evidence for direct control of the nucleation density (i.e. via epitaxial
processes) in this system. Between 700°C and 1050°C (Figures 4-2a – 4-2d) the TiO2 particles
are consumed and the PbBi4Ti4O15 crystallites coarsen in the thickness [001] directions as well as
in the lateral [100] directions. After heating to 1050°C, PbBi4Ti4O15 particles reach thicknesses
of approximately 0.5-1 µm. At this temperature, reaction (4.1) is complete and coarsening in the
[001] direction stops. Annealing of particles at 1050°C from 0-5 h results in significant growth in
the lateral direction, and results in the development of high aspect ratio microplatelets. While the
average particle thickness increases slightly due to preferential dissolution of thinner particles,
thick (~1 µm) PbBi4Ti4O15 platelets are not observed to grow in the [001] direction regardless of
annealing time. Figures 4-2e and 4-2f show the evolution of PbBi4Ti4O15 crystallites at a lower
magnification. The initial clusters of PbBi4Ti4O15 around each TiO2 particle eventually coarsen to
form large, well dispersed microplatelets. After annealing at 1050°C for 5 h (Figure 4-2f),
PbBi4Ti4O15 particles are substantially increased in aspect ratio, reflecting the lack of continued
growth on the {001} surfaces.
Because PbBi4Ti4O15 does not nucleate and grow epitaxially on the rutile phase, it is
proposed that the nucleation density of this phase is controlled by a dissolution-precipitation
mechanism. According to classical nucleation theory, the nucleation rate in a supersaturated
solution increases with the degree of supersaturation S, resulting in a smaller overall particle size.
Considering the wetting behavior observed in Figure 4-2a, S is initially very high due to the high
solubility of TiO2 in the PbO-Bi2O3 oxide liquid phase relative to the solubility of PbBi4Ti4O15 in
the same phase. The driving force for PbBi4Ti4O15 formation is sufficient to overcome the
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nucleation energy barrier on the Aurivillius {100} surface, as evidenced by thickening of
PbBi4Ti4O15 crystallites in Figures 4-2b through 4-2d. The later cessation of {100} growth is
attributed to the consumption of the reactants in equation (4.1), resulting in a drop in solution
supersaturation that prevents island nucleation on these surfaces. At this point, further changes in
particle morphology are driven only by Ostwald ripening. Because growth can only occur in two
dimensions, this results in an increase in the PbBi4Ti4O15 aspect ratio with annealing time. After
5 h at 1050°C, the PbBi4Ti4O15 particles show a final thickness of 1.1 µm and an average
diameter of 11.8 µm. Based on these dimensions, each 6.5 µm TiO2 particle produces ~3
PbBi4Ti4O15 microplatelets after annealing at 1050°C for 5 h.
To further investigate this proposed mechanism, PbBi4Ti4O15 microplatelets were grown
from TiO2 particles of varying size (0.02, 0.6, and 6.5 µm). The results of this experiment are
shown in Figures 4-3a, 4-3b, and 4-3c. PbBi4Ti4O15 platelet thickness was observed to correlate
directly with TiO2 particle size, but was found to be independent of annealing time at 1050°C.
This result confirms the observed transition from 3-dimensional to 2-dimensional microplatelet
growth. In contrast, the observed PbBi4Ti4O15 diameter and aspect ratio increase with greater
annealing time. PbBi4Ti4O15 samples synthesized from 0.02 µm and 0.6 µm TiO2 powders are
well-dispersed after annealing for 2 h, while samples made using 6.5 µm TiO2 must be annealed
longer (5 h) to obtain well dispersed particles. The lateral growth rate of the PbBi4Ti4O15 phase
was observed to decrease with increasing platelet thickness.
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Figure 4-3: PbBi4Ti4O15 microplatelets produced using different TiO2 precursors. Samples a), b),
and c) were made using 0.02 µm TiO2, 0.6 µm TiO2, and 6.5 µm TiO2, respectively.
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Figure 4-4 shows the relationship between the precursor TiO2 particle size and
PbBi4Ti4O15 platelet thickness. PbBi4Ti4O15 microcrystals synthesized from the 0.02 µm TiO2
powder show a very uniform thickness of around 0.28 µm, while microcrystals produced from 0.6
and 6.5 µm TiO2 powders show average thicknesses of 0.42 and 1.1 µm, respectively.

Figure 4-4: Plot of PbBi4Ti4O15 thickness vs. TiO2 precursor size. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals for the number average particle thickness.

The correlation between platelet thickness and TiO2 size is primarily attributed to changes in the
PbBi4Ti4O15 nucleation density during reaction (4.1). Coarser TiO2 particles react more slowly,
and result in fewer PbBi4Ti4O15 nuclei, slower growth rates, and larger particle sizes.
Additionally, Ostwald ripening becomes increasingly important as the reaction rate decreases,
favoring growth of larger PbBi4Ti4O15 particles.
To investigate the potential for controlling Ostwald ripening kinetics in this system,
PbBi4Ti4O15 microplatelets were grown from bimodal TiO2 powders (10, 20, 50, and 100% coarse
TiO2). These experiments investigate the degree with which a small fraction of coarse particles
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(produced using coarse TiO2 particles) dominate the coarsening process. In the ideal case, all of
the coarse PbBi4Ti4O15 particles grow via Ostwald ripening at the expense of finer particles. If
this process leads to complete consumption of the fine particle fraction, the particle size is
expected to follow:

 F 
D =  V 
 fT ⋅ t 

1

2

 1 

= 
 FT ⋅ t 

1

2

(4.2)

where D is the calculated diameter, FV is the volume fraction of PbBi4Ti4O15 in the system, fT is
the number frequency of seeds per unit volume, FT is the volume fraction of seeds (coarse
PbBi4Ti4O15 particles), and t is the microplatelet thickness. This equation is derived from that
reported for templated grain growth (the analogous solid state process), but is modified to account
for 2-dimensional growth of the PbBi4Ti4O15 phase.14
The results of this coarsening experiment are shown in Figure 4-5. All samples in this
experiment were annealed for 5 h at 1050°C. Microplatelets grown from 10% coarse TiO2,
Figure 4-5a, show a wide particle size distribution, with numerous particles 25-40 µm in
diameter. While the larger platelets are all ~1 µm thick and were likely derived from coarse TiO2
particles, many smaller platelets likely originated from the fine TiO2 and were not consumed
during Ostwald ripening.. Microplatelets made with 20% and 50% coarse TiO2 particles (Figures
4-5b and 4-5c) show a more uniform size and a smaller average diameter.
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Figure 4-5: PbBi4Ti4O15 microplatelets produced using bimodal TiO2 precursors. Samples were
made from mixtures of 6.5 µm TiO2 and 0.02 µm TiO2: a) 10% 6.5 µm TiO2; b) 20% 6.5 µm
TiO2, and c) 50% 6.5 µm TiO2.
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The volume average diameters of PbBi4Ti4O15 platelets grown in this experiment are
plotted in Figure 4-6. The average diameter shows an inverse correlation with the coarse TiO2
content, but not to the extent predicted by equation (4.2). PbBi4Ti4O15 platelets grown with 10%
and 20% coarse TiO2 are smaller in diameter than predicted, in accordance with SEM
observations. These results show that the coarsening process cannot be fully seeded under these
conditions, resulting in very wide particle size distributions. Based on these results, equation [2]
appears to break down at around 40-50 vol% coarse TiO2, or about one coarse TiO2 particle for
every ~3 x 107 fine TiO2 particles (a PbBi4Ti4O15 seed concentration of approximately ~6 x 1014
cm-3, assuming each TiO2 particle produces ~3 seeds). This limit is in sharp contrast to that
observed in templated grain growth, where control of the coarsening process is achieved with
only 1-5 vol% of seed crystals.14

Figure 4-6: Predicted and measured PbBi4Ti4O15 platelet diameter as a function of coarse TiO2
content. The predicted trend assumes that each 6.5 µm TiO2 particle produces 3 PbBi4Ti4O15
seeds.
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The average thicknesses and diameters for the PbBi4Ti4O15 microplatelets produced in
this work are summarized in Table 4-1. The thickness of the PbBi4Ti4O15 microplatelets
produced in this work varied from 0.28 to 1.09 µm (a factor of 3.9) due to changing the size of
the reactant TiO2 powder, while the diameter varied from 11.8 µm to 21.2 µm (a factor of 1.8)
due to seeding of the coarsening process. The seeding effect of coarse particles on Ostwald
ripening is found to be greatly restricted during molten salt synthesis in comparison to the
equivalent solid state process (templated grain growth).
Table 4-1: Size of PbBi4Ti4O15 microplatelets as a function of TiO2 particle source
TiO2 powder size
(number average)

100% 0.02
µm

100% 0.6
µm

100% 6.5
Μm

50% 6.5 µm /
50% 0.02 µm

20% 6.5 µm /
80% 0.02 µm

10% 6.5 µm /
80% 0.02 µm

2

2

5

5

5

5

Thickness (number
average) [µm]

0.28

0.42

1.1

*

*

*

standard deviation
[µm]

0.03

0.06

0.2

*

*

*

Diameter (number
average) [µm]

*

*

6.6

8.1

8.5

7.9

standard deviation
[µm]

*

*

2.9

4.8

5.3

6.4

Diameter (volume
average) [µm]

*

*

11.8

15.7

17.1

21.4

Anneal time at
1050°C [h]

*not measured

4.4 Topochemical Conversion of PbBi4Ti4O15
Perovskite microplatelets produced from the PbBi4Ti4O15 particles described in Section I
are shown in Figure 4-7. These microplatelets show generally similar morphology to the initial
Aurivillius particles (Figures 4-3 and 4-5), but some differences are apparent. While conversion
of the 0.42 and 1.1 µm thick PbBi4Ti4O15 produces perovskite particles of similar thickness
(Figures 4-7b and 4-7c), particles produced from 0.28 µm thick PbBi4Ti4O15 (Figure 4-7a) show
evidence of substantial thickening. This result suggests that a lower conversion temperature may
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be more suitable for thinner particles. Additionally, topochemical conversion of the 10% and
20% seeded PbBi4Ti4O15 particles in Figures 4-5a and 4-5b produced fewer large (40-50 µm)
perovskite microplatelets than were observed in the precursor PbBi4Ti4O15 samples. This
problem was not observed in the 50% seeded sample (Figure 4-5c). It is possible that many of
the larger, high aspect ratio microplatelets in these samples were damaged during the washing
process. All of the perovskite templates in Figure 4-7 show a rougher surface morphology than
the Aurivillius precursor phase, and in particular show patterns of grain boundary grooving. This
may be taken as evidence that the resulting platelets are actually well-aligned polycrystals, as
described by Poterala et al.12

Figure 4-7: 0.4NBT-0.6PT microplatelets produced by topochemical conversion. Samples a), b),
and c) were made from PbBi4Ti4O15 samples shown in Figures 4-3a – 4-3c, respectively (0.02,
0.6, and 6.5 µm TiO2). Samples d), e), and f) were made from seeded PbBi4Ti4O15 particles
shown in Figures 4-5a – 4-5c, respectively (10%, 20%, and 50% 6.5 µm TiO2).
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An XRD pattern of the perovskite produced by topochemical conversion of PbBi4Ti4O15
(0.6 µm TiO2) is shown in Figure 4-8. The powder shows a tetragonal perovskite structure with
lattice parameters of a = 3.8907 ± 0.0004 Å and c = 4.0878Å ± 0.0007 Å (c/a = 1.051), with a
small impurity peak located at 31° 2θ. This impurity peak is located near the 100% intensity
peaks for a number of Aurivillius phases in the PbO-Bi2O3-TiO2 system; however, this peak could
not be definitively attributed to a particular Aurivillius phase. The observed c/a ratio is smaller
than that of pure PbTiO3, so energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was used to determine
elemental composition of the perovskite phase.

Figure 4-8: XRD pattern of 0.4NBT-0.6PT microplatelets produced by topochemical conversion
of PbBi4Ti4O15 (0.6 µm TiO2).
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EDS analysis of the converted particles shows substantial impurites of Na and Bi, which are
assumed to sit only on the perovskite A-site due to their large ionic radii (1.39Ǻ for XIINa+ and
~1.34Ǻ for XIIBi3+).17 Semi-quantitative EDS analysis shows that Na and Bi occur in equal
amounts (15-25 mol%) on an A-site basis, indicating a solid solution between (Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3
and PbTiO3. Based on the measured lattice parameters and c/a ratio, a final composition of
0.4NBT-0.6PT was estimated from the published NBT-PT phase diagram.18 Based on this final
composition, the observed topochemical conversion reaction is given as:

0.25 Bi2O2[PbBi2Ti4O13](s) + 0.35 PbO(l) + 0.2 NaCl(l)
 Bi0.2Na0.2Pb0.6TiO3(s) + 0.8 BiO1.375Cl0.25(l)

(4.3)

The structural formula of PbBi4Ti4O15 is used to show the initial composition of the
[PbBi2Ti4O13]2- perovskite block. The exchange of Bi3+ for Na+ in the perovskite structure results
in the formation of a bismuth oxychloride liquid phase. However, this phase is unstable with
respect to oxygen and will subsequently decompose to yield Bi2O3 and Cl2 gas.
The use of KCl in place of NaCl during topochemical conversion of PbBi4Ti4O15 not
appear to result in substantial A-site substitution of potassium, but this reaction also fails to
produce a pure perovskite phase.12 The substitution of K+ is likely less favored due to the greater
chemical stability of the KCl flux. In addition, the ionic radius of Na+ (1.39 Å) is about 7%
smaller than that of Pb2+ (1.49 Å), while the ionic radius of K+ is ~10% larger (1.64 Å). Although
this argument suggests substitution of K+ should also be possible, it is perhaps less
thermodynamically favored than substitution of Na+. In addition, the substitution of Na+ is
observed to favor perovskite phase formation. To understand this result, equation (4.3) is
compared to the topochemical reaction in the absence of NaCl:
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0.25 Bi2O2[PbBi2Ti4O13](s) + 0.75 PbO(l)  PbTiO3(s) + 0.5 Bi2O3(l)

(4.4)

In comparing these equations, it can be seen that full exchange of Bi3+ for Pb2+ in (4.4)
requires ion exchange on 2/3 of the perovskite-layer A-sites in PbBi4Ti4O15, while the observed
reaction (4.3) exchanges only 40% of these sites. Incorporation of Na+ therefore reduces the
degree of ion exchange required to charge balance the perovskite phase. The retention of Bi3+ on
the A-site can also be viewed as advantageous because it lowers the entropic contribution to the
free energy of formation of the perovskite phase relative to the precursor PbBi4Ti4O15. Based on
these considerations, reaction (4.3) is likely favored both energetically and kinetically compared
to reaction (4.4). The approximate perovskite composition 0.4NBT-0.6PT was observed for all
TiO2 source powders, and our results suggest that this composition is thermodynamically favored
at the reaction conditions used (1100°C, 1 h).

4.5 Conclusions
PbTiO3-based microplatelets with high aspect ratio were produced by topochemical
conversion of the Aurvillius-phase PbBi4Ti4O15 using a NaCl-based flux. The morphology of
these particles is determined during molten salt growth of the PbBi4Ti4O15 phase, which is
governed by dissolution-precipitation and Ostwald ripening processes. During formation of the
Aurivillius phase, larger TiO2 source powders result in lower nucleation densities and thicker
microplatelets. During subsequent Ostwald ripening, particles increase in diameter and aspect
ratio by growth along {100}. Attempts to control Ostwald ripening directly using TiO2
morphology showed limited success, increasing the microplatelet diameter (and aspect ratio) by
only a factor of 2.
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During topochemical conversion of PbBi4Ti4O15, successful perovskite phase formation
was found to occur only when Na+ is present in the reaction flux. The incorporation of Na+
charge balances Bi3+ on the perovskite A-site, resulting in a solid solution composition (0.4NBT0.6PT). This substitution is proposed to aid topochemical conversion by increasing the driving
force for perovskite phase formation and by providing a faster kinetic path (via reduced A-site
diffusion) to the perovskite phase. In addition to enabling synthesis of PbTiO3-based
microplatelets, the mechanisms studied in this work are expected to have general applicability for
the tailored synthesis of nano- or microplatelets in Aurivillius and perovskite systems.
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Chapter 5
Processing, Texture Quality, and Piezoelectric Properties of <001>C oriented PMN-PT
Ceramics Fabricated using 0.4NBT-0.6PT Templates
This chapter describes the link between texture quality and electromechanical properties
for <001>C textured, 0.03(Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3 - 0.97[0.715Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)TiO3 - 0.285PbTiO3]
(0.03NBT-0.97[PMN-28.5PT]) ceramics with and without Mn-doping. Here, the subscript C
denotes pseudocubic indices. Textured ceramics were prepared by templated grain growth
(TGG) of PMN-25PT on platelet-shaped 0.4(Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3-0.6PbTiO3 (NBT-0.6PT) templates.
Texture fractions of f = 0.92 (for undoped PMN-PT) and f = 0.49 (for Mn-doped PMN-PT) were
determined by fitting 002C XRD pole figures to the March-Dollase model, which was modified to
account for symmetry-related 200C and 020C reflections. Using resonance methods, the elastic
constants cij, sij, piezoelectric constants dij, eij, gij, hij, dielectric constants εij, and coupling
coefficients kij of textured PMN-PT ceramics were characterized. It was found that the properties
of textured PMN-PT approach the single crystal values along the texture axis (<001>C, also the
poling axis), but not in transverse directions. In particular, the elastic compliance sE11
(perpendicular to <001>C) approaches an average of the single crystal sE11 and sE11(45°)
coefficients, resulting in anomalous -sE12/sE11 ratios of -0.01 and 0.04 in pure and Mn-doped
textured PMN-PT, respectively. The 33-mode properties as measured by resonanceantiresonance methods were d33 = 852 pC/N, k33 = 0.83, ε33 = 3500, and mechanical quality
factor, Qm = 94 for undoped textured ceramics and d33 = 515, k33 = 0.76, ε33 = 2200, and Qm = 714
for Mn-doped textured ceramics.
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5.1 Introduction
Perovskite piezoelectrics, especially those in the Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3 (PZT) and (1x)Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)TiO3-xPbTiO3 (PMN-PT) solid solutions, are used extensively in sonar and
ultrasonic transducers, actuators, and medical imaging devices due to their high 33-mode
piezoelectric response (~200-500 pC/N for ceramics, 1500-2500 pC/N for crystals).1-3 These
exceptional properties occur near a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB), often between
rhombohedral and tetragonal phases. In <001>C poled rhombohedral crystals near the MPB, the
spontaneous polarization can be rotated from its zero field orientation because of the high values
of the transverse permittivity ε11, the shear piezoelectric coefficient d15, and the shear compliance
s44.4 In this case, the 33-mode properties parallel to the polarization are comparatively low, but
increase dramatically in “domain engineered” crystals poled and driven in a direction equiangular
from multiple domain variants. Such configurations convert the high shear mode response of
individual domains into high extensional properties in the bulk sample. In rhombohedral PMNPT crystals, <001>C poling gives the maximum 33-mode properties (e.g. d33 = 1540 pm/V, k33 =
0.91, ε33 = 5400 in PMN-29PT).1 In ceramics, these properties are heavily clamped due to
differences in piezoelectric response between neighboring misaligned grains (d33 = 295, k33 =
0.60, ε33 = 2150 in ceramic PMN-28PT).5
Because of the substantial differences in properties between ceramic and single crystal
materials, there is significant interest in the growth and utilization of oriented PMN-PT and PZT
crystals and crystallographically textured ceramics. PMN-PT single crystals are primarily grown
by the Bridgman (directional solidification) technique.6,7 Because Ti4+ segregates during growth,
crystals grown by conventional Bridgman methods show compositional gradients that can reduce
yield. Compositional gradients also limit the size of monolithic transducer elements and cause
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variation in material properties between parts. Newly developed continuous feeding techniques
and solid state crystal growth (SSCG) both help to alleviate these issues.8,9 However, both
Bridgman and SSCG growth are slow processes, with growth rates on the order of ~2 mm/hr.
Like single crystals, crystallographically textured PMN-PT ceramics have substantially
higher properties than conventional ceramic materials. <001>C textured PMN-PT has 33-mode
properties intermediate between those of crystals and ceramics (d33 = 940-1100 pC/N, k33 = 0.79)
and may present a low-cost, high-volume alternative to single crystals.5 <001>C textured
ceramics are fabricated using the templated grain growth (TGG) method.10 In this method,
<001>C oriented template crystals are used to seed nucleation and epitaxial growth of aligned
grains in a sintered ceramic body. Templates are typically micron-sized perovskite crystals with
platelet morphology, facilitating alignment via tape casting.11-14
Initially, <001>C textured PMN-PT was produced by growth of very large (>100 µm)
grains on chemically stable BaTiO3 seed crystals, resulting in high-field d33* values of 1200-1400
pm/V.12 Tabular SrTiO3 seeds have also been used, and result in ceramics with somewhat higher
piezoelectric properties.13 Substantial subsequent work has focused on decreasing the size and
increasing the aspect ratio of BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 seed materials, improving the texture quality,
grain size, homogeneity, and density of these materials.11,14 However, both SrTiO3 and BaTiO3
microplatelets are thought to degrade performance of these materials, via different mechanisms.
Residual BaTiO3 templates reduce the strain response of <001>C textured ceramics via
mechanical clamping, and may also lower dielectric properties via a composite effect.10 SrTiO3
templates eliminate this problem and give higher piezoelectric response, as these templates
dissolve into the bulk PMN-PT composition. However, dissolution of Sr2+ in PMN-PT results in
an unacceptably low depolarization temperature (~60°C).5 Pham Thi et al. show that cuboidal
PMN-PT particles can be used as templates in PMN-PT, and should avoid both of these issues.15
However, these templates lack high aspect ratios and are less efficiently aligned during casting.
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The electromechanical properties of <001>C textured PMN-PT are inadequately
understood compared to those of randomly oriented ceramics and single crystals. Previous
studies have focused on 33-mode properties, and often only high-field piezoelectric coefficients
are reported. Even in the 33-mode, the relationship between texture quality and piezoelectric
performance is unclear. The results of Kwon et al. suggest that the high field d33* increases
almost linearly with texture fraction.13 In contrast, Brosnan reported a strongly nonlinear
relationship with a larger incremental increase in d33* at higher texture fractions.5 Aleshin et al.
used effective-medium methods to calculate the theoretical properties of <001>C textured PMNPT ceramics with respect to grain misorientation, and also predict highly nonlinear trends.16 In
addition, effective-medium calculations predict negative lateral Poisson’s ratios (-sE12/sE11) in
highly textured PMN-PT, resulting in higher k31 and kp values than are possible in conventional
ceramic materials. Currently, only partial mechanical properties sets have been reported for
<001>C textured PMN-PT, and these data do not show anomalous –sE12/sE11.5
In this work, the texture quality and properties of <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics
produced by TGG on 0.4(Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3-0.6PbTiO3 (NBT-0.6PT) templates were investigated.
Based on the published NBT-PT phase diagram, these templates are expected to dissolve into
PbTiO3-based perovskites without significantly lowering the Curie temperature.17 In addition, an
improved method of characterizing crystallographic texture is reported for textured PMN-PT,
involving modification of the March-Dollase (MD) texture model to include the contribution of
symmetry-related peaks in <001>C textured cubic and pseudo-cubic materials. While previous
studies have determined texture parameters by fitting partial grain orientation distributions (0-20°
ω) to the MD model, here the entire data range (0-85° ω) from 002C XRD pole figures is fitted.
This improves the accuracy of the MD texture parameters f and r.
The texture quality and properties of textured 0.03NBT-0.97[PMN-28.5PT] ceramics are
reported for pure and acceptor doped (2 at% Mn) compositions. Acceptor doping reduces
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mechanical losses for high power transducers. Full electromechanical property sets (cij, sij, ij, eij,
gij, hij, εij, and kij) are calculated using resonance-antiresonance methods. These measured
property sets are compared to predictions for textured PMN-PT ceramics and to previously
reported properties.

5.2 Experimental Procedures
<001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics were produced by the templated grain growth (TGG)
method using undoped and 2 at% (on a B-site basis) Mn-doped PMN-25PT matrix powders and
0.4(Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3-0.6PbTiO3 (NBT-0.6PT) template particles. In the doped powders, powders
were batched to yield a stoichiometric perovskite A:B site ratio under the assumption that all
Mn2+ substitutes on the perovskite B site. To prepare matrix powders, stoichiometric amounts of
Pb3(CO3)2(OH)2 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), fumed TiO2 (Evonik Aeroxide P25, Addison,
IL), MgNb2O6 (H.C. Starck, Newton, MA), and MnO2 (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA) powders
were vibratory milled in water for 36 h using 3 mm diameter stabilized ZrO2 media. After
drying, the powders were calcined at 700°C for 1 h. Calcined matrix powders consisted primarily
of 200-300 nm particles and were predominantly perovskite phase. NBT-0.6PT microplatelets
(5-10 µm diameter, 0.5-1 µm thick) were prepared by topochemical conversion of PbBi4Ti4O15.18
Tape casting slurries were prepared by dispersing 16 vol% matrix powder into an
aqueous solution containing polyvinyl alcohol binder (5 vol%), polyethylene glycol plasticizer (7
vol%), a defoaming agent (Surfynol 104E, 1 vol%), and poly(ammonium) carboxylate dispersant
(Duramax D3021, 2 vol%). Slurries were ball milled for 12 h and stirred slowly to de-air for 2-4
h before casting. Template particles (7 vol% on a dry powder basis) were added 1 h before tape
casting. Slurries were tape cast at a doctor blade height of 0.2 mm and at a speed of 7.5 cm/s.
After drying for 12 h, cast tapes were cut and stacked to form samples with approximate
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dimensions of 15 x 15 x 10 mm (~200 layers) and 30 x 30 x 3 mm (~60 layers). Layered tapes
were laminated at 75°C for 45 min and heated at 600°C for 1 h to remove organics. Samples
were subsequently isostatically pressed at 200 MPa and pre-sintered at 1150°C for 1 h in covered
Al2O3 crucibles. Pre-sintering was done in a 7.5 cm diameter x 122 cm tube furnace under
flowing O2 (0.2 L/min). To control PbO content, 5 g of 1.5 wt% Pb-deficient PMN-28PT
embedding powder was placed around the samples during each sintering run. Controlled PbO
deficiency allows sintering to high density by reducing grain growth, as previously found in PZT
ceramics.19 Thick pre-sintered samples (originally 15 x 15 x 10 mm) were sliced into 3 mm thick
slabs perpendicular to the casting direction to facilitate equilibration of PbO content during
annealing and texture development. Samples were annealed for 10 h at 1150°C in air to promote
templated grain growth. Lead content during annealing was controlled by packing samples in 10
g of 7 wt% PbO – 93 wt% PMN-28PT embedding powder in covered Al2O3 crucibles. Sample
weights were measured before and after sintering and annealing to ensure that samples used for
property characterization were stoichiometric to within ± 0.5 wt% PbO.
The density of textured PMN-PT was measured by the Archimedes method, and
theoretical densities were calculated from lattice parameters measured by x-ray diffraction. SEM
(FEI, Eindhoven, Netherlands) was used to observe microstructures on textured PMN-PT
samples. Samples were either fractured perpendicular to the casting plane or were cut, polished,
and thermally etched (1050°C for 30 min) before imaging. Grain size both parallel and
perpendicular to the texture axis was determined by averaging linear intercept distances. At least
200 intercept distances were measured from SEM micrographs of polished and etched surfaces.
These distances were averaged for each sample and direction and were multiplied by 1.5 to obtain
average grain sizes.20
The texture quality of textured PMN-PT ceramics was evaluated using 002C pole figures
measured on a 4-circle x-ray diffractometer (Philips Analytical, Almelo, Netherlands). Pole
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figures were measured on discs (1 cm diameter) cut perpendicular to the <001>C texture axis. A
random ceramic standard was prepared by isostatic pressing of PMN-PT powder to avoid
preferred orientation, followed by sintering at 1150°C for 3 h in O2 (0.2 L/min). Defocusing
effects were removed by dividing the textured ceramic pole figures by the radially-averaged
random ceramic response. The pole figure data were then fit to a modified version of the MarchDollase equation to estimate the texture parameters f and r. Scaling of the corrected pole figure
data (to obtain units of MRD) was performed simultaneously with fitting to the MD equation.
To measure electromechanical properties, textured samples were cut into extensional,
thickness, and shear mode geometries appropriate for the resonance-antiresonance methods. 4
sample types were produced: 33-mode bars (~4:1 aspect ratio), 31-mode bars (~5:1:0.15 aspect
ratio), discs (~15:1 aspect ratio), and thickness shear plates (~10:1 aspect ratio). These
dimensions meet or exceed those recommended in the IEEE standard on piezoelectrics. All
samples were electroded using fire-on silver paste (Dupont AG6160) and poled at 10 kV/cm for 5
min (2-3 times the coercive field EC) at room temperature. Piezoelectric properties were
determined using methods outlined by Zhang et al. for poled ceramics and for <001>C oriented
crystals.21,22 These methods were applied directly, with the exception that assumptions relating
to the Poisson’s ratio –sE12/sE11 ≈ 0.3 were found to be invalid. In all cases, measured values from
4-6 samples were averaged. 95% confidence intervals were determined for coefficients that were
uniquely determined for each sample. The clamped permittivity values εS33 and εS11 were not
measured directly, but were calculated from other measured properties.

5.3 Processing and Microstructure of <001>C Textured PMN-PT
Both undoped and Mn-doped textured PMN-PT were >99% theoretical density after presintering, even in large samples (8-10 mm in thickness). The high density obtained in these
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materials is attributed to the small size of the template particles as well as control of Pb content
during sintering. The sintering of Pb-based perovskites in a PbO-deficient atmosphere results in
high density samples with reduced grain growth.19 Although excess PbO acts to enhance mass
transport, it results in rapid grain growth at the onset of final stage sintering (~92-95% density).
This rapid grain growth results in low final densities, as the driving force for densification is
rapidly depleted after grain growth commences. It was necessary to cut dense ceramics into thin
slices before annealing to allow rapid diffusion of PbO into the material. Annealing of large
samples (~1 cm thick) resulted in inhomogeneous PbO content, microstructures, and texture
quality.
Table 5-1: Density, grain size, and texture quality of <001> textured PMN-PT ceramics
Grain Size (µm)
3

Texture Parameters

ρ (kg/m )

|| <001>C

|| <100>C

f

R

Textured ceramic (undoped)

8068

8.7

10.4

0.92

0.25

Textured ceramic (2 at% Mn)

8050

22.3

23.9

0.49

0.28

Material

Microstructures of <001>C textured PMN-PT samples are shown in Figure 5-1, and
average grain sizes are reported in Table 1. As observed in previous work, undoped textured
PMN-PT shows a “brick wall” microstructure consisting of stacked tabular grains. Undoped
textured PMN-PT has average grain sizes of 8.7 µm in the texture direction and 10.4 µm
perpendicular to the texture direction. Alignment is less obvious in the Mn-doped samples, but
this material also has a slightly anisotropic grain size (22.3 µm in the texture direction, 23.9 µm
perpendicular to the texture direction). In both cases, anisotropy in grain size is an artifact of the
platelet morphology of the original templates. MnO doping is also found to enhance grain growth
in textured PMN-PT, at least when excess PbO is present during annealing. MnO has previously
been noted to accelerate grain growth in Pb-based perovskites, and this effect is likely related to a
change in chemistry of the grain boundary liquid phase.23 While rapid grain growth is typically
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favorable for texture development, addition of MnO to the matrix before sintering may reduce the
driving force for TGG by promoting growth of the matrix grains.

Figure 5-1: Fracture surfaces of a) undoped and b) 2 at% Mn-doped <001>C textured PMN-PT
ceramics. Samples were sintered at 1150°C for 1 h in O2 (PbO deficient atmosphere), and were
annealed at 1150°C for 10 h (excess PbO atmosphere).

XRD patterns of doped and undoped textured ceramics are shown in Figure 5-2, and are
compared to untextured PMN-PT of the same composition. Both undoped and Mn-doped
ceramics are highly <001>C oriented after TGG. Lotgering factors of F00l = 0.87 (undoped) and
F00l = 0.68 (Mn-doped) were calculated using data from 20-100° 2θ.24 The textured ceramic 001C
peaks are approximately 14 and 7 times greater than the random ceramic intensity for undoped
and Mn-doped ceramics, respectively.
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Figure 5-2: XRD patterns of randomly oriented and <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics (samples
are unpoled).

To better characterize the texture quality of these samples, pole figures were measured
for the 002C XRD peak. These pole figures (corrected and plotted on the same vertical scale) are
shown in Figure 5-3. Both materials show a radially symmetric grain orientation distribution,
indicating fiber texture. In addition, the contributions of the symmetry-related 200C and 020C
peaks are visible as increased intensity near the pole figure edges. To analyze this data further,
the pole figures were averaged radially and fit using the March-Dollase (MD) texture model:25


sin 2 (ω ) 

F ( f , r , ω ) = (1 − f ) + f  r 2 cos 2 (ω ) +
r



−

3
2

(5.1)

In this MD model, two texture parameters are defined. The parameter f defines the volume
fraction of the sample that is oriented (with respect to a random distribution). The parameter r
relates to alignment quality within the textured fraction, and represents a compression ratio (l/l0)
that would produce the observed grain orientation distribution during uniaxial compression of a
platelet powder (for which the March equation was originally derived).26
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Figure 5-3: Corrected 002C pole figures measured from unpoled textured PMN-PT discs, shown
in units of multiples of random distribution (MRD).

The f and r parameters are obtained by fitting the MD function to the observed orientation
distribution for the aligned peak (in this case 002C). Although the unmodified MD model (5.1)
can be fit directly to XRD pole figures, the high angle data (affected by the 200C and 020C peaks)
must be omitted. Such a fit gives accurate values for r but results in a large margin of error in
determining f. To more accurately measure f, the contribution of these symmetry-related peaks
was calculated to allow fitting of the MD equation to the entire measured pole figure. For any
individual grain, the directions <200>C and <020>C can be defined with respect to the texture
axis:

cos(ω’) = sin(ω) cos(φ) cos(ω’’) = sin(ω) sin(φ)

(5.2)
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where ω is the angle between <002>C and the texture axis, ω’ is the angle between <200>C and
the texture axis, ω’’ is the angle between <020>C and the texture axis, and φ is an angle
representing rotation of the grain about <002>C. This relationship was incorporated into the
March-Dollase equation to give the full distribution of ω (ω, ω’, and ω’’ are indistinguishable
during XRD measurement) for a given rotation angle φ:

3
−


2
2


ω
sin
(
)
 r 2 cos 2 (ω ) +




r



3
− 

2
2

1
(1 − cos (ϕ ) sin (ω ))  2 

(5.3)
F * ( f , r , ω , ϕ ) = (1 − f ) + f +  r 2 cos 2 (ϕ ) sin 2 (ω ) +
3  
r
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Because the grain orientation distribution is known to be radially symmetric, the 200C
and 020C contributions to the pole figure must be equivalent. The angle φ can be eliminated by
integration, giving the modified texture model:

1 
sin 2 (ω ) 

F * ( f , r , ω ) = (1 − f ) + f  r 2 cos 2 (ω ) +
r
3 

2π

+

−

3
2

−

3
2

(5.4)


2
(1 − cos 2 (ϕ ) sin 2 (ω )) 
 dϕ
f ∫  r 2 cos 2 (ϕ ) sin 2 (ω ) +
r
3 0


For the purposes of fitting experimental data, the integral in Equation 4 was approximated
numerically. This calculation was performed by representing the integral in equation (5.4) as a
summation over 500 steps. This numerical approximation is given as:
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1
F * ( f , r , ω ) = (1 − f ) +
3
+


sin 2 (ω ) 

f  r 2 cos 2 (ω ) +
r



−

3
2


2
(1 − cos (0.004nπ ) sin (ω )) 

f ∑  r 2 cos 2 (0.004nπ ) sin 2 (ω ) +
r
3 n =1 

2

500

2

−

3
2

(5.5)

It can be confirmed that this model represents a valid grain orientation distribution by checking
the integration
π /2

∫ F * ( f , r , ω ) sin (ω )dω = 1

(5.6)

0

where sin(ω) represents a random grain orientation distribution in polar coordinates. The error
introduced in (5.5) by numerical approximation was less than 0.2%. For fitting to this equation,
the pole figure data must be scaled uniformly to obtain units of MRD, as the defocusing
correction does not eliminate errors that apply uniformly to the entire data set. This correction
was performed by scaling the raw data such that the integrated volume under the pole figure is
unity. The data may be corrected exactly if a complete pole figure is available, or may be
corrected in partial pole figures by adding a scaling parameter during fitting to (5.5).
The results of fitting the modified MD equation (5.5) to the corrected XRD pole figures
are shown in Figure 5-4. Immediately apparent is the difference in texture fraction between
undoped and Mn-doped PMN-PT; undoped PMN-PT reached nearly full texture (f = 0.92), while
Mn-doped samples were relatively poorly textured (f = 0.49).

For undoped PMN-PT, an

excellent fit is obtained over the entire measured data range (0-85° ω). In Mn-doped PMN-PT,
some deviation from the MD texture model occurs in the range of 15-30° ω. The MD r values for
undoped and doped samples are similar (0.25 and 0.28, respectively). These r values indicate that
template alignment was suitable in both samples, and the low texture quality in Mn-doped PMNPT resulted from differences in grain growth behavior during TGG. The density, grain size, and
texture quality parameters for <001>C textured PMN-PT are summarized in Table 5-1.
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Figure 5-4: Radially averaged 002C data for textured PMN-PT, fit to the March-Dollase texture
model modified for cubic symmetry (Eq. 4)

5.4 Electromechanical Properties of <001>C textured PMN-PT:
The properties of <001>C textured PMN-PT can be calculated using the same equations
as ceramics (Curie group ∞m) or <001>C single crystals (point group 4mm), with a few additional
considerations. The approach given by Zhang et al. for ceramics can be used directly, with the
exception that numerical approximations for kp and Poisson’s ratio are invalid (as these
approximations assume Poisson’s ratio ~ 0.3).21 A second approach outlined by Zhang et al. for
PMN-PT crystals is equivalent if it is constrained by the higher symmetry of textured ceramics
(sE66 is defined by sE11 and sE12, and the d3145° sample type is not needed).22
Complete sets of material constants for <001> textured PMN-PT (undoped and Mndoped) are shown in Tables 5-2 and 5-3. Data uniquely measured for each sample are reported
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with 95% confidence intervals. These properties are compared to those of a <001>C PMN-29PT
crystal grown by the Bridgman method.1 From the mechanical properties (Table 5-2), it is clear
that textured PMN-PT is stiffer than the single crystal in all extensional modes. However,
stiffness and compliance coefficients along the poling axis (s33 and c33) are substantially increased
compared to those of undoped PZT ceramics.21 The shear mode stiffness and compliance
coefficients s44 and c44 are also intermediate between single crystal and ceramic values. Because
<001>C textured ceramics have random grain orientation perpendicular to the texture axis, elastic
constants with components in this direction (s11, s12, s13, s66, c11, c12, c13, c66) do not uniformly
approach crystal values. In particular, sE11 is reduced from 52.1 x 10-12 m2/N in undoped crystals
to 17.4 x 10-12 m2/N in textured ceramics, resulting in substantially higher resonance frequencies
in the 31-mode. The coefficient sE12 changes sign for undoped textured PMN-PT (0.1 x 10-12
m2/N versus -24.6 x 10-12 m2/N in crystal) and is greatly reduced in magnitude in Mn-doped
PMN-PT (-0.5 x 10-12 m2/N). Because of this, <001>C textured ceramics show anomalous lateral
Poisson’s ratios (–sE12/sE11) of -0.01 for undoped PMN-PT and 0.04 for Mn-doped PMN-PT,
respectively. In contrast, ceramics and crystals show lateral Poisson’s ratios of ~0.30 and ~0.47,
respectively, and these values are not strongly affected by Mn-doping.1,2,21,27 These results
qualitatively confirm properties simulated using the effective-medium method.16 Anomalous
Poisson’s ratios are a direct result of crystallographic texture – in conventional piezoelectric
ceramics, cEij and sEij are required to be nearly isotropic due to random grain alignment.
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Table 5-2: Elastic properties of <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics (ranges represent 95%
confidence intervals).
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Table 5-3: Dielectric and piezoelectric properties of <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics (ranges
represent 95% confidence intervals)
εij (x 1/ε0)
Material
Textured ceramic
(undoped)
Textured ceramic
(2 at% Mn)
Single crystal
1
(undoped)

T

ε

33

T

ε

11

3490
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2200
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3300
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2830
±240

5400
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kij

S
ε 33
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ε 11
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(undoped)
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(2 at% Mn)
Single crystal
1
(undoped)

d33

d31

855

-393

517

-207
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d15
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±52
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k31
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±0.01
0.76
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k33

K31
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e33

e31

e15
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g15

h33

h31

h15

20.5

-5.5

18.8

27.7

-12.7

14.5

22.5

-6.0

8.8

17.1

-7.2

17.9

26.5

-10.6

16.7

22.2

-9.4

10.3

22.3

-3.9

10.3

32.2

-14.6

11.9

27.7

-4.8

8.7
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As shown in Table 5-2, Mn-doped textured ceramics are substantially less compliant than
undoped textured ceramics (sE33 is reduced by ~31%). This stiffening results predominantly from
Mn-doping, which reduces sE33 by ~19% in PMN-PZT crystal.27 The additional stiffening in the
case of textured PMN-PT is attributed to lower texture quality in the Mn-doped samples. In
addition, the mechanical properties of doped samples vary substantially more than those of
undoped samples, as shown by the 95% confidence intervals given in Table 5-2. This variation is
related to the lower and less homogeneous texture quality of this material.
The dielectric and piezoelectric properties of textured PMN-PT ceramics are shown in
Table 5-3. The relative permittivities of <001>C textured ceramics (both undoped and Mn-doped)
were found to be comparatively isotropic, in contrast with those of <001>C oriented single
crystals. Dielectrically, these materials behave more like PMN-PT ceramics (εT33 = 2150, εT11 =
2230) than single crystals (εT33 = 5400, εT11 = 1560), even at high texture qualities.1,5
Interestingly, the transverse permittivity εT11 of textured PMN-PT exceeds that of the ceramic and
single crystal end members. While this result qualitatively agrees with simulations, the observed
14% enhancement in εT11 exceeds the ~8% increase predicted by Aleshin et al.16 Acceptor
doping of <001>C textured PMN-PT results in a moderate drop in both εT33 and εT11, as is
observed in hard PZT ceramics and doped PMN-PT crystals.
The electromechanical coupling coefficients k33 and kt of <001>C textured PMN-PT
approach those of <001>C oriented crystal, and are substantially improved in comparison to
PMN-PT or PZT ceramics. The k31 coefficients in <001>C textured PMN-PT are enhanced and
approach an averaged value of the single crystal k31 and k3145° (0.43 and 0.80, respectively, in
undoped Bridgman-grown crystals).1 The planar coupling coefficient kp (not defined for single
crystal) is also enhanced, reaching 0.76 in undoped textured PMN-PT (kp = 0.52 in PMN-28PT
ceramic).5 As was observed with the elastic coefficients, the shear mode k15 is substantially
higher in <001>C textured ceramic as compared to single crystal. In Mn-doped textured PMN-
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PT, k33, kt, kp, and k31 are 10-20% lower than in undoped samples. Because Mn-doping does not
strongly affect coupling coefficients in single crystals, this reduction is primarily attributed to the
lower texture quality of Mn-doped ceramics.27
The piezoelectric coefficients dij of <001>C textured ceramics fall between those of
PMN-PT single crystals and random ceramics (d33 = 374 pm/V, d31 = -171 pm/V, d15 = 584 pm/V
for PZT 5A). As with c44 and k15, the value of d15 is enhanced in <001>C textured ceramics
relative to <001>C oriented crystals. The dij are substantially reduced in Mn-doped samples, due
to the effects of acceptor doping and the lower texture quality in this material. Although the d33
of undoped textured PMN-PT reaches only 56% of the crystal value, this response is a ~130%
improvement over that of PZT 5A ceramic.21 Likewise, the d33 of Mn-doped textured PMN-PT
(517 pm/V) is about twice that of hard ceramic and is just under half that of Mn-doped PMN-PZT
crystal (1140 pm/V).27
Bipolar polarization-field and strain-field hysteresis loops for textured PMN-PT ceramics
are shown in Figure 5-5. Mn2+ doped textured ceramics is show a higher coercive field EC (7.3
kV/cm) than undoped textured ceramics (5.2 kV/cm), and show a small internal bias (0.8 kV/cm).
The coercive fields for both of these materials are higher than values previously observed in
textured PMN-PT ceramics.5 This result is not likely related to crystallographic texture, but may
be caused by (Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3 (NBT) substitution from the 0.4NBT-0.6PT template particles (the
EC of NBT is 73 kV/cm). The low internal bias of Mn2+ doped textured PMN-PT is somewhat
surprising, as acceptor doped ceramics and crystals typically show greater internal bias (1.6-7
kV/cm). The cause for this result is currently unclear, although it is possible that initial sintering
of textured ceramics under stoichiometric conditions may lead to B-site excess (due to PbO
evaporation), resulting in a suppression of Mn2+ solubility.
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Figure 5-5: Polarization and strain hysteresis loops for a) undoped and b) 2 at% Mn2+ doped
<001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics.
Additional properties of <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics are shown in Table 5-4. The
directly measured low field d33 values for undoped and Mn-doped PMN-PT ceramics are 19%
and 11% higher than those calculated by the resonance-antiresonance methods. This discrepancy
is observed to a lesser degree in PMN-PT single crystals and in various ceramics, and may be
related to frequency dependence of the extrinsic piezoelectric response in these materials.28 The
Curie temperature TC ≈ Tmax of textured PMN-PT is roughly equivalent to that of crystals and
ceramics (~130°C) regardless of Mn doping. The rhombohedral-tetragonal phase transition TRT
was lowered by about 20°C in undoped PMN-PT (to ~75°C) relative to undoped ceramics of the
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same PMN / PT ratio, suggesting that NBT solid solution slightly shifts the MPB composition in
the PMN-PT system. The TRT could not be clearly identified in Mn-doped PMN-PT. This might
result from broadening of this transition over a wider temperature range due to dopant
heterogeneity in this material.
The dielectric and mechanical losses of <001>C textured PMN-PT are also shown in
Table 5-4. <001>C texture does not appear to strongly affect mechanical loss in undoped PMNPT, as the observed Qm = 94 is comparable to that of soft PMN-PT and PZT ceramics. Dielectric
loss decreases with increasing <001>C texture; the measured tan(δ) = 0.010 is reduced
substantially towards the single crystal value. This reduction is caused by reduced domain wall
motion in <001>C textured ceramics due to domain engineering. Acceptor-doped textured
ceramics show substantially lower losses, with tan(δ) = 0.005 and Qm = 714. This Qm is
somewhat lower than that of similarly oriented Mn-doped PMN-PZT crystal (1050).27 This
difference is attributed to the lower coercive field of PMN-PT relative to PMN-PZT and PZT.
There is no evidence to suggest a strong relationship between Qm and the degree of <001>C
texture, although such a trend might be expected in other orientations, e.g. <110>C or <111>C,
which result in higher Qm in crystals.29
Table 5-4: Additional properties of <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics (ranges represent 95%
confidence intervals)
Material

d33 100Hz

TRT (°C)

Tmax (°C)

Textured ceramic (undoped)

1016

76

129

Textured ceramic (2 at% Mn)

574

-

130

tan(δ)

Qm

0.010
±0.002
0.005
±0.000

94
±21
714
±18

EC
(kV/cm)

PR
2
(µC/cm )

5.2

31.1

7.3

30.6

The temperature-dependent dielectric permittivities of undoped and Mn-doped textured
ceramics are shown in Figure 5-6. Both materials show a dielectric maximum (Tmax) at ~130°C,
corresponding to the tetragonal to cubic phase transition. Two shoulders are observed at lower
temperatures in the undoped PMN-PT, at around ~75°C and ~110°C. The first is correlated with
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an increase in the dielectric loss and is attributed to the rhombohedral to tetragonal transition TRT.
The second is associated with an abrupt change in frequency dispersion in the dielectric response,
and results in a peak in the dielectric loss. This could be a spontaneous normal to relaxor
ferroelectric transition within the tetragonal phase.30,31 In Mn-doped PMN-PT, these shoulders
are more difficult to discern. In particular, the lack of a sharp TRT in this material may suggest
chemical or dopant heterogeneity, with the result that this transition occurs gradually over a wide
temperature range.

Figure 5-6: Relative permittivity and dielectric loss of a) undoped and b) 2 at% Mn-doped
textured PMN-PT as a function of temperature and frequency (measured on heating).
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The piezoelectric coefficient d33 and coupling coefficient k33 are shown as a function of
temperature in Figure 5-7. Both d33 and k33 remain relatively stable up to temperatures of >80°C,
with d33 reaching a maximum at ~60°C in undoped textured PMN-PT and ~75°C in Mn-doped
textured PMN-PT. Both materials show deteriorating properties in the tetragonal phase, and lose
polarization entirely at around ~120°C.

Figure 5-7: Electromechanical coupling coefficient k33 and piezoelectric coefficient d33 of
textured PMN-PT ceramics as a function of temperature (measured on heating).

5.6 Dielectric Nonlinearity in <001>C Textured PMN-PT
In order to investigate the effects of texture on intrinsic and extrinsic piezoelectric
performance, nonlinearity of the dielectric response in <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics with
and without Mn2+ doping was investigated. The relative permittivity is given as the linear
relationship between the dielectric displacement (D) and electric field (E0), via:
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D = ε 0ε r E0

(5.7)

This relationship is valid at very low field strengths, but is known to be inaccurate at field
strengths reaching a substantial fraction of the coercive field EC of ferroelectric materials such as
PMN-PT. The dielectric and piezoelectric response of ferroelectric ceramics is comprised of both
intrinsic and extrinsic effects. Intrinsic response originates from distortion or atomic
displacement in the crystal structure, giving rise to polarization and strain, while extrinsic
response results from the motion (both reversible and irreversible) of domain walls. The
irreversible motion of domain walls is generally thought to be responsible for the nonlinearity of
dielectric and piezoelectric properties in bulk ferroelectric ceramics. As a result, the complex
dielectric constant may be written as:32

ε * = ε '−iε ' '

ε ' = ε 'in +ε 'ex

ε ' ' = ε ' 'ex

(5.8)

where the intrinsic effect contributes to the real part and the extrinsic effect contributes to both
the real and imaginary parts.
Nonlinearity in the dielectric properties in ferroelectric ceramics may be modeled using
the Rayleigh law, which describes the relationship between AC electric field and dielectric
permittivity resulting from domain wall motion at sub-switching fields (E0 < EC). The equations
describing Rayleigh law behavior are given as:32,33

ε* =

ε r ''=

(ε ')2 + (ε ' ')2

A
4
α ε E 0 = PE2
3π
πE 0

ε* =

Pp − p
2E0

ε r ' = ε r 'init +α ε E 0

(

)

α

2
2 
P = ε 0 (ε r ' init +α ε E 0 )E AC ± ε E 0 − E AC 
2



(5.9)

E AC = E 0 sin (ωt )
where EAC is the AC driving field at a frequency ω, Pp-p is the peak to peak dielectric polarization,
APE is the area of the polarization-field loop, and ε’init and αε are the reversible and irreversible
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Rayleigh coefficients, respectively. The Rayleigh equations were initially derived for modeling
of ferromagnetic domain walls, but have been shown to apply equally as well to ferroelectric
materials in which the domain wall energies are randomly distributed.34
The nonlinear dielectric behavior of textured PMN-PT samples was measured by
collecting the second cycle for a low frequency (1 Hz) sinusoidal AC field. Example P-E loops
for undoped and Mn2+ doped textured PMN-PT are shown in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8: Example sub-switching bipolar P-E loops for textured PMN-PT ceramics. The solid
lines are fits to the Rayleigh law using coefficients derived from a linear fit of the real dielectric
constant with respect to electric field amplitude. The points give the experimental data for
independently measured minor hysteresis loops

From these P-E loops, the loop area APE and the peak to peak polarization Pp-p were used to
calculate the complex permittivity ε* and the complex dielectric constant εr* = ε*/ ε0. Finally, the
real part of the dielectric constant was extracted using the above equations (5.9) and was plotted
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as a function of electric field. The resulting plots for both undoped and Mn2+ doped textured
PMN-PT are shown in Figure 5-9.
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Figure 5-9: Real dielectric constant measured as a function of the 1 Hz AC electric field
amplitude for undoped and Mn2+ doped textured PMN-PT ceramics (filled symbols) as well as
the real dielectric constant derived from independently measured minor PE loops (open symbols).
Solid lines show the Rayleigh law fit to the directly measured data (filled symbols).
A linear fit of the data in Figure 5-9 from the threshold field Et (the field at which εT33’/ε0 begins
to increase) and the field at which this dependence becomes nonlinear (about ⅓ - ½ EC) was used
to determine the Rayleigh parameters α and ε’init. Both undoped and Mn2+ doped samples show
reasonably good fits to the Rayleigh law, as shown by the data in Figure 5-8 and 5-9. The
threshold field Et described by Hall (which roughly marks the onset of domain wall motion) is
~0.3 kV/cm in undoped textured PMN-PT and is ~1 kV/cm in Mn2+ doped textured PMN-PT.
The ratio between the irreversible and reversible Rayleigh parameters (α/εr'init) is related
to the loss (hysteresis) in the sub-switching PE loop and signifies the degree of extrinsic
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contribution to the relative permittivity. The reversible and irreversible Rayleigh parameters of
undoped and doped textured PMN-PT, as well as ceramic and single crystal materials, are
summarized in Table 5-5.
Table 5-5: Rayleigh parameters of textured PMN-PT ceramics in comparison to random
ceramics and single crystals
Material
Random Ceramic5
Undoped TGG
Mn2+ doped TGG
Single Crystal5

α
10-3 m/V
17.6
6.6
1.4
8.9

εr'init
1359
3643
2557
4178

α/εr'init
10-5 m/V
1.29
0.18
0.06
0.21

As shown in this table, random ceramic PMN-PT shows a relatively low εr'init (1359) and a high α
(17.6 x 10-3 m/V), signifying a high contribution of extrinsic response (α/εr'init = 1.29 x 10-5 m/V).
Extrinsic contributions to permittivity (and piezoelectricity) are known to be reduced in <001>
oriented PMN-PT crystal due to domain engineering, resulting in a high εr'init (4178), a low α (8.9
x 10-3 m/V), and a low α/εr'init (0.21 x 10-5 m/V). Interestingly, the degree of extrinsic
contribution to permittivity in undoped textured PMN-PT is almost the same as in single crystal
(α/εr'init = 0.18 x 10-5 m/V). As in single crystals, crystallographic texture reduces the irreversible
Rayleigh parameter and increases the reversible parameter, signifying stronger intrinsic and
weaker extrinsic contributions to permittivity (and presumably, piezoelectricity). The reversible
Rayleigh parameter in Mn2+ doped textured PMN-PT is ~30% lower than in undoped textured
PMN-PT. However, the irreversible Rayleigh parameter is drastically reduced, signifying a much
lower contribution of extrinsic response (α/εr'init = 0.06 x 10-5 m/V). While domain wall pinning
in the Mn2+ doped samples is expected to reduce both the reversible and irreversible Rayleigh
parameters, it is likely that the moderate decrease in the reversible parameter is largely caused by
lower texture quality in this material.
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The results in Table 5-5 indicate that texture quality and Mn2+ doping both reduce the
extrinsic contribution to dielectric response in textured PMN-PT ceramics. This trend is likely
also true for piezoelectric response due to the strong coupling of polarization and strain in
ferroelectric ceramics such as PMN-PT. As a result, it is possible that the suppression of
extrinsic response by Mn2+ doping may reduce changes in extrinsic dielectric and piezoelectric
response with respect to texture quality. This effect would result in lower total dielectric response
of Mn2+ doped materials (consistent with observation), but would also result in a greater
similarity in properties between well-textured ceramics and single crystals. Thus for similar
texture qualities, the ratio of performance between Mn2+ doped textured PMN-PT and Mn2+
doped crystal is expected to be higher than the ratio of performance between undoped textured
PMN-PT and undoped crystal. However, additional experimental work is needed to confirm this
prediction.

5.7 Conclusions
NBT-0.6PT templates were used to produce <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics via
TGG. Undoped PMN-PT reached a high texture fraction (f = 92%, F00l = 87%), while Mn-doping
samples were only partially textured (f = 49%, F00l = 68%). The substantial difference between
Lotgering’s factor and the actual texture fraction f highlights the importance of comprehensive
texture characterization methods such as pole figure analysis. The 33-mode properties of <001>C
textured PMN-PT are uniformly between those of crystals and ceramics, with εT33 = 3490, sE33 =
34.1 x 10-12 m2/N, d33 = 855 pC/N, and k33 = 0.83 in undoped samples. In contrast, the 31-mode
material properties are not uniformly affected by texture. While d31 and k31 are moderately
increased by <001>C texture, sE11 remains ceramic-like (17.4 x 10-12 m2/N) and εT11 increases to
twice that of single crystal (3300 x ε0). In addition, the transverse compliance sE12 of textured
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PMN-PT is reduced in Mn-doped PMN-PT and changes sign in undoped PMN-PT, resulting in
near-zero or negative lateral Poisson’s ratios (-sE12/sE11). As a result, textured ceramics may show
anomalously high kp and k31 values (for example, k31 > 0.5) when compared to randomly oriented
ceramics. In general, Mn-doped textured ceramics show lower piezoelectric response (d33 = 517
pC/N) than undoped samples, but retain high coupling coefficients (k33 = 0.76) and show reduced
mechanical loss (Qm = 714). Dielectric nonlinearity in textured ceramics follows Rayleigh
behavior, and like <001> PMN-PT crystals these materials show higher intrinsic and lower
extrinsic contributions to the dielectric response compared to conventional ceramics. As Mn2+
doping also decreases extrinsic response, it is suspected that dielectric and piezoelectric
properties of well-textured Mn2+ doped PMN-PT will be less sensitive to texture quality due to
suppression of changes in the irreversible rayleigh parameter α.
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Chapter 6
Processing and Properties of Radially <001>C Textured PMN-PT Cylinders for Transducer
Applications
<001>C Textured PMN-PT ceramics have electromechanical properties (d33 = 850-1050
pm/V, k33 = 0.79-0.83) between those of conventional PZT ceramics and relaxor PMN-PT
crystals. In this work, crystallographic orientation in textured PMN-PT ceramics is tailored for
transducer designs with non-planar poling surfaces. Specifically, omni-directional cylindrical
transducer elements were fabricated using monolithic, radially <001>C textured and poled PMNPT ceramic. Texture was produced by templated grain growth using NBT-PT templates, which
were oriented radially by wrapping green ceramic tapes around a cylindrical mandrel. Finished
transducer elements measure ~5 cm in diameter by ~2.5 cm in height and demonstrate scalability
of textured ceramic fabrication techniques. The fabricated cylinders are ~50 vol% textured and
show high 31-mode electromechanical properties compared to PZT ceramics (d31 = -259 pm/V,
k31 = 0.43, εT33 = 3000, and Qm = 350). Frequency bandwidth is related to the square of the hoop
series resonance frequency kh2, which is ~60% higher in textured PMN-PT cylinders compared to
PZT 5H. Finite element simulations show that this parameter may be further increased by
improving texture quality to ≥90 vol%. Radially textured PMN-PT may thus improve
performance in omni-directional cylindrical transducers while avoiding the need for segmented
single crystal designs.
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6.1 Introduction
Lead based perovskites such as (1-x)PbZrO3-xPbTiO3 (PZT) and (1-x)Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3xPbTiO3 (PMN-PT) have dominated the commercial market for ultrasonic transducers and
actuators for more than 50 years. These materials show a distorted perovskite structure with
asymmetric coordination around both the A-site cation (Pb2+) and the B-site cation (Ti4+, Zr4+,
Mg2+, or Nb5+). This distortion produces a switchable spontaneous polarization PS, leading to
ferroelectricity and piezoelectricity. The piezoelectric effect is particularly strong in PZT and
PMN-PT, with piezoelectric coefficients dijk on the order of 10-10 to10-9 m/V. This response is
highly dependent on crystal orientation and poling direction, such that the best extensional
response (d33 = 1200 – 2000 pm/V) is generally observed along <001>C in rhombohedral crystals
poled in the same direction.1 Ceramic materials show much lower response (d33 = 300 – 400
pm/V) because most grains are misaligned from <001>C, resulting in directional averaging of
piezoelectric response and mechanical clamping between adjacent grains. Single crystals based
on PMN-PT can be grown by Bridgman and solid-state methods, but slow growth rates limit the
availability, cost, and size of crystal elements.2 As a result, these crystals are currently used
primarily in medical imaging applications where performance considerations outweigh material
cost.
Like single crystals, ceramics textured and poled along <001>C show enhanced properties
(d33 = 900 – 1200 pm/V) compared to ceramics.3,4 Textured PMN-PT is produced by the
templated grain growth (TGG) method, in which aligned seed crystals (templates) are used to
template grain growth in a sintered ceramic.3 These templates most often have a tabular
morphology to facilitate alignment via shear forces during tape casting. Green ceramic compacts
containing aligned templates are sintered and annealed, during which PMN-PT grows epitaxially
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on the larger template grains. Eventually, aligned grains consume the matrix through Ostwald
ripening, producing a fully textured microstructure.
Textured PMN-PT ceramics were initially produced by Sabolsky et al. using coarse (75150 µm) tabular BaTiO3 seeds.5 To avoid constrained sintering, samples were hot pressed with
excess PbO to reach high density. Although these materials showed high piezoelectric
performance, the need for hot pressing and the resulting large grain sizes are prohibitive for
commercial applications. Additionally, the BaTiO3 template particles remain as residual
inclusions in the textured ceramics. Subsequent work on textured PMN-PT ceramics was focused
largely on developing better templates to facilitate smaller grain sizes, higher texture quality, and
improved properties. Pham Thi et al. find that 20-50 µm cuboidal PMN-PT template particles
can be used to produce moderate to high texture quality via tape casting.6 These templates
maintain a phase pure PMN-PT composition, but their large size requires hot pressing of the
textured ceramics to achieve high density. Smaller (10-50 µm) platelet seed crystals produced by
topochemical conversion easily align during tape casting, and ceramics produced with these
particles do not require hot pressing. By using high aspect ratio SrTiO3 microplatelets as seeds,
Brosnan et al. demonstrate exceptionally well aligned PMN-PT ceramics with a rocking curve
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ~7°.7 These materials also show high piezoelectric
performance, but at a cost of greatly reduced transition temperatures caused by solid solution with
SrTiO3. Likewise, highly <001>C textured PMN-PT and PMN-PZ-PT ceramics were produced
by Richter et al. using even smaller BaTiO3 microplatelets.8 These ceramics were dense and had
a grain size of 15-20 µm, but show lower piezoelectric properties than materials made using
SrTiO3 templates. Most recently, 5-15 µm 0.4(Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3-0.6PbTiO3 (0.4NBT-0.6PT)
microplatelet seed crystals have been used to template PMN-PT.4 These seed crystals are
favorable as they form a solid solution with PMN-PT without reducing the Curie temperature of
the resulting ceramics. The small size of these templates results in high density (>99%), fine
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grain size (~10 µm), excellent texture quality (~ 92%) and high electromechanical coupling (k33 =
0.83) in the resulting textured ceramics.
Generally, work on textured PMN-PT has focused on comparisons between textured
ceramic and single crystal in similar device settings. Under such a comparison, the flexibility and
scalability of ceramic processing may make textured ceramics ideal for applications requiring
large volumes of active material or unusual (specialty) devices. As an example of the latter,
spatial control of the texture axis in textured PMN-PT is demonstrated for a transducer
application utilizing non-planar electrodes. Specifically, cylindrical elements electroded on the
inner and outer surfaces are produced with a radial <001>C texture, parallel to the eventual poling
direction. These cylinders are produced using a tape casting / TGG approach, in which green
tapes are wrapped around a hollow core to produce cylinders ~5 cm in diameter. The texture
quality and electromechanical properties of these cylinders are characterized and compared to
properties of previous ceramic, textured ceramic, and crystal materials.

6.2 Experimental Procedures
PMN-25PT matrix powders with an average size of 200-300 nm were prepared by solid
state reaction of Pb3(CO3)2(OH)2 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), fumed TiO2 (Evonik Aeroxide
P25, Addison, IL), and MgNb2O6 (H.C. Starck, Newton, MA). Powder mixtures were vibratory
milled for 36 h in deionized water, and then calcined at 700°C for 1 h. 0.4NBT-0.6PT template
particles for TGG were prepared by topochemical conversion of PbBi4Ti4O15 as reported by
Poterala et al.9 Aqueous tape casting slurries were prepared by mixing 16.3 vol% PMN-PT
matrix powder, 4.5 vol% polyvinyl alcohol binder, 5.9 vol% poly(ethylene glycol) plasticizer, 0.9
vol% Surfynol 104E (a defoaming agent), and 1.8 vol% poly(ammonium carboxylate) (Duramax
D3021) dispersant. Slurries were ball milled for 12 h, and then stirred for 6-12 hours to remove
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air bubbles before tape casting. 7 vol% template particles were added 1-2 hours before tape
casting to avoid damage to the template morphology during stirring. Tapes were cast at 7.5 cm/s
using a doctor blade height of 0.2 mm. Dry tapes of ~3 cm in width were wrapped around a
cylindrical poly(vinyl chloride) core to achieve the desired part thickness of ~5 mm. The
wrapped tape was isostatically laminated around the cylindrical core for 40 min at 75°C. After
lamination the core was removed and parts were heated to 600°C for 1 h to remove organics. The
cylinders were isostatically pressed at 200 MPa, and were sintered in Al2O3 crucibles in a 9 cm
diameter tube furnace with 15 g of stoichiometric PMN-28PT embedding powder (to prevent
PbO loss). Cylinders were sintered at 1150°C for 15 min under 0.2 L/min flowing O2. After
sintering, cylinders were annealed at 1150°C for 10 h in closed Al2O3 crucibles with 15 g of 7
wt% PbO / 93 wt% PMN-28PT embedding powder. After annealing, textured cylinders were
machined on all surfaces to produce a constant diameter and wall thickness. The outer diameter
and cylinder ends were ground with sequentially finer diamond laps down to 600 grit, while the
inner diameter was cut on a lathe with a carbide cutting tool. Final parts were ~ 5 cm in diameter
and ~2.5 cm tall, with a wall thickness of 2.5 mm. Cylinders were electroded on the inside and
outside surfaces using silver paste (Dupont AG 6160), and were fired at 750°C. Cylinders were
poled at 10 kV/cm at 20°C and were allowed to age for 48 h before material properties were
measured.
The electromechanical properties of textured PMN-PT cylinders were calculated using
resonance and antiresonance frequencies measured on an impedance analyzer (HP 4194A).
Three modes were measured: the fundamental (hoop) resonance mode, the length extensional
mode, and the thickness mode. These resonances were used to determine the 31 mode properties
of two textured PMN-PT cylinders. Additionally, the complex dielectric permittivity (1 kHz) and
d33 (Berlincourt, 100 Hz) were measured for each cylinder, providing enough independent
measurements to calculate the non-shear properties of the textured cylinders.
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Finite element models (ATILA, Micromechatronics, State College, PA) of the textured
PMN-PT cylinders were used to verify the calculated 33-mode and 31-mode electromechanical
properties of these transducer elements. Additionally, a variety of additional ceramic and crystal
materials were simulated under the same geometry in order to compare textured PMN-PT
ceramics to commercially available ceramics and crystals. The modeled geometry was defined as
a radially symmetric cylinder with dimensions matching those of the fabricated textured PMN-PT
cylinders (5.43 cm outer diameter x 4.98 cm inner diameter x 2.58 cm length). The poled <001>
material axis was oriented in the radial direction, and a 1 V (RMS) field was applied at variable
frequency to electrodes on the inner and outer cylinder surfaces. Impedance and phase angle
were calculated as a function of frequency over a range including the fundamental (hoop
expansion) resonance mode of each cylinder. The validity of this approach was checked by
modeling of the equivalent cylinder in 3D. In this case, the cylinder was separated into 36
wedge-shaped segments in order to approximate a radial poling orientation. Differences between
the 2D and 3D model results were on the order of 1% or less.

6.3 Results & Discussion

6.3.1 Processing of Radially <001>C Textured PMN-PT Cylinders
Although single crystals show dramatically enhanced performance compared to ceramics,
these materials are not well suited for projectors that require omni-directional response (response
patterns with one or two ∞-fold symmetry axes). As an example, cylindrical sonar projectors
require one ∞-fold axis to operate in a radially-symmetric hoop mode. This symmetry is
automatically produced by radial or tangential poling of a ceramic with initially ∞∞m symmetry.
Because PMN-PT crystal has no ∞-fold symmetry axis, it cannot operate in a radially symmetric
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vibration mode, regardless of poling direction. To overcome this limitation, cylindrical elements
are separated into n (typically 8 or 16) wedge-shaped pieces, each of which is oriented and poled
separately before assembly into a complete cylinder.10,11 The resulting n-fold axis approximates
∞-fold symmetry and produces nearly omni-directional response. In textured ceramics, this
segmented architecture can be replicated at the micron scale, producing a true ∞-fold symmetry
axis. This concept is shown in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1: Schematic of <001>C textured and poled 31-mode rings made from a) single crystal
segments and b) a monolithic textured ceramic

Using this method, single crystal-like material properties can be achieved in devices that require
curved poling surfaces, without the added complexity of splitting the devices into multiple crystal
elements. Cylindrical transducers of this type can be operated in the 31 mode (radially textured
and poled, with electrodes on the outer and inner surfaces) or in the 33 mode (tangentially
textured and poled, with electrodes striped along the cylinder axis). The radially-poled
configuration is investigated here as it coincides with the material texture axis and simplifies the
wiring and use of the resulting transducer elements.
To produce radial <001>C texture in PMN-PT cylinders, cast tapes were wrapped and
laminated around a cylindrical mandrel. The tape casting formulation used in this process
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includes a high concentration of poly(ethylene glycol) plasticizer to prevent tearing or breakage
of tape strips during green processing. Green tapes could be stretched slightly (on the order of
~1%) facilitating tight wrapping of cylinders. Failure to wrap tapes tightly resulted in wrinkling
of the outermost layers during lamination and subsequent cracking during sintering. After drying,
cast tapes contain ~58 vol% powder (including templates) and ~42 vol% organics. Despite parts
having a high green density, substantial warping and cracking problems were encountered during
sintering. Warping occurred primarily because the substrate constrained radial shrinkage of the
vertically oriented cylinders. This problem was alleviated by sintering samples on a bed of
granular Al2O3 powder. In cases where cracking occurred, it initiated at defects produced during
lamination of the green parts, and was aggravated by substrate constraint. After these issues were
controlled, cracking and warping were reduced dramatically. The two cylinders selected for
property characterization showed <2% (~1 mm) variation in diameter due to warping during
sintering. These two cylinders, after machining to the final dimensions, are shown in Figure 6-2.

Figure 6-2: Radially <001>C textured PMN-PT cylinders produced in this work after machining
to final dimensions

The two sintered cylinders in Figure 6-2 are >98% dense and have a grain size of 10-20
µm. The microstructure of a textured PMN-PT cylinder is shown in Figure 6-3. Like many other
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textured PMN-PT materials, these cylinders show relatively weak morphological texture due to
isotropic grain growth in this system.4,7 The [002]C pole figure of this material is shown in Figure
6-4, with the tangential and longitudinal directions indicated. Textured PMN-PT cylinders have a
slightly asymmetric texture peak with a maximum intensity of about 6 MRD. Fitting of this pole
figure data to the March-Dollase equation yields a volumetric texture fraction of f = 0.5 and an
orientation parameter r = 0.32.4 In comparison, planar textured PMN-PT samples made with
similar template particles show higher texture quality, with f = 0.92 and r = 0.25.4 The lower
texture quality obtained in these cylinders is attributed predominantly to difficulty in controlling
the PbO vapor pressure during sintering. In particular, cylinders could not be fully surrounded by
embedding powders (as is done for smaller parts) due the restrictive size of the tube furnace used
(9 cm diameter) and due to the complex part geometry. Texture development can be improved
substantially by fully enclosing the parts in embedding powder within a larger furnace
environment.

Figure 6-3: Microstructure of textured PMN-PT cylinder, showing little morphological texture.
<001>C denotes the radial texture direction.
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Figure 6-4: <001>C pole figure measured on a disc cut tangentially from a textured PMN-PT
cylinder. The tape casting direction (tangential direction of the cylinder) and transverse direction
(along the cylinder axis) are indicated.

6.3.2 Properties of Radially <001>C Textured PMN-PT Cylinders
As discussed above, the green forming, firing, and annealing techniques needed to
produce textured PMN-PT cylinders differ substantially from those used for small samples,
particularly when related to the rate of PbO loss. As a result, the set of material constants derived
from separately-produced small samples cannot be used to accurately characterize textured PMNPT cylinders. To most accurately represent the performance of these textured cylinders, the 33mode and 31-mode material properties were measured exclusively from direct measurements on
the finished cylinders.
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The dielectric constant and piezoelectric coefficient d33 of textured PMN-PT cylinders
were measured directly using a LCR meter and Berlincourt meter (100 Hz), respectively. The 31mode constants were then calculated using resonance-antiresonance methods. Initially a ring
(hoop) geometry was used, assuming negligible interference of other modes. Under this
assumption the coupling coefficient for the hoop expansion mode (kh) is equal to the 31-mode
coupling coefficient (k31).12 The series and parallel resonant frequencies fs and fp for each mode
were determined by measuring the maximum conductance G and maximum resistance R,
respectively. From fs and fp of the hoop mode, the properties k31, sE11, and d31 are obtained.12 The
constants kt and cD33 are next calculated from the thickness resonance fs and fp values. The planar
coupling coefficient kp is estimated from kh and kl, where kl is the coupling coefficient for the
length extensional mode:12
kp2 = kh2 + kl2

(6.1)

Using this information, the remaining non-shear material constants can be calculated.
The coupling coefficient k33 is estimated from kp and kt, and the compliance sE33 is calculated
from k33, εT33, and d33. The remaining compliances sE12, sE13, and sE66 are calculated using
equations reported by Zhang et al. for poled ceramic materials.13 The results of these calculations
are shown in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1: Material properties of radially <001>C textured PMN-PT cylinders.
Electromechanical coupling coefficients kij
Part #
1
2
Average

εT33
3062
2931
2996

Part #
1
2
Average

Elastic compliance sij (m2/N x 10-12)
sE12
sE13
sE33
sE66
13.6
-1.9
-12.8
28.1
31.1
13.8
-2.3
-13.3
30.6
32.2
13.7
-2.1
-13.0
29.3
31.7
sE11

kh
-0.43
-0.42
-0.43

kl
0.50
0.50
0.50

k33
0.79
0.79
0.79

k31
-0.43
-0.42
-0.43

kp
0.66
0.65
0.66

E

σ
0.14
0.17
0.15

kt
0.58
0.58
0.58

dij (pm/V)
D33
689
703
696

Losses
tanδ
Qm
0.003
309
0.003
412
0.003
361

d31
-264
-253
-259
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The textured PMN-PT cylinders show lower dijk and kij coefficients (d33 = 696 pC/N, k33 = 0.79)
than previous undoped textured ceramics primarily due to the relatively low texture quality of
these materials.4 However, the properties of the cylinders are similar to those of Mn-doped
PMN-PT ceramics with a similar texture quality (f = 49%). The high mechanical quality factor
(Qm = 361) and lower 33-mode compliance (sE33 = 29.3 x 10-12 m2/N) of this material are evidence
of an acceptor doping (hardening) effect. This effect was found to result from excess MgO in the
MgNb2O6 precursor powder used in this study (an initial Mg/Nb ratio of greater than ½). This
effect was found to result from excess MgO in the MgNb2O6 precursor powder used in this study
(an initial Mg/Nb ratio of greater than ½). This hardening was quantified by measuring the
bipolar polarization and strain hysteresis loops for a plate sample made similarly to the textured
PMN-PT cylinders. These results are shown in Figure 6-5.
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Figure 6-5: Bipolar polarization-field and strain-field hysteresis loops for slightly acceptor doped
textured PMN-PT ceramics.
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As seen in Figure 6-5, the current textured PMN-PT ceramics show a shifted hysteresis loop with
an internal bias of Ei = -1.47 kV/cm. This hardening effect decreases the observed piezoelectric
and electromechanical coupling coefficients (d31 = -259 pm/V, k31 = 0.43) below those observed
in undoped textured PMN-PT.4 However, the calculated k31 value is slightly lower than expected,
even accounting for the texture quality of this material (50 vol%) and the aforementioned doping
effect. Because the cylinder aspect ratio (circumference/length ~ 6.5) is not exceedingly high,
interference between the cylinder hoop and length modes decreases kh slightly and results in
underestimation of k31, d31, and sE11. This decrease in kh is balanced by an increase in kl, and thus
has little effect on the calculated values of kp and k33. As with previous results on textured PMNPT, the Poisson’s ratio σE = –sE12/sE11 is anomalously low (0.15).4 This result is caused by
mechanical anisotropy directly related to crystallographic texture in this material.
Finite element modeling was used to validate the calculated properties of textured PMNPT cylinders and to compare the performance of this material to conventional PZT. Figure 6-6
shows, for the same part dimensions, measured and simulated in-air impedance spectra for
textured PMN-PT cylinders. The simulated response of textured PMN-PT closely matches the
measured data, with the exception that the resonance frequency is slightly overestimated. This
result is due to the assumption that kh = k31, as discussed above. From Figure 6-6 the actual k31 is
estimated to be ~5% higher than kh for the geometry used, and thus sE11, k31, and d31 in Table 6-1
may be adjusted to give 13.6 x 10-12 m2/N, -0.45, and -273 pC/N, respectively.
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Figure 6-6: Comparison of measured and simulated a) impedance magnitude and b) impedance
phase angle for the hoop resonance mode of radially <001>C textured PMN-PT cylinders.

The measured and simulated resonance and antiresonance frequencies and coupling coefficients
in Figure 6-6 are compared to simulated values for other materials in Table 6-2. The resonance
frequency and kh2 (which is related to the usable frequency bandwidth for the hoop resonance
mode) are computed relative to PZT 5H. The <001>C textured cylinders show resonance
frequencies similar to those of soft PZT ceramics. This result agrees with previously noted
similarities in 31-mode mechanical response between textured and conventional PMN-PT
ceramics (as softening of mechanical response occurs only along the <001>C fiber texture axis).4
In contrast, PMN-PT single crystals show substantially reduced resonance frequencies due to
softening of mechanical response in all directions.
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The current radially <001>C textured cylinders have a ~60% higher kh2 relative to PZT
5H ceramics, indicating a substantial increase in frequency bandwidth. In comparison,
segmented singe crystal cylinders are predicted to have kh2 values from 0.9 – 5.5 times those of
PZT 5H ceramics, depending on crystal orientation. In the case of radially <001>C poled PMNPT crystal cylinders, a tangential orientation of <110>C gives kh = 69.6% while a tangential
orientation of <100>C gives kh = 34.3%. This contrast may be attributed to the difference in
elastic compliance between the <100>C and <110>C crystal directions. The higher symmetry of
<001>C textured ceramic eliminates this contrast, and thus current textured ceramics cannot
perform as well as <001>C crystals in the ideal <110>C tangential configuration. It is important to
note that this limitation applies to the textured ceramic 31 mode but not to the 33 mode. The
production of truly crystal-like response in the 31-mode requires production of sheet texture in
which all crystallographic axes are preferentially aligned.
Table 6-2: Measured and simulated parameters for radially <001> oriented piezoelectric
cylinders operating in the fundamental (hoop expansion) resonance mode. The current textured
PMN-PT results are shown in bold.
Cylinder Material

fr (Hz)

fa (Hz)

Ceramics14
PZT 5H
17,401 18,643
PZT 5A
17,086 18,063
PZT 4
20,068 21,106
PZT 8
20,963 21,867
TGG Textured Ceramics (<001>C)
PMN-28PT 50% (simulated)
19,102 20,998
PMN-28PT 50% (measured)
18,925 21,015
16,358 19,221
PMN-28PT 91% (undoped)4
20,138 22,296
PMN-28PT 49% (2 at% Mn)4
15
Single Crystals
10,009 10,658
<001>C PMN-28PT*
19,664 27,379
<001>C PMN-28PT**
<110>C PMN-28PT*
9,158 16,816
*with <100>C tangential to the cylinder surface
**with <110>C tangential to the cylinder surface

keff

fr (relative to
PZT 5H)

keff2 (relative
to PZT 5H)

35.9%
32.4%
31.0%
28.2%

100%
98%
115%
120%

100%
81%
74%
62%

41.5%
43.5%
52.5%
42.9%

110%
109%
94%
116%

134%
158%
214%
143%

34.3%
69.6%
83.9%

58%
113%
52.6%

92%
376%
546%
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To compare the current cylinders to previous textured ceramic materials, two previously
measured property sets for <001>C textured PMN-PT were used to simulate in-air performance.4
Comparison of the current cylinders (50 vol% texture) with highly textured PMN-PT (92 vol%)
shows that kh may be increased from 43.5% to 52.5% by better controlling the texture
development process. As with the current material, highly textured PMN-PT shows a similar 31mode resonance frequency to soft PZT ceramic. Comparison of the current material to Mn-doped
textured PMN-PT with a similar texture quality (49 vol%) shows that kh and frequency bandwidth
are not strongly affected by the level of acceptor doping. The insensitivity of these properties to
doping has been previously noted in PIN-PMN-PT crystals.16 In contrast, acceptor doping of
PZT ceramic (as shown in Table 6-2) results in a ~20% decrease in kh.

6.4 Conclusions
Large (>5 cm diameter) radially <001>C textured PMN-PT cylinders were fabricated
using a templated grain growth approach. The greatest difficulty encountered in scaling up of
textured PMN-PT fabrication was controlling PbO/O2 atmosphere during sintering and texture
development. As a result, cylinders fabricated in this work show only partial texture (~50 vol%).
All non-shear electromechanical properties of this material were determined by measuring hoop,
length, and thickness resonance modes of these radially <001>C textured and poled cylinders.
This measurement approach was validated by comparison of experimental data with finite
element simulations. Despite showing only partial texture, the fabricated textured cylinders show
substantially improved electromechanical properties (d31 = -259 pm/V, k31 = 0.43, εT33 = 3000,
and Qm = 350) compared to conventional PZT ceramics. In addition, these materials show a
~60% increase in frequency bandwidth compared to PZT 5H. Finite element simulations of
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PMN-PT with a higher texture quality (92 vol%) shows that kh2, which is related to frequency
bandwidth, may be increased to roughly twice that of PZT 5H by better controlling texture
development during sintering and annealing processes.
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Chapter 7
Combination of Low-Field Dynamic Magnetic Alignment and Templated Grain Growth in
a <001>C Textured PMN-PT Model System
Tape casting and templated grain growth (TGG) methods have been previously used to
fabricate <001>C textured Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) ceramics with narrow grain
orientation distributions (FWHM = 7-12°). However, this approach for producing texture is
strongly limited by the aspect ratio of the template particles. In this work, dynamic magnetic
alignment (MA) is used to align plate-like 0.4(Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3-0.6PbTiO3 template particles used
for TGG of PMN-PT. These templates are magnetically anisotropic due to a non-random
ferroelectric domain structure that results from the plate-like particle morphology. Slurries
containing templates and a PMN-PT matrix powder were slip cast in a rotating magnetic field,
and yielded highly <001>C oriented PMN-PT ceramics after TGG. By controlling powder
dispersion and slurry viscosity, narrow grain orientation distributions (FWHM ~7°) were obtained
in a low-field (B = 2.2 T) permanent magnet array. This FWHM is achieved over a narrow range
of solids loadings (~32-25 vol%) and increases as solids loading decreases, matching predictions
for the dynamic MA process. The diamagnetic anisotropy of the 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates is at
least -1.5 x 10-8 (in SI units) based on the quality of alignment achieved, and is estimated at ~2.3
x 10-8 based on the observed alignment kinetics within a 32 vol% PMN-PT slurry. The ability to
strongly align diamagnetic powders under low fields is attributed to the use of a TGG approach,
in which the driving force for alignment of the coarse templates is 3-4 orders of magnitude higher
than the thermal energy kBT.
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7.1 Introduction
The templated grain growth (TGG) method has been widely used to fabricate textured
ceramics in a large number of ceramic materials, including α-Al2O3, various perovskite ceramics,
Aurivillius (bismuth-layer-structure) phases, and tetragonal tungsten bronzes.1–4 In almost all
cases, templates for this process are aligned mechanically using shear forces (tape casting) or
compression (uniaxial pressing).1 Texture qualities in these ceramics can be reasonably well
represented by two parameters f and r in the March-Dollase equation:5

1


P ( f , r , θ ) = (1 − f ) + f  r 2 cos θ 2 + sin θ 2 
r



−3 / 2

(7.1)

The f parameter in this equation represents the volume fraction of grains that grew epitaxially
from the aligned template particles (or, the volume fraction of aligned grains). This parameter is
determined by the initial template loading and thermal processing parameters. The r parameter
characterizes the orientation distribution width of the aligned grain fraction, and is determined by
how well the templates were aligned during green forming. This parameter is measured on a scale
of 0-1, where 0 represents perfect texture and 1 represents isotropic grain alignment.
A large majority of the work on TGG has focused on increasing texture quality by
controlling template loading and thermal processing (by increasing f or the Lotgering factor
F00l).1,6 This work has been largely successful, with high quality textured ceramics showing f
values between 0.9 and 0.99. Relatively little attention has been paid to improving the MD r
parameter, and in many cases the width of the grain orientation distribution is not characterized.
To date, the best r values obtained by TGG (r = 0.13-0.17) were measured in α-Al2O3.4 These
values correspond to a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the grain orientation distribution
of 4.6-7.7°. In textured piezoelectric perovskites such as PMN-PT, higher r values of 0.2-0.25
are typically obtained, corresponding to FWHM = 7-12°.7–9 Although these values indicate
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strong grain alignment, recent simulations of textured PMN-PT indicate that piezoelectric
properties are very sensitive to grain misalignment in well textured samples.10 As a result,
substantial performance benefits may be obtained by further reducing the width of grain
orientation distributions in textured PMN-PT ceramics.
During tape casting, the MD r parameter and the orientation distribution FWHM are
determined by the interaction between template particles, applied shear forces, and Brownian
motion. In the transient state, this alignment is governed by Jeffery’s equations for motion of
ellipsoids in shear flows, and has been further discussed by Wu & Messing and Snel et al.11-13
Steady state grain orientation distributions for shear alignment of ellipsoidal particles were
calculated by Leal and Hinch under the condition that weak thermal (Brownian) motion, and the
equation governing alignment of platelets is given as:14

 cos 2 α
 4/3
sin 2 β
P(re , α , β ) ≈ 4 2 / 3 + 4 sin 2 α  re cos 2 β + 2 / 3
 r
re

 e






−3 / 2

for re << 1

(7.2)

where re is the particle aspect ratio (thickness/diameter) and the angles α and β define the particle
orientation. Thus the grain orientation distribution resulting from shear alignment, in the best
case (steady state) scenario, is dependent only on the template aspect ratio. However, this
distribution predicts that strongly anisotropic template particles are necessary for obtaining a
narrow orientation distribution in all directions. For example, an aspect ratio of 1:35 (re ≈ 0.03) is
required to obtain a FWHM of 5° in both the tape casting and transverse directions.
High aspect ratio templates for TGG are typically produced by hydrothermal or molten
salt synthesis methods.15,16 Although these methods frequently aspect ratios of 1:10 or higher, the
continued increase of template aspect ratios to improve alignment is problematic for several
reasons. Higher template aspect ratios may considerably worsen constrained sintering problems,
as described by Sudre et al.17 In addition, the durability and stability of high aspect ratio
templates during powder mixing (milling) and during sintering is also a concern. In order to
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avoid the necessity for increasing template aspect ratios, it is advantageous to consider alignment
by non-mechanical means. Magnetic alignment (MA) is another possible method for aligning
templates in TGG materials, and has been shown to produce strong textures in a wide variety of
ceramic materials.18 Under MA, particles experience an alignment torque based on their intrinsic
magnetic anisotropy:18

T=

VB 2
∆χ sin 2θ
2µ 0

(7.3)

where B is the applied field, V is the particle volume, µ0 is the permeability of free space, and ∆χ
is the para- or diamagnetic anisotropy of the aligned material. This alignment torque is opposed
by viscous resistance of the surrounding fluid. Alignment of particles under this method is not
directly dependent on particle morphology, and the factors controlling alignment (field strength,
particle size, viscosity) are easier to experimentally control than particle aspect ratio. As in tape
casting, steady state alignment in MA systems is regulated by thermal motion. Under a static
magnetic field, the steady-state grain orientation distribution is given as:19

P (B , T , θ ) =

exp(− U ( B, θ ) / k B T )
π

(7.4)

∫ exp(− U ( B,θ ) / k T )sin θ dθ
B

0

where kBT is the thermal energy of the system and U is the driving force for magnetic alignment.
This driving force is given as:

U ( B, θ ) =

VB 2
χ a sin 2 θ + χ c cos 2 θ
2µ 0

(

)

(7.5)

where χa and χc are the magnetic susceptibilities of the particle perpendicular and parallel to the
<001> magnetic axis, respectively. The FWHM of this distribution is determined by the relative
strength of magnetic forces (determined by particle size, magnetic susceptibility, and the field
strength) and thermal energy (dependent on temperature). Because the driving force for magnetic
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alignment depends directly on particle volume, it is advantageous to combine MA with the TGG
method, in which a small number of coarse templates may be strongly aligned within a fine
matrix powder.
In this work, <001>C textured PMN-28PT ceramics are fabricated via combined MA and
TGG processing using plate-like 0.4(Na1/2Bi1/2)O3-0.6PbTiO3 (0.4NBT-0.6PT) templates. The
continued use of TGG processing serves multiple purposes. First, coarse templates may be
aligned more strongly, as the driving force for alignment is higher relative to the thermal energy.
Second, powders with the PMN-28PT composition are rhombohedral in symmetry, and thus do
not show a unique magnetic axis along the <001>C direction.20 As a result, MA of these particles
cannot be used to obtain the desired <001>C texture. In contrast, the 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates are
tetragonal in symmetry and show a unique magnetic axis in the desired alignment direction.21
The 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates used in this work were experimentally determined to have a lower
magnetic susceptibility normal to the template surface, and it was necessary to use a rotating
magnetic field to align these templates. Finally, the use of plate-like 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates
facilitates direct comparison of textures produced by dynamic MA and by tape casting. The same
templates and matrix powders have been previously used to produce <001>C textured PMN-PT
via a tape casting and TGG approach.9
MA of 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates within a PMN-PT matrix is facilitated by slip casting of
samples in a relatively modest horizontal magnetic field of 2.2 T. The use of this field level
permits MA within a permanent magnet array. Grain alignment in sintered and annealed samples
is investigated as a function of solids loading, casting viscosity, and casting time in order to
determine the optimum conditions for MA within a rotating-field system. Experimental results
are also correlated to models of dynamic MA computed by Yamaguchi et al.22
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7.2 Experimental Procedures
<001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics were fabricated using 93 vol% of
0.75Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-0.25PbTiO3 matrix powders and 7 vol% of 0.4(Na1/2Bi1/2)O3-0.6PbTiO3
(0.4NBT-0.6PT) template particles. Template particles show a volume average diameter of ~8
µm and a thickness of ~1 µm and were produced via topochemical conversion of PbBi4Ti4O15 as
described elsewhere.21 A sample of these templates was chemically etched for 1 min in a solution
of 0.05 M HCl + 0.025 M KF and imaged by FESEM (FEI, Hillsboro, OR) to analyze domain
structure revealed by etching. Matrix powders were synthesized by solid state reaction of
Pb3(CO3)2(OH)2 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), fumed TiO2 (Evonik Aeroxide P25, Addison,
IL), MgNb2O6 (H.C. Starck, Newton, MA), and MnO2 (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA). Powders
were vibratory milled in water for 36 h using 3 mm diameter stabilized ZrO2 media, and were
dried and calcined at 700°C for 1 h. Calcined matrix powders showed sizes of 200-300 nm
particles and were predominantly perovskite phase.
To align template particles within these samples, samples were slip cast in a magnetic
field. Non-aqueous slip casting slurries were chosen to avoid Pb2+ leaching from the PMN-PT
powder, and consisted of PMN-PT powder (20-40 vol%) dispersed in xylenes with blown
menhaden fish oil (12% on a dry powder basis). Additional binders and organics were avoided as
they were found to dramatically reduce the slip casting rate. Slurries were ball milled for 24 h
before adding the template particles, and were then milled for an additional 15 min before slip
casting. For the entire casting process samples were suspended in a constant horizontal magnetic
field (2.2 T) and were rotated about the vertical axis at 3 rpm. Viscosities of slip casting slurries
were measured between 0.02 s-1 and 100 s-1 at the time of casting using a variable shear rate
rheometer (Contraves low shear 30). Due to the design of the sample holders, slip casting
occurred in the vertical direction only, and followed well-known t1/2 kinetics. Casting rates were
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directly measured on control samples cast outside of the field for known amounts of time.
Samples in the magnet were allowed to cast for 24 h and were then removed from the field and
dried for 12 h. Samples were heated to 600°C for 1 h to remove the fish oil dispersant before
sintering. Samples were sintered at 1150°C for 1 h in closed Al2O3 crucibles containing 5.0 g of
stoichiometric PMN-28PT embedding powder. After sintering, samples were cut perpendicular
to the casting direction and the applied field (in the horizontal plane) to produce slices 1.5-2 mm
in thickness. These slices were annealed in a PbO-rich atmosphere (10.0 g of 7 wt% PbO – 93
wt% PMN-28PT embedding powder in a closed Al2O3 crucible) at 1150°C for 10 h. Sample
densities were measured before and after sintering by direct measurement of dimensions and
mass, and were measured after annealing by Archimedes’ method.
Texture quality in <001>C oriented PMN-PT slices was evaluated by X-ray diffraction
(Scintag X2) by measurement of θ-2θ scans and {002} rocking curves on each sample surface.
Rocking curves were fit to the March-Dollase (MD) equation and to a texture model derived for
the dynamic MA process. Rocking curves were corrected for defocusing effects prior to fitting
by dividing measured data by equivalent data measured on a randomly oriented sample with the
same shape and diameter. The randomly oriented sample was produced by isostatic pressing and
sintering (1150°C – 3 h) of equiaxed PMN-28PT powder. Sample surfaces were ground flat
using 600 grit silicon carbide paper and were annealed at 350°C prior to XRD analysis. Each
surface was correlated with a unique casting time by measurement of the slip casting kinetics and
the height of the surface with respect to the plaster mold. Surface positions were determined by
careful tracking of sintering shrinkage as well as the amount of material removed by sawing and
grinding operations. Texture quality could then be correlated with solids loading, viscosity, and
casting time over the entire sample series.
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7.3 Results & Discussion

7.3.1 Magnetic Alignment of 0.4NBT-0.6PT Template Particles
0.4NBT-0.6PT template particles used for MA and TGG were investigated by SEM to
observe grain and domain boundaries made visible by chemical etching. The results of this
investigation are shown in Figure 7-1. In general, template particles consist of roughly square (or
sometimes irregular) platelets of 5-10 µm in size and ~1 µm in thickness. Most templates were
observed to be polycrystalline with a grain size of 1-3 µm, as shown in Figure 7-1a, although
some smaller template particles were devoid of grain boundaries. These grain boundaries are
residual from the topochemical conversion process as described by Poterala et al.16 Ferroelectric
domains are also clearly visible in Figure 7-1, and are generally continuous across grain
boundaries. The minimal distortion of this domain structure suggests that the observed grain
boundaries are low angle in nature.

Figure 7-1: Microstructure of 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates used for magnetic alignment. Images a)
and b) depict different particles. Inset area c) depicts a region clearly showing 3 domain variants.
Templates were chemically etched in a KF/HCl solution to reveal domain structure prior to
imaging.
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Tetragonal perovskites such as 0.4NBT-0.6PT can express a total of 6 domain variants,
corresponding to all possible spontaneous polarization directions. However, particles imaged in
Figures 7-1a and 7-1b exhibit only 3 clearly visible domain variants with different surface
brightness, resulting from differential etching in a weak HF (KF + HCl) solution. In this case, the
particle surface is known to be parallel to (100)C, and of 6 possible domain orientations there are
two out of plane variants (denoted c+ and c-) and 4 in plane variants (denoted a1, a2, a3, and a4).
Because the latter 4 variants have the same relationship with the (100)C surface, they are expected
to show identical etching behavior and are thus indistinguishable in Figure 7-1. As a result, the 3
observed domain variants are interpreted as c+, c-, and a (a mixture of a1, a2, a3, and a4).
Domain variants visible in Figure 7-1 may be identified in the context of previous work
by considering etch rates of lead-based perovskites in HF and well-known patterns of domain
structure in ferroelectric ceramics. It has been previously shown that tetragonal BaTiO3 and
Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 perovskites are attacked by acids rapidly from the +c direction and slowly from the
c- direction, while a domains have intermediate etch rates.24,25 In the 0.4NBT-0.6 PT templates in
Figure 7-1, it is clear that one domain variant is rapidly etched, and likely corresponds to a c+
domain. The other two variants (highlighted in Figure 7-1c) etch more slowly, and show lower
topographic contrast with respect to each other. In addition, two types of domain walls are visible
in Figure 7-1a – planar walls, contained within a lamellar pattern of domains, and curved or
irregular walls. This pattern parallels reported domain structures in BaTiO3 ceramic, in which
lamellar patterns (fine lamellae within a coarser herringbone structure) represented sequences of
90° domains in head to tail configuration.26 Curved, or “watermark”, patterns were found to
represent 180° walls. A similar interpretation of the domain patterns in Figure 7-1 is consistent
with observations of differential etching. The interpreted domain structure of the particle in
Figure 7-1a is thus shown in Figure 7-2.
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Figure 7-2: Domain patterns in a selected 0.4NBT-0.6PT template particle, interpreted in the
context of prior studies on domain structure in tetragonal perovskites.

In this interpretation, the imaged particle consists primarily of c+ and c- variants, and inplane domains comprise only ~20% of the imaged surface. In contrast, in-plane domains would
be expected to comprise ~⅔ of the surface in a sample with random domain orientation.
Although the a domain variants in Figure 7-2 cannot be definitively identified, it is likely that the
two distinct regions of a domains represent different domain variants with polarization vectors
perpendicular to the 90° domain wall traces.26 Note that these regions are separated by ~90° and
intersect along a trace parallel to (110), as is observed in herringbone domain structures.26
The prevalence of c+ and c- domains in 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates is likely a result of the
plate-like template morphology, which affects or constrains domain formation during cooling
through the Curie temperature TC. Other signs of morphology-controlled domain orientation are
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clearly visible in Figures 7-1 and 7-2, in that traces of lamellar (90°) domain walls are commonly
oriented perpendicular to the nearest (100) template edge. As the dominant feature presumed to
control domain structure is the plate-like particle morphology, it is interesting to compare these
particles to other 2-dimensional perovskites such as epitaxial films. In particular, unstrained
PbTiO3 thin films are predicted to show a c/a/c/a pattern of domains similar to that shown in
Figure 7-2.27 However, the preference for c domains (~80%) in the current template particles is
not explained by this comparison. It is possible that this preference originates from mechanical
confinement of the template particles (by the surrounding solidified flux) at or below the cubic to
tetragonal phase transition at TC, at which point the templates expand in volume.28 For a platelike particle the resulting stresses may be preferentially relieved in the thickness direction,
resulting in c domains, as the force applied against the surrounding flux materials (Bi2O3, PbO,
and KCl) is greatest in this direction.
A preferred domain orientation in these template particles is necessary for magnetic
alignment, as it gives rise to a bulk magnetic anisotropy within the template particles. If
individual 0.4NBT-0.6PT domains show a diamagnetic anisotropy of ∆χ = χc - χa, the template
particles are expected to have a magnetic anisotropy of

∆χ = χ ⊥ − χ || = (χ c − χ a ) f c +

1
(χ a − χ c ) f a = (χ c − χ a ) 3 f c − 1 
2
2
2

(7.6)

where χ┴ is the susceptibility normal to the template surface, χ|| is the susceptibility in the plane of
the template, and fc and fa are the volume fractions of c and a domains, respectively. Note that
this formula assumes equal fractions of a1, a2, a3, and a4 domains. The current templates,
containing about ~20% of a domains, are expected to have a ∆χ about 30% lower than the
maximum attainable value for 0.4NBT-0.6PT.
To verify the feasibility of MA in this system, a sample of 0.4NBT-0.6PT platelets were
dispersed in a polyester resin in a horizontal magnetic field of B = 7 T. The sample with
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suspended particles was rotated at 5 rpm in the field and the resin was allowed to cure for ~15
minutes. In the resulting sample, the 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates were observed to show a
horizontal alignment, with their narrow dimension perpendicular to the plane of the rotating
magnetic field. An XRD pattern on a horizontal section through the sample is shown in Figure 73. For reference, a control pattern for the as-synthesized template particles is also shown. XRD
results show that the 0.4NBT-0.6PT platelets align very strongly with <001> perpendicular to the
sample surface, and perpendicular to the rotating magnetic field.

Figure 7-3: XRD patterns of 0.4NBT-0.6PT platelets (control) and the same platelets after
dispersion in polyester resin and magnetic alignment in a horizontal magnetic field (B = 7 T)
rotated at 5 rpm. XRD was measured on a horizontal section cut from the aligned sample. Tops
of the <001> and <002> peaks in the aligned sample are truncated due to saturation of the XRD
detector.

Although the <100> peak is also enhanced, the <001>/<100> peak intensity ratio is greatly
increased in the aligned sample, confirming that 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates show a high fraction of
c domains as found in Figure 7-2. The <110> and <111> peaks are almost nonexistent in the
aligned sample, showing a very high quality of <001> orientation is obtained. Because the
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<001> direction is oriented perpendicular to the rotating magnetic field, the 0.4NBT-0.6PT phase
is also shown to have easy-plane magnetic character (χc < χa).

7.3.2 Preparation of MA / TGG Textured Ceramics
The use of non-aqueous slips for dynamic MA in the PMN-PT system was necessitated
by the instability of aqueous slips. This instability was believed to be caused by leaching of
cations (likely Pb2+ or Mg2+) from the PMN-PT powders, as evidenced by a gradual increase in
slip pH (from 6 to >9) with milling time. PMN-PT casting slips used for dynamic MA of
0.4NBT-0.6PT templates are generally shear thinning in behavior, although the extent of nonNewtonian behavior varies strongly with solids loading. Measured viscosities of these slips are
shown in Figure 7-4.

Viscosity (Pa s)
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Figure 7-4: Rheology of non-aqueous PMN-PT slips as a function of shear rate and volume
percent (V%) solids loading.
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Casting slips with solids loadings of ≤ 25 vol% are generally Newtonian in character and show
little change in viscosity with respect to solids loading. Above 25 vol% solids the slips become
increasingly shear thinning and the viscosity is strongly dependent on solids loading. At low
shear rates (~0.02 1/s), the viscosity increases about one order of magnitude for a 5 vol% increase
in solids loading.
PMN-PT samples were slip cast unidirectionally within the rotating magnetic field using
a cylindrical sample chamber partially filled with casting plaster. This setup is shown
schematically in Figure 7-5.

Figure 7-5: Cut-away schematic of the sample setup used for dynamic MA of PMN-PT slurries
containing 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates. Samples were allowed to cast only in the vertical direction
and were contained within a cylindrical sample holder. This sample holder is rotated within a 2.2
T permanent magnet array (field direction shown in red).
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The sample holder shown in Figure 7-5 was ~1 cm in diameter and could contain ~3 cm3 of
casting slip. The slip was allowed at least 24 h to cast completely and dry, and was subsequently
removed from the sample holder. Samples produced in this way were 5-15 mm in height and
could be successfully dried and sintered without cracking.
During casting, dynamic MA samples were rotated at 3 rpm (ω = 0.05) in a horizontal
magnetic field of 2.2 T. Control samples were cast using the same parameters, but without
rotation or application of the magnetic field. Sample deposition rates were fit to the well-known
equation:

h = Kt 1 / 2

(7.7)

where h is the height of the cast layer, t is the casting time, and K is a constant. The validity of
this equation was confirmed by multiple slip casting experiments. Position in the sintered
samples was then correlated with casting time by measurement of the linear z-dimension
shrinkage during sintering. Both the linear shrinkage and the casting constant K were found to be
functions of the slurry solids loading, as shown in Figure 7-6.

Figure 7-6: Variation in the linear shrinkage during sintering and in the slip casting constant K as
a function of solids loading for non-aqueous PMN-PT slips.
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Linear shrinkage in the casting direction was found to decrease from ~17% at a solids loading of
20 vol% to ~15% at a solids loading of 42 vol%, corresponding to an increase in green density
from ~54% to ~61%. Sintering was nearly isotropic in all cases, although samples cast at low
solids loadings (~20-30 vol%) showed slightly more shrinkage in casting direction. The casting
rate is approximately doubled by increasing solids loading from 25 vol% to 40 vol%. At the
highest values of K measured (15 x 105 m/s1/2 for 40 vol% solids), production of a 1 cm thick
sintered sample requires t ≈ 106 min of slip casting.

7.3.3 Characterization of MA / TGG Textured Ceramics
The March-Dollase texture model shown in equation (7.1) has been shown to apply to
MA ceramics (with f = 1) in the transient alignment regime, and has been used in some cases to
characterize these materials.29 However, the equilibrium ODF predicted for MA is substantially
different and is rewritten from equation (7.5) to give:19,22,30

P(θ , α ) = 2

(

exp α cos 2 θ

π 1 / 2 erf

(

)

−α

−α

)

,α =

VB 2 ∆χ
for static MA (∆χ > 0)
2µ 0 k BT

 α
 α
exp − cos 2 θ 
2
 2
 2 , α = VB ∆χ for dynamic MA (∆χ < 0)
P (θ , α ) = 2
2µ 0 k BT
 α

π 1 / 2 erf 

 2

(7.8)

(7.9)

where V is the particle volume, B is the applied field, and ∆χ is the magnetic anisotropy χ001-χ100.
The dimensionless field parameter α is related to the quality of particle alignment and is therefore
analogous to the March-Dollase parameter r. As in the March-Dollase model, the ODF for
dynamic MA may be modified to include a texture fraction f that reflects the degree of template
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growth during TGG, assuming only the templates are aligned by the magnetic field. This model
must also be modified in the PMN-PT system to account for multiplicity of the <001>C peak in
the pseudocubic perovskite structure:


P(θ , α , f ) = (1 − f ) + 


 α
 α
exp − cos 2 θ 
f 
 2
 2
2
3
 α

π 1 / 2 erf 

 2

(7.10)

The similarly modified March-Dollase model is given as:

1
 f 

P ( f , r , θ ) = (1 − f ) +   r 2 cos θ 2 + sin θ 2 
r
 3 


−3 / 2

(7.11)

It should be noted that equations (7.9) and (7.10) assume that rotation of the magnetic field is fast
with respect to rotational diffusion of the aligned particles. In well aligned samples, the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of equation (7.10) depends almost entirely on α and is
approximated by:
2

2 2 ln 2
2 ln 2
 FWHM 
sin 
or FWHM ≈
 ≈
2
−α
−α



(7.12)

This approximation is valid for values of f > 0.2 and α > 10 that are encountered in this work.
The saturation FWHM can also be related to the order parameter m3SAT defined by Yamaguchi et
al.22 This order parameter, defined for static magnetic alignment, is given as:

m3

SAT





3  exp(α )
1
=
− 1 −
1
 2
4α 
2
 ∫ exp αx dx 
 0


( )

(7.13)

An equivalent order parameter may be calculated for dynamic magnetic alignment, such that
equal values of m3SAT correspond to equivalent grain orientation distributions:
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m3

SAT





− 3  exp(− α / 2 )
1
=
− 1 −
1
 2
2α ' 
2
 ∫ exp − αx / 2 dx 
 0


(

)

(14)

As the parameters α, FWHM, and m3SAT depend directly on the degree of particle alignment, any
of these parameters are suitable for characterization of the dynamic MA process within sintered
and annealed TGG samples. The parameter f in equations (7.10) and (7.11) is in both cases the
texture fraction, and is determined by the degree of template growth during sintering and TGG.
Alignment of the 0.4NBT-0.6PT template particles by the rotating magnetic field was
determined by analysis of crystallographic texture in sintered and annealed PMN-PT samples.
XRD rocking curves measured on the {002} peak show that these samples have a strong <001>C
texture perpendicular to the rotating magnetic field. This texture was confirmed to be
approximately uniaxial (i.e. fiber texture) by measurement of rocking curves at various sample
orientations. The presence of this strong texture confirms that 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates align
magnetically, and that χ001 < χ100 for this material. In order to calculate alignment parameters for
each sample, the {002} rocking curves were fit to equations (7.10) and (7.11). An example of
fitting to these models is shown in Figure 7-7.
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Figure 7-7: Corrected {002} rocking curve for <001>C textured PMN-PT made by the MA /
TGG method. The sample was allowed to cast for t = 12 h from a slip with 30 vol% solids. Solid
lines are fits to equations (10) and (11).

As seen in Figure 7-7, measured {002} rocking curves for <001>C textured PMN-PT were found
to fit the dynamic MA model (7.10) with good accuracy, and fit less well to the March-Dollase
equation (7.11). Similar results were seen for all solids loadings for casting times of t > 5-30 min.
This result suggests that ODFs obtained from dynamic MA represent equilibrium between
magnetic alignment and thermal energy.
Fitting of corrected {002} rocking curves to (7.10) was repeated for all samples to
investigate the effects of slip casting time and solids loading on template alignment during
dynamic MA. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 7-8 in terms of the orientation
distribution FWHM.
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Figure 7-8: Orientation distribution function (ODF) FWHM values in dynamic MA / TGG
samples measured as a function of solids loading (V%) and slip casting time.

In all sample series, the orientation distribution FWHM appears to reach a steady value in t < 30
min, and remains steady for most of the slip casting time (up to 12 h in 28 and 30 vol% samples).
This is consistent with the earlier indication that dynamic MA reaches thermal equilibrium.
Transient alignment conditions were not captured in most samples due to the apparently fast
alignment times and a lack of sufficient measurements at t < 30 min.
It also appears from Figure 7-8 that the 25 vol% sample series shows greater scatter than
either the 28 or 30 vol% series, and the 32 vol% series shows the least scatter. The scatter in
these data is greater than measurement error and may be related to the slurry viscosity. In
particular, it was noted during experimentation that low viscosity samples could be easily
disturbed by extraneous factors such as vibration of the sample apparatus during slip casting. 32
vol% slurries showed a very stable alignment at ~7.5° FWHM over almost the entire sample
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thickness, likely due to the higher viscosity of this slurry (0.09 Pa·s at 1 s-1). The grain
orientation distribution resulting from this slurry (after sintering and TGG) is shown as a function
of slip casting time in Figure 7-9.

Figure 7-9: Time-dependent plot of the grain orientation distribution in MA/TGG samples slip
cast at 2.2 T, 3 rpm with a 32 vol% solids loading. Texture intensity in MRD is plotted as a
function of misorientation angle θ and t1/2 (which is proportional to sample thickness).

Samples cast at 32 vol% reached an equilibrium alignment state after t = 20 min, and this state
was maintained until t = 240 min. However, a slight decrease in the FWHM (an increase in
alignment quality) was observed at the end of the casting process. This increase in alignment
appears to occur in all sample series from 25-32 vol%, and in each case affects the top ~1 mm of
sample thickness. The reasons for this effect are currently unclear.
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Although Figures 7-8 and 7-9 appear to show equilibrium alignment states, this
interpretation was checked by calculating the time required for magnetic alignment at each
casting viscosity used. In dynamic alignment, nearly complete alignment is achieved at tr > 5,
where tr is the reduced time given by tr = DR·α·t.22 Alignment times (tr = 5) were estimated using
α ≈ -360 and viscosities measured at 1 s-1. The times calculated for alignment of 25 vol%, 28
vol%, and 30 vol% slips are 4, 8, and 15 minutes, respectively. These times cannot be validated
due to a lack of sufficient data at short time intervals in Figure 7-8. However, the calculated time
to align a 32 vol% slip (t = 29 min) is longer than the observed alignment time (t < 19 min)
shown in Figures 7-8 and 7-9. Estimation of α using this observed alignment time and the
measured slurry viscosity at 1 s-1 yields a value of α ≈ -550.
The grain orientation distribution FWHM in MA / TGG textured PMN-PT was found to
be inversely correlated with solids loading during dynamic MA, as is suggested in Figure 7-8. To
explain this effect, the interaction between the reduced rotation frequency (ωr = ω/(α·DR) and the
alignment order parameter m3 is considered.22 The order parameter m3 was calculated as a
function of solids loading using averaged values of FWHM for each sample series. The rotational
diffusion coefficient DR and the reduced frequency ωr were estimated using viscosity values
measured at a shear rate of 1 s-1. For this calculation, template particles were modeled as discs
with diameters of 8 µm. The resulting m3SAT (the order parameter m3 after alignment reaches
equilibrium) and FWHM values are plotted as a function of estimated ωr in Figure 7-10. Using
the value of α predicted from alignment kinetics (α = -550), a maximum order parameter of
m3SAT = 0.995 is initially expected as ωr approaches ∞.
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Figure 7-10: Variation of the order parameter m3 and the FWHM as a function of the reduced
rotation frequency ωr. ωr was estimated using slip viscosities measured at a shear rate of 1 s-1 and
using χ001 - χ100 = -2.3 x 10-8. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals.

As seen in Figure 7-10, increasing ωr results in an increase in m3SAT and a decrease in FWHM.
This trend follows closely with the predictions of Yamaguchi et al.22 The estimated values of ωr
obtained for slips with 25, 28, and 30 vol% solids loading are 1.6, 3.0, and 5.9, respectively, and
are low enough that m3SAT may be noticeably reduced below the maximum attainable value at ωr
= ∞. In contrast, the 32 and 35 vol% slips show ωr ≈ 11.4 and 20.0, respectively, and the order
parameter for these samples (m3SAT = 0.990-0.992) is likely close to the maximum attainable
value. The highest m3SAT observed (0.992, averaged from 3 samples cast at 35 vol%) corresponds
to dimensionless field parameter of α ≈ -360. This value is somewhat lower than the maximum
value calculated using template alignment kinetics (α ≈ -550). This discrepancy is not
attributable to rotation rate effects as ωr for this slurry is quite high (20.0).22 Although m3SAT
levels out relatively quickly (reaching 95% of the maximum value at ωr = 3), this order parameter
is relatively insensitive to ωr compared to the FWHM value. As shown by equation (7.13) and by
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Figure 7-8, even a slight improvement in m3SAT from 0.977 to 0.992 represents a substantial
change in the ODFs of dynamic MA ceramics.
The m3SAT value of 0.992 and the corresponding value of α ≈ -360 were used to estimate a
lower bound for the magnetic anisotropy of 0.4NBT-0.6PT template particles using volume
average template dimensions of ~8 µm in diameter and ~1 µm in thickness. The magnetic
anisotropy calculated in this way is χ001 - χ100 = -1.5 x 10-8 in SI units, or roughly half the value
for α-Al2O3 (3.5 x 10-8 in SI units). This value underestimates of the true magnetic anisotropy of
the 0.4NBT-0.6PT phase for multiple reasons. First, the presence of a domain structure with both
c and a domains (Figures 7-1 and 7-2) is expected to reduce the magnetic anisotropy of these
template particles below that of single domain 0.4NBT-0.6PT. It is also possible that the best
orientation achieved (FWHM = 6-7°) is limited by grain misalignment within the polycrystalline
template particles, or possibly by misalignment between the <001>C direction and the template
magnetic axis due to the template domain structure. This possibility is consistent with the rapid
alignment of the 32 vol% slurry in Figure 7-8, which suggests a higher magnetic anisotropy than
was calculated from the equilibrium alignment state. The magnetic anisotropy estimated from
this kinetic analysis (χ001 - χ100 = -2.3 x 10-8) is about 50% higher than the value estimated from
the observed degree of alignment. This anisotropy value is predicted to yield a FWHM of ~5.8°
at equilibrium, assuming no misalignment between the crystallographic and magnetic template
axes. In any case, the success of dynamic MA at low field levels (2.2 T) is not attributed to the
use of strongly magnetic template particles. These results are instead attributed to the use of the
TGG process, in which the driving force for alignment of the large template particles is 3-4 orders
of magnitude higher than the thermal energy kBT.
Dielectric and piezoelectric properties were measured on well-textured samples (FWHM
< 8°) cast from a slip with 32 vol% solids loading. Although a slightly lower FWHM (6-7°)
could be achieved at a solids loading of 35 vol%, this FWHM was not stable enough with respect
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to casting time to produce homogeneous samples. The properties of three samples, as well as the
texture parameters determined from equation (7.10) are shown in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1: Properties of <001>C textured PMN-PT samples made by a combined MA / TGG
process
Sample
number
1
2
3
Mean

Texture Parameters
FWHM (°)
Α
F
7.96
-144 ± 6
0.920 ± 0.003
7.66
-155 ± 7
0.915 ± 0.003
7.93
-145 ± 5
0.909 ± 0.002
7.85
148
0.915

εT33/ε0
3117
3356
3524
3332

d33 (pC/N)
1241
1164
1260
1222

tan(δ)
0.008
0.010
0.012
0.010

All three samples show similar values for the texture parameters FWHM, α and f. In particular,
the texture fraction f is almost identical to values measured in textured PMN-PT made by tape
casting with the same template particles.9 These samples also have a lower FWHM (~7.9°) than
tape cast samples (~12°) made using the same templates, and a similar FWHM to samples made
by Brosnan et al. using higher aspect ratio SrTiO3 templates.8,9 However, it should also be noted
that the MA texture model (7.10) has lower tails than the MD model for the same values of
FWHM and f, as suggested by Figure 7-7. As a result, MA derived samples should be considered
to have a more ideal grain orientation distribution than tape cast samples with the same FWHM
and f parameters.
The relative permittivity of MA / TGG samples (3332) was found to be similar to that of
well-textured PMN-PT produced by tape casting and TGG (3490), and both materials show an
average dielectric loss tan(δ) of 0.010. However, MA samples have a higher 100 Hz d33 (1222
pC/N) than tape cast samples (1016 pC/N), which may be attributed to higher overall texture
quality. This value approaches the 100 Hz d33 of <001> PMN-28PT single crystal measured by
Brosnan (1470 pC/N), and shows that combined MA / TGG methods show promise for producing
high performance textured PMN-PT ceramics.
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7.4 Conclusions
<001> oriented 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates were aligned in slip cast PMN-PT matrix
powders using the dynamic MA approach, and were used to produce <001>C textured PMN-PT
ceramics via TGG. Alignment of these ferroelectric templates is possible due to a strongly nonrandom domain structure related to the plate-like morphology of the templates. Grain alignment
in MA / TGG ceramics was characterized using {002} XRD pole figures and was generally found
to represent an equilibrium alignment state. The average FWHM of this alignment was improved
from ~12° to <7° by increasing solids loading from 25 vol% to 35 vol%. This improvement is
attributed to a decrease in the rotational diffusion coefficient, resulting in damping of rotational
fluctuations in the orientation distribution function (ODF). A lower bound for the magnetic
anisotropy of the 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates is estimated as -1.5 x 10-8 (in SI units) using the
steady-state alignment observed at 35 vol% solids loading, and a higher estimate of -2.3 x 10-8 is
obtained by considering template alignment kinetics in 32 vol% casting slurries. The degree of
alignment achieved (FWHM = 7°) is at least partially limited by the microstructure of the
0.4NBT-0.6PT templates used in this study, and better alignment should be attainable with
monocrystalline templates free of 90° domain walls. These results show that very narrow ODFs
may be obtained in diamagnetically aligned ceramics at low fields (2.2 T) attainable in permanent
magnet enclosures. Such extraordinary alignment is achievable due to the use of a TGG
approach, in which large template particles have a high driving force for alignment relative to the
thermal energy kBT.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Future Work

8.1 Summary

8.1.1 Synthesis of 0.4NBT-0.6PT Templates
Topochemical processes used to synthesize plate-like perovskite template particles were
studied in detail in the BaTiO3, NaNbO3, and PbTiO3 systems.1 Topochemical conversion of
Aurivillius (bismuth-layer-structure) precursors occurs in two distinct stages. In the first stage,
intermediate phases and the desired perovskite phase nucleate topotactically at multiple sites on
the Aurivillius phase particles. These perovskite crystallites do not maintain epitaxy during
growth, and become slightly misaligned from the precursor phase and from each other. This
misalignment occurs due to the volume change of this transformation and due to expulsion of
byproduct Bi2O3 liquid phase. At the end of this state, the particles consist of highly oriented
polycrystalline aggregates of perovskite crystallites. In the second stage, these aggregates
recrystallize to form single crystal or oriented polycrystalline template particles. Although
BaTiO3, NaNbO3, and PbTiO3 systems show similar reaction behaviors, reactions in the PbTiO3
system are hindered by extensive formation of intermediate Aurivillius-like compounds.
Although synthesis of phase-pure PbTiO3 templates was not successful, solid solutions
including PbTiO3 may be formed by these methods.2 Use of NaCl-based fluxes during
topochemical conversion of PbBi4Ti4O15 was found to result in formation of particles with a
(Na1/2Bi1/2)TiO3-PbTiO3 (NBT-PT) composition due to ion exchange of Bi4+ for Na+. Formation
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of this solid solution was found to suppress formation of intermediate phases in this system.
Morphology of these particles was controlled during synthesis of the PbBi4Ti4O15 precursor by a
two-fold approach. Particle thickness was controlled by changing the size of the TiO2 precursor,
thus regulating the nucleation density of the PbBi4Ti4O15 phase during molten salt synthesis.
Particle diameter was controlled by seeding the coarsening (ostwald ripening) process through a
flux-growth analogue of the templated grain growth (TGG) process. Using these approaches,
phase-pure 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates were produced with a diameter of 5-15 µm and a thickness
of ~1 µm.

8.1.2 Processing and Properties of <001>C Textured PMN-PT
<001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics were produced by templated grain growth (TGG) on
0.4NBT-0.6PT template particles.3 Templates were aligned via the tape casting process, in which
tapes of ~60 µm dry thickness are cast, stacked, and laminated to form bulk samples. Textured
PMN-PT samples were sintered and annealed in two steps to control densification and grain
growth. In the first step, samples were sintered at 1150°C for 15-60 min in a PbO-deficient
atmosphere (created by the use of initially stoichiometric or PbO-deficient embedding powder).
During this process, samples reached ~95-98% relative density but experienced little coarsening
and no TGG. The lack of grain growth during this step prevents intensification of constrained
sintering as described by Sudre et al. After this pre-sintering step, samples were annealed in a
PbO-rich atmosphere at 1150°C for 10 h to drive the TGG process.
Texture quality within <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics was fully characterized by
measuring {002} pole figures via x-ray diffraction. Pole figures were fit to a version of the
March-Dollase equation modified to account for the multiplicity of the <001>C direction in the
pseudocubic perovskite structure. The use of this modified equation results in more accurate
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determination of the texture parameters f and r, as experimental data may be fit over the full range
of ω values (0-90°). It was found that undoped <001>C textured PMN-PT shows a texture
fraction f of 92%, while Mn-doped PMN-PT shows partial texture (f = 49%). Both doped and
undoped materials show similar r values (0.25 and 0.28, respectively).
Complete sets of dielectric, mechanical, and electromechanical properties were measured
for undoped and Mn-doped <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics.3 These property sets represent
the most comprehensive evaluation of textured piezoelectric ceramics to date. These materials
show similar piezoelectric response to previous textured PMN-PT ceramics after accounting for
differences in measurement methods (d33 = 855 in undoped PMN-PT). Mechanical properties of
<001>C textured PMN-PT are softer (e.g. more crystal-like) in the texture direction, but are
ceramic-like in transverse directions. Textured PMN-PT produced in this work is believed to
show the highest coupling coefficient to date for a non-crystal piezoelectric material (k33 = 0.83
for undoped PMN-PT). Although Mn2+ interferes with texture development during TGG, doped
materials show substantially lower losses (Qm > 700) while maintaining high piezoelectric
performance and bandwidth (d33 = 517, k33 = 0.76).

8.1.3 Transducer Applications of <001>C Textured PMN-PT
The piezoelectric properties of <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics sit between those of
PZT ceramics and lead-based single crystal materials. The potential competitiveness of textured
ceramics with crystals and ceramics will be based on performance requirements of various device
applications and on the relative cost of these materials. The use of textured ceramics and crystals
is likely to be dictated by the need for higher bandwidth (via higher coupling coefficients) or
higher power (via high dynamic strain, d33·Qm). Although crystals may ultimately show the
highest piezoelectric properties, textured ceramics are likely to have substantial advantages in
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terms of scalability and flexibility of ceramic processing methods. Textured ceramics may
therefore be interesting for devices requiring large volumes of active material (e.g. low frequency
transducers) or for specialty part shapes (non-planar poling surfaces, etc).
To demonstrate the unique advantages of <001>C textured PMN-PT, cylindrical
transducer elements were fabricated from this material via a near-net shape process. The <001>C
texture axis of each cylinder was aligned in the radial direction at all points, in order to produce
enhanced response while maintaining omni-directional device response. This radial orientation is
not possible in monolithic crystals, and thus use of crystal in such devices requires fabrication and
assembly of multiple crystal segments. Radial <001>C orientation in textured PMN-PT was
achieved by wrapping of cast ceramic tapes around a cylindrical core, followed by lamination,
binder removal, and sintering processes. Cylindrical elements with diameters of ~5 cm, wall
thicknesses of ~3 mm, and heights of ~2.5 cm were successfully fabricated by this method.
Textured cylinders show only partial texture (f = 50%) owing to difficulties in controlling PbO
vapor pressure around parts of this size.
Radially <001>C textured cylinders were characterized via a combination of measurement
techniques in order to calculate the non-shear dielectric, mechanical, and piezoelectric properties
of this materials. These cylinders were found to show substantially enhanced properties over
conventional PZT ceramics, with d31 = -259 pC/N, and k31 = 0.43. Comparison of ATILA finite
element models shows that the fabricated cylinders show a ~60% increase in frequency
bandwidth compared to PZT 5H ceramics. A much higher increase (~150%) in bandwidth is
possible in this application if the texture fraction can be increased to the level achieved in smaller
<001>C textured PMN-PT parts (f = 92%).
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8.1.4 Combining Magnetic Alignment and TGG in the PMN-PT System
Although <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics show enhanced performance compared to
ceramic materials, these materials reach only 50-60% the response of single crystals. This
discrepancy appears to persist even as high texture fractions (~92%) are obtained.3 As a result, it
is necessary to consider misorientation of grains within the texture fraction as a source of reduced
performance. This misorientation may be characterized by either the FWHM of the grain
orientation distribution or the March-Dollase r parameter. Predictions of piezoelectric response
in textured PMN-PT ceramics suggest that as little as 10° misorientation may reduce piezoelectric
response by ~25%.4
The FWHM of the grain orientation distribution in TGG ceramics is determined by how
well templates are aligned during green processing. In tape casting, steady-state alignment of
template particles is fundamentally limited by the template aspect ratio, as described by Leal &
Hinch.5 As a result, the production of very narrow grain orientation distributions (< 5° in all
directions) is not possible unless very high template aspect ratios (> 40:1) are used. Because the
fabrication of exceedingly high template aspect ratios presents numerous processing challenges,
other methods for aligning these template particles were investigated. In particular, magnetic
alignment (MA) has been shown to efficiently align ceramic powders independently of the
particle morphology.6
In order to apply MA processes to the <001>C textured PMN-PT system, it is necessary
to use both the TGG process and a dynamic (rotating) magnetic field configuration. TGG is
required by the fact that PMN-28PT (the desired composition) is rhombohedral in symmetry, and
thus cannot be aligned magnetically along the <001>C direction. In order to obtain <001>C
alignment, it is necessary to use tetragonal perovskites such as 0.4NBT-0.6PT as template
materials. Dynamic alignment is required because this phase shows higher magnetic
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susceptibility χ perpendicular to the polarization direction (such that χ11 > χ33), and thus aligns
with <001> perpendicular to the applied magnetic field (as shown in Chapter 7). As a result,
alignment of the tetragonal <001> axes requires rotation or oscillation of the magnetic field
within a plane perpendicular to the intended alignment direction.7
Magnetic alignment was applied to the PMN-PT system by slip casting of powder
slurries (containing 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates) on a rotating turntable (3 rpm) in a horizontal
magnetic field of 2.2 T. These templates were found to have a magnetic anisotropy of ~ -1.5 x
10-8 (in SI units). Cast samples were sintered and annealed via a procedure similar to that in tapecast TGG samples. Alignment in these samples reaches thermal equilibrium as is confirmed by
analysis of FWHM of {002} XRD rocking curves. Samples were cast at various solids loadings
to determine relationships between alignment (casting) time, slurry viscosity, and FWHM. Under
the field conditions used (2.2 T rotated at 3 rpm), the best alignment (FWHM ≈ 7°) was achieved
after 5-30 min casting at 35 vol% solids. The presence of a solids loading effect is attributed to
differences in the rotational diffusion rate of the templates during this process. The FWHM
values (~7°) achieved in this work are lower than any values previously obtained by magnetic
alignment processes, and were achieved using comparably low field levels (B = 2.2 T).

8.2 Future Work

8.2.1 Processing of <001>C Textured PMN-PT
A large number of processing challenges found throughout this work were related to the
need to precisely control PbO content during sintering and annealing of <001>C textured PMNPT ceramics. In particular, the TGG process in this system appears to be successful only under
PbO-excess conditions, while high densities (~98%) in thick parts are achievable only under
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PbO-deficient or stoichiometric conditions. This problem has been mitigated by a number of
strategies, but has not been fully solved. The current 2-step strategy produces both high density
(~98%) and high texture quality (~92) in undoped PMN-PT, and works well for samples up to
0.5-1 cm in the thickest dimension. However, this process becomes difficult to control when
large part sizes are used (>5 cm) or when acceptor dopants are added, resulting in only partial
texture development. As a result, substantial additional work is needed to improve control of
PbO vapor pressure during sintering and annealing of textured PMN-PT ceramics, or to modify
the TGG process in a way that avoids this requirement.
Although relatively narrow grain orientation distributions were obtained in <001>C
textured PMN-PT produced by MA and TGG methods, the template particles used in this process
were previously optimized for alignment via tape casting. In particular, the process used to
produce these templates (topochemical conversion) results in oriented polycrystalline particles,
rather than single crystals. The misorientation of grains within these templates is likely important
in limiting the FWHM obtained in Chapter 7. To avoid this, it is necessary to select and optimize
templates for alignment under magnetic fields. In particular, morphology is shown to have a
controlling effect on domain structure and therefore on the ability for the templates to be aligned.
On the other hand, if single-domain equiaxed templates could be produced, they would likely
show less viscous drag during alignment and would favorable for TGG. Template particles may
also be intentionally doped with magnetic ions, as has been previously done in laser ceramics, to
increase the magnetic susceptibility of these materials. Candidate ions may include transition
metals (those known not to degrade properties in ferroelectrics, such as Mn2+) or possibly rare
earth elements. With these advancements and by increasing the applied field level, alignment
forces in this system may be strengthened by several orders of magnitude.
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8.2.2 Characterization of <001>C Textured PMN-PT
Although texture and property measurements in this work are the most comprehensive to
date for <001>C textured PMN-PT, there are several questions that remain unanswered for this
material. Although TGG is understood to result from the size advantage of the template particles
during grain growth, the mechanisms for template growth are unclear. In particular, it is not clear
why TGG succeeds when excess PbO is present, but fails under stoichiometric or PbO-deficient
conditions. The failure of TGG under stoichiometric conditions is not caused by a lack of overall
grain growth (although growth rates are reduced) and does not appear to be caused by instability
of the 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates. More importantly, the presence of PbO does not appear to result
in abnormal grain growth (AGG) or similar mechanisms, as previous work has demonstrated that
templates grow under power law kinetics with n = 1/3 (suggesting normal grain growth). This
problem is likely to be resolved only by careful characterization of grain growth in PMN-PT
under both stoichiometric and PbO-rich conditions.
Substantial additional characterization is necessary to fully understand microstructureproperty relationships in <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics. Current work suggests that welltextured Mn2+ doped textured ceramics may show less sensitivity to texture quality and properties
closer to those of Mn2+ doped crystal. This idea is supported by Rayleigh analysis of textured
PMN-PT showing that extrinsic dielectric response is highly sensitive to crystallographic texture.
In Mn2+ doped ceramics, this extrinsic response is suppressed and thus may remain largely
unaffected by changes in texture quality. This theory was not tested due to the inability to
produce high texture qualities in acceptor doped <001>C textured PMN-PT. Other mechanical
properties (fatigue and toughness) of textured ceramics are also interesting for study in device
applications. These properties may be controllable via changes in grain structure and may present
additional advantages of textured ceramic materials.
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8.2.3 Fabrication & Demonstration of Transducer Devices
Although the properties of <001>C textured PMN-PT are promising for transducer
applications, these materials have been demonstrated in only a small number of devices. From
the standpoint of commercialization of these materials, it is interesting to consider and
demonstrate devices where higher properties are needed but crystals are impractical. For
example, the concepts used in fabrication of radially <001>C textured cylinders may be similarly
applied to spheres and other shapes that require non-planar poling electrodes. The scalability of
these materials may also be further investigated in order to produce large textured ceramic parts
by the methods described here.
An interesting property of textured ceramic materials is that some ratios between various
mechanical or electromechanical properties (such as the Poisson’s ratio –sE12/sE11) may be tailored
directly by adjusting texture quality. For example, control of Poisson’s ratio may allow design of
devices that experience no vibration in specific directions (e.g. the 32-direction in 31-mode
plates), even in the mechanically unclamped state. It is currently unknown what applications may
benefit from this tailoring, but such possibilities offer interesting opportunities for transducer
design using textured PMN-PT ceramics.
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Appendix A
Design of High-Field Permanent Magnet Arrays
Magnetic alignment of weakly diamagnetic ceramics is typically conducted under
magnetic fields of 5-12 T using superconducting flux sources. However, the use of large
template particles and a templated grain growth (TGG) approach may allow alignment in lower
fields (2-3 T) attainable in permanent magnet arrays. In this work, design of high-flux permanent
magnet arrays for this purpose is investigated. In general, these arrays consist of a gap between
opposite magnetic poles, clad and insulated in such a way as to focus magnetic flux through the
working chamber (the pole gap) and to prevent external flux leakage. In particular, a rectangular
Nd2Fe14B magnet array was designed using 2D and 3D finite element modeling to produce a
working field of ~2.2 T. This array produces a similar flux to a previous hollow cylindrical flux
source (HCFS) design while using 40% less Nd2Fe14B for the same working chamber volume.
This improvement is attributed to the use of pole pieces with high saturation magnetization BS,
and to the use of a rectangular working volume with lower magnetic reluctance. The resulting
design is additionally advantageous in that all components have rectangular cross sections,
simplifying the fabrication process.
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A.1 Introduction
In magnetic alignment, monocrystalline powders dispersed in a suspension are oriented
within a magnetic field of constant intensity. Typically, high fields (up to 12 T) are necessary to
orient weakly paramagnetic or diamagnetic materials, and are produced via cryogenic
superconducting magnets.1 However, diamagnetic ceramic powders may also align at lower field
levels (~2 Tesla) if larger particle sizes are used, as discussed in Chapter 7. Fields of this
magnitude may be practical to produce at low cost via the use of permanent magnets or magnet
arrays. However, individual permanent magnets produce fields that are approximately limited to
their magnetic remanence BR (about 1.2-1.3 T for NdFeB), and rapidly diminish with distance
from the magnetic poles.2 To achieve higher field strength, it is necessary to design more
complex magnetic circuits to concentrate magnetic flux within a confined working volume. In
the simplest case, a relatively uniform flux density may be produced in the gap between opposing
magnetic poles (a magnetic solenoid), and a soft magnetic material such as iron or steel is used to
complete the magnetic circuit.3 This circuit, used in horseshoe magnets, still suffers from leakage
of magnetic flux near the gap edges, and produces a low (but more uniform) magnetic field.
Numerous magnetic circuit designs have been developed for the purpose of producing
higher magnetic flux densities within a confined working volume. These arrays were typically
designed for use in permanent magnet refrigeration devices, and were designed to maximize the
internal field strength while preventing external leakage of magnetic flux. One design that best
meets these criteria is the hollow cylindrical flux source (HCFS) discussed by Leopold and
Potenziani.4 This design utilizes a hollow cylindrical geometry with a specific pattern of poling
orientation, shown in Figure A-1a. Because magnets are generally poled in a single direction,
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these arrays must be fabricated from a number of radial segments that are poled individually. In
theory, arbitrary magnetic field levels may be obtained in the HCFS by adjusting the ratio of the
outer to inner radii (ro/ri). The internal field level Bi is otherwise a function only of the
remanence BR of the permanent magnets used:3
Bi = BR ln(ro/ri)

(A-1)

The primary disadvantage of these arrays is that a large volume of active material is used with
respect to the size of the sample chamber, particularly for higher field levels. In addition, such
arrays may be challenging to fabricate considering the need for arc-shaped permanent magnet
pieces that must be poled individually and assembled.
Alternate magnetic circuit designs may also satisfy these design criteria, while avoiding
some of the drawbacks of the HCFS. In particular, various magnetic solenoids may also produce
constant internal fields while using a substantially different circuit design.3 These circuits supply
flux across a pole gap, while utilizing additional “cladding” magnets to confine flux to the desired
path and prevent leakage. An example of such a design, used to generate fields of a few tenths of
a Tesla, is shown in Figure A-1b.3 Both solenoid and HCFS designs are discussed in detail by
Leupold.3
In this work, permanent magnet arrays are designed for the purpose of low-field magnetic
alignment of diamagnetic ceramic powders. The design criteria for this application are similar to
those for magnetocaloric refrigeration (high and uniform flux density, low field leakage).
Although HCFS designs meet all of the required criteria, these designs require a large volume of
active (permanent magnet) material and utilize difficult to fabricate shapes. In this work, arrays
are designed to match the HCFS design in terms of internal field strength, while avoiding the
drawbacks of this design.
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Figure A-1: Schematics of a) hollow cylindrical flux source (HCFS) and b) clad solenoid designs
for producing and confining high magnetic flux densities. In b), W represents the internal field
chamber, A is the flux supply magnet, B is a soft magnetic (e.g. iron) pole piece, and the
additional magnets C are cladding (flux confinement) magnets. (Leupold, Leupold and
Potenziani)3,4

A.2 Experimental Procedure
Permanent magnet arrays were designed and modeled using the Finite Element Method
Magnetics (FEMM) 2D software.5 Arrays were designed using Nd2Fe14B (NdFeB) magnets of
various grades with remanent magnetization BR of 1.2 -1.5 T. Where soft magnetic materials
were used, they were modeled as pure iron with a saturation magnetization BS of ~2.15 T. Both
materials were modeled using nonlinear B-H curves included with the FEMM software. The
properties used in FEM analysis were defined over the entire field ranges encountered in the
resulting models, using complete B-H curves for each material. This was necessary as the linear
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B-H response used in some standard material definitions in FEMM could not accurately account
for depolarization behavior, which was encountered in most modeled arrays. Failure to account
for depolarization generally resulted in substantial (~10%) overestimation of array performance.
3D finite element modeling of this array was conducted using the COMSOL magnetostatics
package and was performed by Magnetic Component Engineering (Torrance, CA).

A.3 Results and Discussion
Magnetic circuits differ from analogous electrical circuits in that almost all known
materials (except superconductors, which behave as perfect diamagnets) are permeable by
magnetic flux, whereas only electrical conductors or semiconductors conduct electric current. As
a result, magnetic circuits cannot reasonably be insulated and tend to leak magnetic flux into their
surroundings.3 In order to prevent this leakage, it is necessary to clad circuit elements with
magnets polarized opposite to the flux leakage direction, creating an equipotential surface
containing the desired circuit. In an equivalent electrical circuit, leakage of magnetic flux is
depicted as current leakage through additional circuit paths, and cladding magnets are depicted as
“bucking” batteries that block current from these paths.3 Magnetic and electrical circuits showing
flux leakage are depicted in Figure A-2a, while the equivalent clad circuits are shown in Figure
A-2b.
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Figure A-2: Magnetic circuits and electrical analogs in a) a typical design without cladding
magnets and b) a design using cladding magnets to prevent flux leakage. The variables F, P, V,
and G denote magnetic force, magnetic permeance, equivalent voltage, and equivalent
conductance, while the subscripts S, W, L, and C denote the supply magnets, the working
chamber, loss paths, and the cladding magnets, respectively. (Leupold)3

Both array designs depicted in Figure A-1 are specific examples of clad solenoid designs,
but only the HCFS array (Figure A-1a) is designed for high field (> 1 T) applications. In this
array, the working chamber is a cylindrical volume between two opposing magnetic poles, and
flux is confined to this gap by the opposing field in the adjacent cylinder walls. The specific
geometry of field orientations used in the HCFS ensures a uniform internal field and prevents
external field leakage. However, this design requires both a large volume of permanent magnet
material and a continuous variation in poling orientation. In practice, the latter problem is
avoided by using an array of individually poled, wedge-shaped magnets instead of a single
magnetized cylinder. The use of segments does not substantially reduce field uniformity, as is
shown in Figure A-3a for a modeled design utilizing 16 wedge-shaped segments of grade N52
NdFeB (BR = 1.48T, HC = 11.2 A m).5 This design (with ro/ri = 6) reaches a maximum field
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intensity of Bi = 2.28 T, compared to a predicted intensity of Bi = 2.65 T using equation A-1. The
lower than expected field is predominantly a result of depolarization of magnets adjacent to the
field chamber. This depolarization region is shown in a cross section of the array perpendicular
to the working chamber field (Figure A-3b).

Figure A-3: Field strength and flux paths within a hollow cylindrical flux source made with
Nd2Fe14B with BR = 1.48T. The modeled array a) is depicted with a radius ratio ro/ri = 6. In b), a
cross section is shown from x-x’
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The region of NdFeB depolarization in this array is quite large (on the order of the working
chamber volume). This effect can be prevented or minimized by using grades of NdFeB with
higher coercive force (e.g. SH, UH, and EH grades designed for use at elevated temperatures).6
In practice, however, the performance gained in preventing depolarization is offset by the lower
energy product of high temperature NdFeB materials. For example, the same array modeled with
NdFeB N40UH (BR = 1.29 T) actually shows a reduced internal field (Bi = 2.19 T) despite
avoiding depolarization. This result is closer to the predicted field for this material (Bi = 2.31 T),
and the remaining discrepancy may be attributed to the use of a segmented design rather than a
continuous one (for which equation A-1 is derived). Better results (Bi = 2.33 T) are obtained by
using N40UH magnets only where depolarization is predicted to occur (the 6 wedge-shaped
magnets closest to the x-x’ plane in Figure A-3a).
In order to avoid the drawbacks of the HCFS design, a variety of clad solenoid arrays
with higher efficiency (in terms of magnetic material used per working chamber volume) were
investigated. In general, magnetic materials in these designs serve three purposes – they supply
flux to the pole gap, define return paths for flux (e.g. complete the magnetic circuit), or prevent
undesired flux leakage around the pole gap or outside of the magnet array. These different
purposes are noted for the solenoid design depicted in Figure A-1b. It should be noted that the
flux supply magnets are not immediately in series with the working volume in either Figure A-1b
or A-2. Specifically, the design in Figure A-2 separates the flux supply magnets from the
working chamber using soft magnetic pole pieces. Placement of these magnets directly adjacent
to the working chamber is undesirable, as it was difficult to increase the working chamber flux
density beyond the saturation magnetization BS of the pole pieces (~1.6 T for NdFeB). It is
important to note that the HCFS design suffers from this limitation. In contrast, soft materials
such as Fe and Fe-Co have very low BR but have higher BS (2.2-2.45 T). These materials are
ideal to use immediately in series with the working chamber, as they may better concentrate
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magnetic flux from the supply magnets. This design approach was validated by testing a number
of designs using 2D finite element modeling. A particularly successful design of this type is
depicted in Figure A-4.

Figure A-4: A novel confined solenoid permanent magnet array. Magnets a) and b) supply flux
and provide cladding, while magnets c) provide cladding only. A soft magnetic material is used
for the pole pieces d) and corner pieces e) that complete the magnetic circuit.
This design utilizes large flux supply magnets (Figure A-4a) oriented perpendicular to soft
magnetic pole pieces (Figure A-4d). Additional magnets (Figures A-4b and A-4c) are used to
confine the magnetic field, and the circuit is completed with additional soft magnetic material
(Figure A-4e). This design also utilizes a working chamber with an aspect ratio of 2:1, which has
a lower magnetic reluctance than the cylindrical chamber used in the HPCMA. This array was
modeled in 2D using N52 grade NdFeB as the magnetic material and pure iron as the soft
magnetic material. The predicted field intensity within this array is depicted in Figure A-5.
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Figure A-5: Magnetic fields and flux paths in the rectangular array depicted in Figure A-4. A
magnetic flux density of ~2.3 T is obtained in the center of the working chamber.

The working chamber flux density in this design (Bi = 2.28 T) is equivalent to that obtained in the
HCFS design in Figure A-3a. However, the HCFS array uses a radius ratio ro/ri = 6 and a magnet
volume of 35 cm3 per cm3 of working chamber volume. In contrast, the array in Figure A-4
requires 22 cm3 of NdFeB per cm3 of working volume, and has a total material use of 45 cm3 per
cm3 of working volume. Thus this array is ~60% more efficient than the HCFS design in terms of
magnet volume and cost, while maintaining a similar overall size. It should be noted that Lee and
Jiles followed a similar approach to improve the HCFS design, resulting in an elliptical array with
a rectangular, lower reluctance working chamber.7 However, the current design has an additional
benefit in that all pieces in the array are rectangular in cross section, greatly simplifying
fabrication of the array. As with the HCFS design, however, two magnets adjacent to the
working chamber (Figure A-4b) are partially depolarized. Replacing these magnets with N40UH
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grade NdFeB reduces this depolarization and increases Bi slightly to 2.36 T. A summary
comparing this design with the HCFS design is given in Table A-1.
Table A-1: Comparison of HCFS and clad solenoid magnet array designs using the same
permanent magnet material:
Design

Bi

Active material required
3

Soft material required
3

(Tesla)

(per cm internal volume)

16 segment HCFS,
ro/ri = 6 (Figure A-3)

2.28

35 cm

3

0 cm

Clad solenoid
(Figures A-4, A-5)

2.28

22 cm

3

23 cm

(per cm internal volume)
3

3

To confirm the accuracy of the simulated results in Table A-1, the magnet array depicted
in Figures A-4 and A-5 was also simulated for a finite array length in 3 dimensions. Modeling
was performed by Magnetic Component Engineering (Torrance, CA) Inc. using the COMSOL
magnetostatics software package. The overall array dimensions were 31.8 x 11.4 x 20 cm.
Longitudinal and cross sections of the resulting model are shown in Figure A-6. As seen in this
figure, the predicted working chamber field Bi = 2.14 T is about 6% lower than the 2.28 T field
predicted in 2D modeling. In the z direction, a uniform field is obtained for 3 < z < 17 cm, giving
a useful working chamber length of 14 cm. The discrepancy in field level between this model
and the 2D model (Figure A-5) is likely related to slight differences in defined material
parameters between the 2D FEMM software and the 3D COMSOL FEM package.
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Figure A-6: 3D finite element models of the magnet array depicted in Figure A-4. Positions of
the cross section a) and longitudinal section b) are noted.
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A.4 Conclusions
A novel clad magnetic solenoid design was developed using 2D finite element modeling.
This design utilizes approximately 40% less permanent magnet material, by volume, than an ideal
HCFS design producing the same field level (Bi = 2.28 T). This improvement is attributed to the
use of soft magnetic pole pieces and a rectangular working chamber with lower magnetic
reluctance than a cylindrical chamber. In addition, this array is expected to be easier to fabricate
than the HCFS due to the rectangular cross sections of circuit elements. 3D modeling of this
array shows a uniform working chamber field of Bi = 2.14 T, in relatively good agreement with
2D modeling results.
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Appendix B
Characterization of Piezoelectric Property Variation with <001>C Textured PMN-PT
Ceramics
<001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics have properties intermediate between those of PZT
ceramics and PMN-PT single crystals, and may be useful replacements for ceramics in some
device applications. These materials have long been proposed to show improved property
uniformity compared to PMN-PT crystals, which typically show Ti4+ concentration gradients
resulting from the Bridgman growth process. These claims are investigated by measurement of
density, d33, d31, k31, sE11, tan(δ), and Qm for in excess of 100 31-mode <001>C textured PMN-PT
plates that were machined to have equivalent dimensions. These parts are divided into two
categories, consisting of undoped parts and mildly acceptor doped parts containing an excess of
Mg2+. Ceramic density is lower (96% vs 98%) and considerably more variable in the Mg2+ excess
material (a standard deviation of 3% vs 1%). However, none of the variability in measured
dielectric and piezoelectric properties in these materials could be correlated with density. It is
therefore concluded that densities of 96-98% are sufficiently high to have negligible impact on
material performance. Interestingly, variability of relative permittivity (standard deviations of 45% in both materials) and variability of piezoelectric constants (standard deviations of 9% in
undoped PMN-PT, 5-6% in Mg2+ excess PMN-PT) showed no correlation. However, d31 showed
a strong positive correlation with both sE11 and k31, suggesting variation of these properties shares
a common source.
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B.1 Introduction
<001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics show substantial improvements in piezoelectric
response (low field d33 = 800-950 pC/N) and bandwidth (k33 = 0.79-0.83) over conventional
ceramic materials.1,2 These materials show promise for replacing conventional ceramics in
applications where higher bandwidth or response is necessary, but use of crystal is not feasible
due to cost or the need for large volumes of active material. In addition to these advantages,
numerous researchers have cited property homogeneity as an additional potential advantage of
textured ceramics over crystals.1–3 Commonly, PMN-PT single crystals are grown by the
Bridgman method, in which crystals are directionally solidified from a melt.4 Although crystals
are grown with a target composition of 28-32% PbTiO3, preferential segregation of Ti4+ into the
melt fraction leads to a compositional gradient along the crystal length.5 Parts cut from these
crystals thus show higher variation in performance than ceramic materials, as not all parts show
the same nominal composition. In theory both ceramic and textured ceramic parts should lack
this variability, as they are produced by sintering of compositionally homogeneous powders.
However, this claim has never been investigated in textured ceramics. In this work, homogeneity
and repeatability of material properties were investigated within a set of 103 31-mode plates
machined from <001>C textured PMN-PT. These plates consist of 51 undoped parts processed
similarly to those reported by Poterala et al., and 52 parts that are mildly acceptor doped due to an
excess of Mg2+ in the ceramic composition (quantified in Chapter 6).2 This doping, as well as
minor Si4+ contamination, were attributed to a particular batch of MgNb2O6 source powder used
in ceramic synthesis. These impurities exceeded the solubility limit of the perovskite phase, such
that SEM analysis revealed ~0.05 vol% of magnesium silicate inclusions in the resulting parts.
Variations in density, KT33, k31, d31, d33, tan(δ), and Qm are investigated within these parts as a
function of acceptor doping. In addition, these properties are plotted against each other to
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investigate correlation in material variability between various properties. Investigation of these
correlations is of great use in guiding future processing of <001>C textured PMN-PT in order to
reduce material variability.

B.2 Experimental Procedures
<001>C textured PMN-PT ceramic plates were produced by the templated grain growth
(TGG) method using plate-like 0.4(Na1/2Bi1/2)O3-0.6PbTiO3 (0.4NBT-0.6PT) template particles.
Templates measured approximately 5-15 µm in diameter and 1 µm in thickness and were
synthesized by methods described elsewhere.6 PMN-25PT matrix powders were synthesized by
solid-state reaction of stoichiometric amounts of Pb3(CO3)2(OH)2 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO), fumed TiO2 (Evonik Aeroxide P25, Addison, IL), and MgNb2O6 (H.C. Starck, Newton,
MA) powders. These powders were vibratory milled in water for 36 h using 3 mm diameter
stabilized ZrO2 media and were dried and calcined at 700°C for 1 h. Matrix powders showed a
particle size of 200-300 nm and were predominantly perovskite phase.
Tape casting slurries contained 16 vol% matrix powder in an aqueous solution with
polyvinyl alcohol binder (5 vol%), polyethylene glycol plasticizer (7 vol%), a defoaming agent
(Surfynol 104E, 1 vol%), and poly(ammonium) carboxylate dispersant (Duramax D3021, 2
vol%). Casting slurries were mixed by ball milling for 12 h and were stirred for 2-4 h before
casting. 7 vol% of 0.4NBT-0.6PT templates (dry powder basis) were added 1 h before tape
casting. Slurries were tape cast at a doctor blade height of 0.2 mm and at a speed of 7.5 cm/s.
Cast tapes were dried for ~12 h and were cut and stacked to form samples measuring ~4.5 cm x
1.5 cm x 4.5 mm. Stacked samples were laminated isostatically at 75°C for 45 min and were
heated at 600°C for 1 h to remove organics. Samples were isostatically pressed at 200 MPa after
binder removal. Pre-sintering of samples was conducted at 1150°C for 1 h for undoped PMN-PT
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and 1150°C for 15 min for excess Mg2+ PMN-PT. Sintering was conducted in covered Al2O3
crucibles with 5 g of stoichiometric PMN-28PT embedding powder in a 7.5 cm diameter x 122
cm long tube furnace under flowing O2 (0.2 L/min). Samples were annealed for 10 h at 1150°C
in air, in covered Al2O3 crucibles with 10 g of 7 wt% PbO – 93 wt% PMN-28PT embedding
powder. While only 4 samples were sintered per furnace run (due to fragility of the green
samples), 10-12 samples were annealed at once in a semi-cylindrical (boat shaped) alumina
crucible measuring ~9 cm x 6 cm x 4 cm.
After annealing, samples were machined to equivalent dimensions (approx. 4 x 1 x 0.3
cm) and were electroded using fire-on silver paste (Dupont AG6160). Densities were calculated
from measured dimensions and weights for each sample. Samples were then poled at 10 kV/cm
for 5 min (2-3 times the coercive field EC) at room temperature, and were aged for >48 h before
measuring properties. Values of relative permittivity and dielectric loss were determined using a
capacitance meter, while 31-mode resonance and antiresonance frequencies (used to calculate d31,
sE11, and k31, and Qm) were measured on an impedance analyzer (HP 4194A). d33 values were
measured at 100 Hz using a Berlincourt d33 meter.

B.3 Results and Discussion

In total 103 textured PMN-PT plates (51 parts of undoped PMN-PT and 52 parts of
acceptor-doped PMN-PT) were fabricated and machined to final dimensions of approximately 4 x
1 x 0.3 cm. Dimensional tolerances were held to approx ± 0.1 mm in length and width and ± 0.03
mm in thickness. The measured properties of these parts are summarized in Table B-1.
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Table B-1: Summary of material properties (average and standard deviation) for 31-mode
textured PMN-PT plates.
Material

density

K

T

33/ε0

tan(δ)

3

(g/cm )
Undoped
PMN-28PT
N = 51
Acceptor Doped
PMN-28PT
N = 52

d33

d31

pC/N

pC/N

k31

s

E
11

Qm

Mean

7.98 (N=35)

4516

0.022

1077

-425

0.50

18.0

50

St.Dev.

0.05 (N=35)

239

0.002

94

37

0.03

0.9

4

St.Dev. (%)

1% (N=35)

5%

9%

9%

9%

5%

5%

8%

Mean

7.83

2707

0.002

757

-288

0.47

15.4

369

St.Dev.

0.27

115

0.001

42

18

0.02

0.5

66

St.Dev. (%)

3%

4%

56%

5%

6%

5%

3%

18%

As seen in Table B-1, moderate acceptor doping of <001>C textured PMN-PT results in a
decrease in average density from 7.98 g/cm3 (98.2%) to 7.83 g/cm3 (96.4%). In addition, the
standard deviation for this measure increases from 1% to 3%. This drop in density results from
changes in the sintering and grain growth behavior caused by Si4+ and excess Mg2+ in this
material. In particular, grain growth was enhanced by these dopants as was previously observed
in Mn2+ doped textured PMN-PT. In order to better investigate this behavior, histograms of the
relative density for each material are shown in Figure B-1. As shown in this figure, the decrease
in density caused by acceptor doping is not uniform – about half of the measured parts show
densities similar to those of undoped PMN-PT, while the other half show densities between 7.1
and 7.8 g/cm3. This increased variability in density may be caused by increased sensitivity of the
TGG process to furnace conditions (temperature and PbO content) in the acceptor-doped
material.
The variability in piezoelectric performance of textured PMN-PT is also clearly affected
by acceptor doping. Undoped textured PMN-PT shows an average d33 value of 1077 pC/N with a
standard deviation of 9%, while doped material shows an average of 757 pC/N and a standard
deviation of 5%. These values are shown graphically in Figure B-2.
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Figure B-1: Density histograms for undoped and acceptor doped textured PMN-PT plates. A bin
size of 0.1 g/cm3 was selected as a compromise between resolution and relative frequency
between the two distributions.

Figure B-2: Histograms showing variation in d33 (100 Hz) for undoped and acceptor doped
<001>C textured PMN-PT. A bin size of 40 C/N x 10-12 was selected as a compromise between
resolution and intensity (relative frequency) between the two distributions.
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The histograms shown in Figure B-2 confirm that acceptor doping reduces variability in d33,
despite the doped material showing substantially more variation in density than the undoped
material. The histogram for undoped PMN-PT is also especially interesting. Although the vast
majority of parts show d33 values of ~1050 pC/N, a small number of part show substantially
higher response (>1200 pC/N). These parts did not show differences in density from lower
response samples, although it is possible that this result is attributable to differences in texture
quality (which was not measured for this series of parts). To further show that relative density is
not a good predictor of material performance, permittivity (KT33) and piezoelectric response (d33)
are shown as a function of relative density in Figure B-3.
As shown in Table B-1, d31 shows similar behavior to d33 in that property variation is
reduced for the acceptor doped composition. Average values of relative permittivity (KT33),
coupling coefficient (k31) and elastic compliance (sE11) are also shown in Table B-1. While k31 is
relative unaffected by acceptor doping, KT33 and sE11 are substantially reduced. However, all of
these parameters show standard deviations of ≤5% that are not strongly affected by doping.
Losses in the undoped PMN-PT are similar to values previously observed (tan(δ) = 2.2% and Qm
= 50) for similarly processed material. Much lower losses are observed in Mg2+ excess PMN-PT
(tan(δ) = 0.2% and Qm = 369), although these values are different from those observed in Mn2+
doped material.2 While both dopants dramatically reduce dielectric loss, Mg2+ is less effective
than Mn2+ in reducing mechanical loss. Variability is also considerably higher for losses in doped
PMN-PT (18% for Qm and 50% for tan(δ)), although it is unclear if this variability is real or was
introduced by equipment used to measure these low loss values.
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Figure B-3: Variation in a) relative permittivity and b) piezoelectric coefficient with respect to
d33 in <001>C textured PMN-PT plates.
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The piezoelectric coefficients of materials are defined relative to permittivity, coupling
coefficient, and elastic compliance via the well-known equation:7

d ij = k ij K T ii s E jj

(A.1)

In order to visualize correlation between variability in properties of <001>C textured PMN-PT, a
number of properties in this material were plotted against each other. Values of d33 are plotted
against permittivity (KT33) in Figure B-4. As shown in this figure, there is surprisingly little
correlation between these two parameters. A similar lack of correlation was seen between
variability in KT33 and d31, although data is not shown here. However as was previously noted in
histograms of d33 in this material (Figure B-2), a handful of undoped parts show piezoelectric
response noticeably higher than the mean value for this material. Although long negative tails on
property distributions in these materials would be easily explained by “bad” samples, long tails in
the positive direction are difficult to explain.

Figure B-4: Piezoelectric coefficient d33 as a function of relative permittivity for undoped and
acceptor doped <001>C textured PMN-PT plates.
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Plots of 31-mode piezoelectric response (d31) and elastic compliance (sE11) are shown as a
function of k31 in Figure B-5. In both cases, variability in these parameters is observed to be
highly correlated. Correlations between d31 and k31 (Figure B-5a) appear linear. However, a
linear fit of these data does not pass through the origin and is unreasonable based on equation (A1) and the fact that sE11 is also positively correlated with these properties. The relationship
between sE11 and k31 (Figure B-5b) shows a positive linear trend in undoped PMN-PT, but
correlation of these properties in doped PMN-PT is weaker. It is also necessary to confirm that
the trend shown in Figure B-5a is real, and are not caused by correlation in measurement of d31
and k31. To address this, d33 (measured at 100 Hz on a Berlincourt meter) was plotted against k31
in Figure B-6. As seen in this figure, the trend between d33 and k31 closely mirrors that observed
in B-5a, and is not an artifact of the measurement method used.
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Figure B-5: Plots of a) 31-mode piezoelectric response (d31) and b) transverse elastic compliance
(sE11) as a function of k31 in undoped and acceptor doped <001>C textured PMN-PT.
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Figure B-6: Plot of 33-mode piezoelectric response (d33) as a function of the 31-mode coupling
coefficient (k31) in undoped and acceptor doped <001>C textured PMN-PT.

B.4 Conclusions
Variability in density and various dielectric and electromechanical properties was
investigated for undoped and mildly acceptor doped <001>C textured PMN-PT plates. The
piezoelectric coefficients of these materials show standard deviations of about 9% and 5%,
respectively. Dielectric response is less variable, and shows a standard deviation of about 5%
independent of doping. As a result, approximately 95% of fabricated parts are expected to lie
within ±10% of the mean in terms of dielectric response and electrical impedance matching. This
variability is comparable with that of conventional ceramic materials. It was also found that
piezoelectric response in these materials is strongly correlated with both coupling coefficient and
elastic compliance, and is not correlated with dielectric response. Thus variability in
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piezoelectric properties (kij and dijk) is primarily controlled by mechanical response, and not
dielectric response, in textured PMN-PT ceramics. The reasons for this correlation (and the lack
of correlation between dielectric and mechanical variability) are currently unclear. Neither
dielectric nor piezoelectric variability is correlated with variation in density, indicating that
densities obtained in these materials (>96%) are sufficiently high to have negligible effects on
material performance.
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Appendix C
A Comparison of SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 Templates for Fabrication of <001>C Textured PMNPT Ceramics
<001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics are commonly made by templated grain growth
(TGG) using plate-like SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 template particles. Although the resulting textured
ceramics have improved properties compared to conventional PZT ceramics, the use of
heteroepitaxial templates for TGG affects both the processing and properties of these materials.
In this work, <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics are produced using SrTiO3 and BaTiO3
templates, and the effects of these templates on sintering and TGG are compared. Stabilization of
SrTiO3 templates in PMN-PT is shown to occur in stoichiometric samples via interdiffusion of
Pb2+ and Sr2+ at low temperatures (~750°C). Samples may then be sintered under stoichiometric
or excess PbO conditions without template loss. If excess PbO is present in the sample, heating
to 750°C causes destruction of the SrTiO3 templates via growth of neighboring matrix grains.
Interestingly, SrTiO3 templates are also stablilized in samples heated directly to 1150°C and
sintered, although successful TGG in such samples requires subsequent annealing in a PbOexcess environment. In contrast, BaTiO3 template particles were stable under all experimental
conditions tested, and remain as residual inclusions in PMN-PT after the TGG process.

C.1 Introduction
<001>C textured (1-x)Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-xPbTiO3 (PMN-PT) ceramics show substantially
improved piezoelectric properties compared to conventional PZT ceramics.1–4 These materials
are typically produced by the templated grain growth (TGG) method, in which coarse seed
crystals (templates) are oriented in the green microstructure prior to sintering.5 Most commonly,
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templates are plate-like or acicular in shape to facilitate alignment by tape casting. During
sintering and annealing, the matrix composition grows epitaxially on these seed crystals to
produce an oriented grain structure.
Textured PMN-PT was first produced by TGG using very coarse (75-150 µm) tabular
BaTiO3 template crystals.4 These templates result in texture qualities (via the Lotgering factor
F00l) of 80-90%, yielding d33 values 20-50% higher than those in untextured PMN-PT ceramics.
The BaTiO3 templates used in this work remained as residual inclusions the PMN-PT matrix.
Similar results were obtained by Kwon et al., who use tabular SrTiO3 template particles
(5-15 µm in size) to texture PMN-PT ceramics.3 The smaller size of these templates is
advantageous in producing highly dense ceramics, but these materials have lower texture quality
(~69%) compared to BaTiO3 textured materials. These materials show high field d33 values of
~1310 pC/N (E0 = 10 kV/cm), more than twice the response of untextured PMN-PT. SrTiO3
templates were found to react with the PMN-PT matrix during this TGG process.
Subsequent work on <001>C textured PMN-PT has largely focused on improving the
templates used for this process, in terms of both size and aspect ratio. High aspect ratio, ~20 µm
BaTiO3 templates were used by Richter et al., while Brosnan et al. use SrTiO3 templates with a
similar aspect ratio and a slightly larger size (~40 µm).1,2,6 Despite both template materials
having reasonable sizes and high aspect ratios, they result in different properties in textured
PMN-PT ceramics. SrTiO3 textured ceramics produced by Brosnan et al. appear to show
substantially higher piezoelectric properties (d33* = 1170 pC/N at 5 kV/cm) than BaTiO3 textured
ceramics (d33* = 878 pC/N at 3 kV/cm).1 This discrepancy persists despite the fact that BaTiO3
templates result in substantially higher texture fractions (f = 96-98%) than SrTiO3 templates (f =
81-87%). The first effect (reduced piezoelectric response) has been previously attributed to
mechanical clamping effects caused by the presence of residual BaTiO3 templates.5 The lower
texture qualities in SrTiO3 textured ceramics may be related to lower stability of the template
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particles, which has been previously noted.1 The reactions responsible for stabilizing or
destabilizing SrTiO3 template particles have not been investigated in detail.
To further investigate template composition effects, <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics
were synthesized using high aspect ratio SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 templates. In the case of SrTiO3,
reactions occurring at the template-matrix interface are investigated in order to determine the
cause for template instability during the TGG process. These results are used to identify ideal
regimes for processing <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics using these template particles.

C.2 Experimental Procedures
<001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics were fabricated using plate-like templates (5 vol%)
and PMN-28PT matrix powder (95 vol%). Both SrTiO3 templates (NexTech Inc., Lewis Center,
OH) and BaTiO3 templates (Entekno Materials, Eskisehir, Turkey) were used. PMN-28PT
matrix was fabricated by solid state reaction of Pb3(CO3)2(OH)2 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO),
fumed TiO2 (Evonik Aeroxide P25, Addison, IL), and MgNb2O6 (H.C. Starck, Newton, MA).
Powders were calcined at 700°C for 1 h to form the PMN-28PT phase. PMN-28PT matrix
powders were batched to be either stoichiometric or to contain 5 mol% excess PbO.
Template particles were aligned in the PMN-28PT matrix by the tape casting process.
Non-aqueous tape casting slurries were formulated using toluene as a solvent and using organic
binders and plasticizers (Ferro 73210 and Ferro 1111, respectively). Slurries were ball milled for
24 h using 3 mm diameter stabilized ZrO2 media. After milling templates were magnetically
stirred for 2-4 h, and the template particles were added by stirring about ~1 h before tape casting.
Tapes were cast using a doctor blade height of 0.2 mm and at a speed of ~1 cm/s. After drying
for >6 h, tapes were cut and stacked to form planar samples about 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm in size and 2-3
mm in thickness. Samples were heated laminated at 75°C for 45 min and were subsequently
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heated at 600°C for 1 h to remove binder. Samples were isostatically pressed at 200 MPa prior to
sintering. Samples were sintered and annealed in covered Al2O3 crucibles in a 5 cm diameter x
122 cm tube furnace under flowing O2 (0.2 L/min). To investigate the effects of sintering
atmosphere, samples were packed in 5-15 g of PMN-28PT embedding powder containing varying
amounts of excess PbO. In some cases, samples were re-annealed after sintering at 1150°C for
15 h. Re-annealed samples were packed in 15 g of PMN-28PT embedding powder (5 mol%
excess PbO) and were heated at 1150°C for 15 h.

C.3 Stability of BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 Templates in PMN-28PT
The high aspect ratio SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 perovskite template particles used in this study
are shown in Figure C-1. These templates show aspect ratios of ~30:1 and ~15:1, respectively.
BaTiO3 template particles were found to be stable with respect to PMN-PT under both
stoichiometric and PbO-excess sintering conditions.

Figure C-1: SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 template particles used to synthesize <001>C textured PMN-PT
ceramics

In contrast, TGG could not be achieved using SrTiO3 template particles when excess PbO was
present in the matrix powder. To investigate this effect, PMN-PT ceramics with aligned SrTiO3
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templates and with or without excess PbO were heated to temperatures between 750-900°C.
SrTiO3 templates were generally stable below ~700°C, but begin to react with the PMN-PT
matrix powder at 750°C. Fracture surface micrographs of a sample heated with excess PbO (5
mol%) at 750°C are shown in Figure C-2. As seen in this figure, reaction of SrTiO3 templates
with PMN-PT is obvious and is characterized by densification and growth of the surrounding
matrix grains. These grains appear to grow at the expense of the SrTiO3 templates and are not
crystallographically textured. The template particles in this sample are completely destroyed
before texture can be produced. In addition, the matrix powder is substantially coarsened (to
between 0.5 and 1 µm) without substantial densification.

Figure C-2: Sequence of fracture surface micrographs showing destruction of SrTiO3 templates
in a PMN-28PT matrix containing 5 mol% excess PbO. Sample was heated to 750°C for 5 h.

In contrast, the fracture surface of a sample containing SrTiO3 templates without excess
PbO is shown in Figure C-3. This sample was heated to the same temperature as the sample in
Figure C-2. In this case, the template particles are reasonably intact, but are noticeably thicker
(~5 µm) than the initial template particles (2-3 µm). This thickening is accompanied by the
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formation of porosity within the template particle. EDS analysis of the template particles, shown
in Figure C-3, indicates that substantial interdiffusion of Pb2+ and Sr2+ has occurred. Pb2+ is
detectable at similar levels to Sr2+ within the template interior, and Sr2+ is detectable in the matrix
several microns from the template surface. Similar interdiffusion of B-site cations was not
detectable at this temperature.

Figure C-3: Fracture surface micrograph and EDS spectra showing Pb2+ / Sr2+ interdiffusion
between SrTiO3 templates and PMN-28PT matrix without excess PbO. Sample was heated to
750°C for 5 h.
The stabilization and incorporation of SrTiO3 templates in PMN-28PT is thus found to begin with
A-site cation interdiffusion and homogenization. The process shown in Figure C-3 was found to
occur at 750°C regardless of the PbO content in the sintering atmosphere (controlled by the
concentration of PbO in the embedding powder). However, templates were destroyed (as in
Figure C-2) in samples directly heated to ≥ 800°C if free PbO was present either in the sample or
in the embedding powder. Thus use of excess PbO in the sample is generally equivalent to use of
excess PbO in the embedding powder at temperatures where PbO is highly volatile. Samples in
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which the templates were stabilized via the process in Figure C-3 could be subsequently heated to
1150°C in excess PbO embedding powder without template loss, as was found by Brosnan et al.
Interestingly, samples could also be directly heated and fully sintered at temperatures up
to 1150°C without damaging the template particles, as long as excess PbO was not present.
These samples did not undergo TGG, however, due to the lack of PbO excess. In general, TGG
and texture development could be induced in these samples by re-annealing them in excess PbO.
Re-annealing for texture development was unsuccessful in samples held for > 1 h at 1150°C
without excess PbO due to excessive matrix coarsening (to 3-5 µm) in these samples.
SEM micrographs of <001>C textured PMN-PT ceramics made using SrTiO3 and BaTiO3
templates are shown in Figure C-4. Both materials were produced by sintering in stoichiometric
embedding powder (1150°C for 1 h) and subsequent re-annealing in excess PbO embedding
powder (1150°C for 15 h). Both materials show relative densities of ~98% and show welltextured, brick-wall microstructures. Gradients in Sr2+ or Ti4+ concentration could not be detected
using EDS in the SrTiO3 textured ceramic, indicating that the templates fully interdiffuse with the
PMN-28PT matrix. In the BaTiO3 textured PMN-28PT, the BaTiO3 templates are visible as
residual inclusions within each textured grain (shown in Figure C-4b).

Figure C-4: Microstructures of textured PMN-28PT ceramics produced with a) SrTiO3 template
particles and b) BaTiO3 template particles. Residual templates in the BaTiO3 textured ceramic
are indicated with arrows.
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